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PREFACE

ll is mw recognized that tho atrnosphere is a spnifhant pathway forlhe transport of many natural and
pollutant materials from the continents to lhe ocean hrt only recently, due to the devebpments in nnnitoring
trace species in air, aerosol and precipitation over lh6 o@an, in understanding and quantilyirp alrnospheric
removal pmcesses and in rnodelling ihe long-rarEe atnosphedc transport and deposition, it has become
possibfe to quantitatively estimate the atrnospheric fluxes ol trace species to the marine environment.

The proposal to make such estimatbns on globaland regional scales was orQinated in 1987 by the
WMO-led GESAMP Working Group on the Interchange ol Pollutants between the Atnrcsphere and the Oceans
established in 1976 to provide advice lo the WMO Members and the GESAMP sponsoring oqanizations on
scientilic aspects ol air/sea exchange of pollutants.

Considering inlernationalconcern about atmospherictranspoil of pollutants to the oceans and regional
seas, the WMO Executive Council at its thirly-ninlh session in 1987 supported th€ proposalto hoH a meeling
of the Working Group to assess recent progress and knowledge in this fieH and to @rTparo pollutant inpuls
to the oceans from the atnnsphere with lhose from rivers. This ploposalwas also endorsed by GESAMP at
its eighteerilh session in 1988.

To tackle lhis task, the Working Group convened a Woftshop on Atnnsphedc Input of Trace Species
to the World Ocean, heH in October 1988, lo determine the strategy for the reporl and lo compile lhe varbus
concentration data bases. Subsequent to this, the llux corputations were canied out. A second meeting of
the chairmen of the varbus workshop working panels was heH in Decerber 1988 to prepare the lirst draft
of the repod. In May 1989, GESAMP-XIX approved the report and recommended that it shouH be prblishecl
in the GESAMP Reports and Studies series, laking into account the oomments made by GESAMP. The
present reporl, which is available in English only, was finalized in Oclober 1989.

Financial support for two Workirq Gmup meelirps was provUed by WMO, UNEP and Unosco.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

In October, 1988 GESAMP Working Group 14 ('Interchange of Pollutants Between the
Atmosphere and the Oceans'- INTERPOLL) convened, with financial support from WMO and
UNEP; a Workshop on'Atmospheric Input of Trace Spccies to the World Ocean.' The workshop
was held at the Universiry of Rhode Island ruRD, U.S.A., and about 20 scientists from around
the world took part. The meeting consistcd of plcnary sessions and 5 separate panels dealing with
the topics of atmospheric transport, deposition processes, trircc metals, nutrients, and synthetic
organics. Following this, in December, 19E8, a sccond meeting involving the workshop co-
chairmen and the chairmen of the workshop panels was held, also at URI, and a draft report
produced. This was submitted and approved by GESAMP at its l9th scssion in May, 1989. The
present document, the final version of the Fpofl, incorporatcs cornrnents made by GESAMP XD(,
and was prepared, with input from the 5 panel chairmen, by the workshop co.chairmen at URI in
June, 1989.

Chemicals, both natural and man-made, reach the occans by a number of routes, including
rivers, direct dumping, and via the atmosphere. The first two paths have been studied for several
decades, but it is only relatively recently that it has bccome possible to estimate the amounts of
material entering the oceans from the atmosphere. Further, as the calculations have become less
crude, for some substances the atmospheric route scems to have gained in importance relative to
the other paths. This improvement in quantifying atmospheric inpus has come about through
bener understanding of the transport and deposition mechanisms carrying material to the surface of
the oceans, as well as thc availability of a greatly improved data base of concentration
measurements in the marine environment. The main objective of the prescnt exercise is to usc the
best curently available information and data to calculatc inpus of a variety of chemicals to the
oceans on a global basis. These estimates are then compared to thc amounts of the various
materials which enter the occans through rivcr inflow.

Substances to be examined were sclected on the basis of their impact (positive or negative)
on marine organisms and/or their importancc in the cycling of chemicals in the oceans. They are
dealt with in thc following three classcs: Tracc clcrncnB and mineral aerosol, nitrogen species, and
synthetic organic compounds; each of these groups constituting a major pan of the report

Before thesc threc sections is onc on the way thc deposition processes for gases, particles
and rain are parameterized in the prescnt calculation. Then cornes a description of the climatology
of the marinc atrnosphere, which concenrarcs on thc pnmary transport paths and precipitation
patterns which, rcqpectively, move and reimvc atmospheric matcrials.

DEPOSITION PROCF'SSES

Although direct measurements of material fluxes from the atmosphere to the sea surfacc
have becn anemptcd, they have generally bccn unsucccssful or thc mcuring of the rcsults open to
significant doubt An exception to this general statcmcnt is in thc casc of rain wherc, provided
great care was takcn in samplc collection and analysis, rncaningful results havc been obtaincd. In
view of the gcncral lack of reliable directly measurcd fluxes, in the pr€scnt exercise resort is made
to indirEct approaches to cstimate air-t+sca fluxcs.

In order to calcularc deposition indirectly, usc is madc of thc fundamental concept that thc
flux of matter o the sca surfacc is given by the product of a conccnuation term (which drives the
flux) and a kinetic parameter, which controls the rate of mass transfer. This is then applied to
deposition of gas molecules, 'dry' particles and rain, as appropriatc for each particular substance.
The concentration tcrm has to bc obtained hom field mcasuremcnts. In the casc of gas exchange,
concentrations need to be known in surface seawatcr and in the marine boundary layer. For
particles and rain, concentrations havc to be measurpd in sizc-ftactionatcd atmospheric aerosols. In
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the latter case, aerosol conccntrations arc converted to concentrations in rain by use of a
'scavenging ratio,' which is obtained from paired field measurements of the ratio of concentrations
in rain to thosc in atmospheric aerosol. The kinetic term for rain is just the rate at which it falls.
For gases and particles, the kinetic panrmeter is obtained from a combination of theory, laboratory
results, and field measurenrents.

ATMOSPHERTC TRANSPORT ANN PRECIPITATION CLIMATOLOGY

Therc ar€ two differcnt approaches to the use of meteorological information as an aid in the
calculations attempted here. The first is to constnrct a transport or General Circulation Model
(GCM), and knowing the distribution and strength of the various sources of the substances of
interest, to allow the model to predict the pattern of their deposition over the oceans. Although this
is a fundamental and potentially very powerful approach, it was not deemed appropriate for the
present task. A major reason is that for many of the substances emission inventories are mt
sufficiently well known. Also, it is difficult to use transport models iteratively with observed
aunospheric concentrations or measured air-sea fluxes.

For these and other reasons we chose to adopt a climatological approach in which the
known yearly average distributions of meteorological parameters such as precipitation are
combined with the observed concentration field of the various chemicals on a grid point by grid
point basis in order to derive the required fluxes. Meteorological information is also used to
interpolate and extrapolate the concentration data to overcome the lack of observations in several
manne areas.

To perform the calculation the oceans arc divided into 10ox10o boxes. For each box the
average yearly concentration is estimated for each substance, either from direct measuremens or by
extrapolation. In the case of dry deposition, the corresponding flux is calculated by multiplying the
concentration in each box by a depositiony'transfer velocity. Fm deposition in rain, the flux per box
is obtained from the product of the climatological rainfall rate for the box, the air concentration of
each substance in it, and an appropriate scavenging ratio.

As a cross-check on the calculated fluxes they arc compared with directly measured fluxes,
where such data are available. The global atmospheric inputs are also compared with riverine
inflows to the oceans for the substances of interest. In addition, we have attempted to perform
similar air-sea flux calculations for some of the bener studied regional seas. Examples are the
North, Baltic, and Mediterranean Seas in Europe, which are of particular interest in view of their
proximity to major industrial, urban, and agricultural sourccs.

Splitting the oceans into 648 l0oxl0o boxes provides the ability to perform the deposition
computation on any scale ranging from global down to the size of the individual boxes. This is an
important advantage of the scheme adopted since it allows, for all the substances examined, inter-
ocean, inter-hemispheric and regional comparisons to be made, as well as global assessment.
Further, it permits the importance of the continents as sources for much of the material deposited
onto the oceans from thc aunospherc to be identified. The small grid size allows the deduction that
for many substances this deposition is much larger close to continents, with potentially important
implications for fishing and recreation in heavily populated coastal regions. Another advantage of
the computational scheme adopted is the ease with which the fluxes can be recalculated as better
data on both chemical concentrations and deposition rates become available in the fururc.

TRACE EI,EMT'NTS AND MIN['.RAI. AF'ROSOL

The flux calculations for thesc substances show that wet deposition is more important than
dry; for Pb and other trace metals (Cd, Cu, Ni, Zn) the ratio of wet to dry deposition is about
80:20; for mineral aerosol, which contains elemcnts including Al, Fe, Si, and P, the corrcsponding
ratio is approximately 6O:40. Both classes of substancc show much grcater deposition in the
northern (n%1than in the southern (lO%) hemisphere.
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Comparison of atmospheric and riverine inputs of these substances into the oceans in
particulate form reveals that riven are the dominant ioute, except for phosphorus. However, with
respect to the open oceans the atmospheric path is likely to dominate since much of the riverine
input of particles to the oceans is removed io the sediments in nearshore and coastal areas. For
inputs in lgbble form, which are likely to be more important for the 'health' of the oceans since
they can lave q morc. direct inqpac_t on biological systems, atmospheric inputs are approximately
gqual to those from rivers forFe, P, Cu, Ni, and As. For Zn,Cd, and Pb ihe atmosifieric path ii
the major source of these rnetals rcaching the oceans.

There is quite a detailed data base of concentration measurements for trace metals and
mineral aerosol over the European regional seas. Flux calculations havc been carried out for the
North, Baltic, and Mediteiranean Seas, and it appears that of the total emission of these subsrances
from Europe, betwec_n l.and l57o is deposited bir ttre North Sea, with 4-2OVo being deposited over
the northwestern Mediterranean (the ranges in the estimates largely reflec-t inier-element
differences). It is clear that when riverine inputs are added to thosc from lhe atmosphere, rhe seas
of Europe, qk.n together, providc a sink fora signihcant fraction of human-derived emissions of
trace metals from the rcgion.

NITROGEN SPF'CIF'S

Dealing first with the oxidized forms of nitnogen (NOl-'HNO3, NOr), we find about 607o
of the amount entering the oceans from the atmosphere is by wet depositidir of nitrate and nitric
acid. Deposition of NO* can effectively be ignordd sincc ifis very imall when compared to the
other oxidized forms, even over the North Atlantic wherc dry deposition of NO, is at i maximum.
Qf the total deposition of oxidized nihogen, T0% occun over thC northern hemiiphere oceans. Of
this northern hemisphere.deposition, it is estimated that 4O-75% comes from anthropogenic
sources on land. The highest air-to-sea flux of oxidizcd nirrogen (i.c., per unit area) ii fdr the
Ngrth Atlantic, reflecting the impact of anthropogenic sourceJ in Nortti America, Europe, and
Africa. A somewhat.surprisin-g outcome of thi calculation is that the second highest oiidizea
nitrogen fluxes.are calculated for the North Indian Ocean. This ariscs in part frori the relatively
small area of this basin, with much of it surrounded by land masses. Furth'er, the high rainfall ratl
leads to substantial rcmoval by wet deposition.

Reduced forms of nirogen (mostly M{4+ and NH3) constirute about 4OVo of the total flux
of N to the oceans from the atnnspherc. However, this figurc should bc trcated with caution since
the dan base of marine measurCments of reduced nitrogen forms is poor relative to that for
oxidized- species. Further, therc is a distinct possibilit! that much if tne reduced niuogen
measurcd in the marine aunospherc is material redycled thrirugh the sca surface and thus not rcilly
net input.

Our calculated global deposition numbers fall within the rurge of previous csrimates,
although they lE owards thc upper gn{ of thc range of pubtished valuei. Thd prcsent analysis is,
of course, considerably more thoiough than previoils animpts.

. 9o*paring our values for atrnospheric inputs with inflows of nitnogen to thc oceans via
rivers,.it appears that_in total (i.e., natural plus anthropogenic sourccs) thc two flows arc
approximately cqual. Howevcr, as with traci mctals, mrictiof thc river-borne nitrogen never
lqaghep 4" op"l, ocean...n Bgp fr-action of it will bc removd to coastal and shelf sediments by
biological tnansfcr as well as being lost to thc atmospherc following denirification. Thus, for th!
open oceans transfer via the atmospher,e is almosi certainly the prime route for cntry of ncw
nitrogen.

It is also instructive to compare thc rate of input of nitnogen to thc oceans with the ratc at
which it is buricd in marinc sedimCnts. This comparison indicaies that only a fcw percent of itC
total input-3PPean.il__t!,q scdimenr, implying viry considerable rccycling of nidogcn (as, for
example, N2O and NHr) back to the at-niosphere through the sca surfacE. Howeier, iurrrnt
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estimates of such emission fluxes are very uncertain. Thesc apparent quandtative inconsistencies
in the global nitrogen cycle indicatc thdt major componenrs bf ir ard poorly understood at the
present.

Although-in coastal waters the importance of riverine inputs of nitrogen will increase
relative to those from thc atmospherc, such a comparison for the i.iorth and Mfoiterranean Seas
shows that aunospheric inputs ary about 40% of rivcrine inputs for the former, but that in the
western part of the lattcr (Italy to Gibnattar) the wo sounces of iritrogen are approximately equal.

SYNTHF'TIC ORGANIC COMPOUNNS

The human-derived organic compounds considered in this secrion are PCBs,
hexachlorocyclo-hexanes (HCHi), DDTs, ihlordanc and dieldrin, and chlorobenzenes. The
$gRosition process- for these compounds is more complex than for the groups considered above.
Not only are they deposited it!oiti and by dV Rqu"t" igposition, they alio eiist in the aunosphere
as gases *h9F air-sea transfer must bc quinhflred. Thle calculatio-ns presented show that'even
exqlpS! of thcsc s.ubstances.in.gaseous form is not simple, since they generally show both gas
and liquid phasc rcsistance to their interfacial transfer.

Our calculations confirm that the majority of the deposition of these compounds is to the
Notth Pacific and Nonh Adantic Oceans, refiecting their major production and use in the northern
hemisphere. However, differences between basins are ippirent when particular groups of
c.om_pound! are_considered. Forexample, HCHs and DDT hive thc grcatest deposition-rates o"er
the North Pacific, rcflecting their majbr use on the Asian continent]whereas FCgs and dieldrin
shorv greater deposition over the North Atlantic than the North Pacific, which appears to be relared
to the proximity of sources in Europe and Nonh America.

. Comparing the calculated atmosphcric inputs of thesc compounds with the very crude
estimates presently available of the amount coming into the oceani in rivers indicates lhat the
atmospheric noute is very dominant, constituting benrecn 80% (for PCBs) andgg%o (for HCHs) of
the totrl input.

As beforc, we have extended the atmospheric deposition calculation to the regional seas of
Europe. The results indicate that flux 5ateq gri highcr over these coastal seas than Sver the open
oceans !Y factors ranging from about 2 to 12, depending on the group of compounds considered.
Comparing rivcr and atrnbspheric inputs to thesc seas, th-e latter 

"pp"in 
domiriant for HCHs. For

$_e11h.er. organo-chlorine compounfs thc riverine input may affroach (PCBs) or even exceed
(HCBs) deposition from the atmospherc.

RECOMMF'NDATIONS

. In carrying.out the calculations reported here, several imponant gaps in knowledge have
become apparcnt. From these it is clear that much further work iemainsio'be done. Ratlier than
give a {etailcd list of rccommendations for future rescarch, we list below five areas wtriih upp".t
to be of spccial importancc:

l. The best way to -quantify atmosphcric inputs to the oceans is by direct flux
measurements. However, methods for peapuring fluxcs directty are lacking at the present, except
for prccipigti"l. The development of techniqrics to enable dircct dry flu-x measuremenis to 6e
made should be a.top prio1ry. In addition, the geographical covcrage of rain sampling
programmes should be expanded considerably.

2. ln default of direct flux methods, we must resoft to indirect approaches that use
measured airconcentratio.ng, Th-e prcscntlyavailable conccntration dau fields ntiea to be improved
both.tcmporally and.spati{ty._AgS* for fuhich concentration data are particularly lacking Le ttri
South Atlantic, South Pacific, lndian, and Arctic Oceans.
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3. To convert concentrations to fluxes requires knowledge of the kinetic parameter
(depositiory' transfcr velocity) contnolling the deposition rate. Better parameterisation of this term,
which can come from better understanding of thc controlling processes, is rcquired for both
particles and gases.

_ 4. Scavenging ratios for particular substances vary substandally both temporally at a
fixed site and between different locations. There are many reasons for the existence of these
ranges. Part of the problem may bc that scavenging ratios oftcn have to be computod from rain and
air concentrations measured on samples that wcrC not collected contemporaneously. There is an
urgent need for simultaneous collections and rneasurcments, including vertical profiles, so that
scavenging ratios can bc obtained from truly paired rain and air samples.

5. An imponant uncertainty in flux calculations for synthetic organic compounds is the
concentration of the 'free' (i.e., able to exchange acnoss the air-sea interface) compounds in the
surface oceans. Although technically difficult to address, such measuremcnts should have a high
priority in future studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Transport of potentially harmful trace substances to thc world oceans, whether it be by
rivers, by bulk dumping, or via thc atmosphere has r€cently become a major topic of both public
and scientific discussion. However, though the polluting of the oceans is not a new phenomenon,
it has generally thought to have accelerated in rccent years. How important a role the atmosphere
plays in transponing pollutants to the @eans is a critical unknown. A first attempt to address this
question was published ovcr a decade ago (NAS, 1978). Since that report a considerable amount
of research and monitoring has gone on to document trimsport of both natural and man-made
substances to the oceans via the atmosphere. SEAREX, WATOX, PHYCEMED, AEROCE, and
others are examples of major rcsearch programmes including such studies. These progfirmmes
have produced a set of high quality atmospheric chcmistry data that can bc used in estimaring the
total deposition of many trace substances to thc oceans and coastal ar€as. These studies showed
that large quantities of continental materials are often carried great distances over the oceans. In
some cases these are natural substances such as mincral dust and organic matter derived from
plants. Howevcr, many substances transported over the oceans are derived from anthropogenic
sources, forexaruple: Pb from leaded gasoline, V from thc combustion of fuel oils, pesticides from
agricultural use, and halocarbons from a variery of industrial processes. It is likely that somc of
these substanccs have a significant impact on occan proccss€s when their deposition flux to the
ocean surface is sufficiently large. For examplc, some metals and many chlorinated hydrocarbons
could inhibit the growth of phytoplankton. On thc othcr hand somc trace metals (e.g., Fe) are
essential to biological processcs, and their absence could limit primary productivity. Similarly,
atmospheric nitrogen species could provide vital plant nutrients. Knowledge about atmospheric
inputs would be useful for other purposes as wcll. Some species (e.g., 210-Pb) are useful as
tracers for ocean mixing processes and thc dating of corals. Thc oceCnic chemical cycles of a
number of elements (e.9., Al, Pb, sornc rare earths) are known to bc significantly impacied by the
atmospheric inputs of thesc qpecies. In many occan rcgions, eolian mincral dust is the major non-
biogenic component in deep-sca sediments; this dust is also the principal source of many race
elements mentioned above. Thus, aunospheric inputs can have both positive and negative iinpacts
on the @cans. For these reasons, it is important to have a quantitative knowledge ol the fluxbs of
thesc materials to thc oceans and of their geographical disriSution.

Becausc of recent research efforts, it is now possiblc for the first time to assess the
atrnospheric flrxes of many materials to Ore oceans. To this erd, GESAMP instructed its Working
proup N_o. 14 to assess the data at hand and to dcvelop globat scale cstimates of thc aunospheric
inputs of trace species to thc oceans. Finally thesc eitimates will be compared to rhose huxes
entering the oceans from rivers.

SELECTION OF CHEMICAI. SPECIF'S

The primary objectivcs of this papcr arE to asscss thc flux of thosc species that can havc an

lTP.l on biological processes and on chcmical cycling in the oceans. Ttrere arc two types of
biologicalty inportant species: thosc that arc dclctcrious to organisms and thosc that are essdritid to
growth. Qcrtain mctals such as Cd and Pb are known to 5c toxic to marine organisms, as are

TTy synthctic olganlc spgqies including thc PCBs and a variety of pcsticidcs. For example,
Subramanian ct d. (1986, 1987) have reponed data that suggest a rilationship betwccn chlorinited
hydrocarbon uptakc and thc dccrcasing concentration of reproductive hormones in marine
mammals and birds. However, thc growth of marinc phytoplankton is also depcndent on the
availability of certain racc spccies. Nirogen and phosphonis arc wo of thc most critical nutrients.
Organisms that build siliceous frustulcs dlso requrire silicon. Finally, ccrtain metals are essential
for various-biological functions; for cxamplc, phytoplankton entyme systems rcquire nacc
amounts of iron, nranganesc, coppcr, zinc, cobalt and nrclybdcnurn

In sqne regions, primary productivity is limited by the deanh q abscnce of one or rnore of
the abovc nutrients. In such rcgions, thc dcposition of thbsc clcnrnts from the atmospherc could
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play p important role in conrolling productivity. For cxample, raccnt work (Martin ct al., 1988;
Martin and Gordon, 1988) suggesn that phytoplinkton glowih is limitcd by the atmospheric input
of Fe-in sorlc Fgro!!. pacrt 0985) shdwid ihat productivity increascd jtrarpty in c6astat watcr
samples when he added contincntal rain watcrs containing high concennatiohJ of nitratc. Ducc
(1985) made a detailed asscssrnent of thc importancc foi pri-mary productivity in otigotrophic
waters of atmosphcric dcposition relative to occanic sourcis of irbri, nitro.:en,-and phosphdrus.
This. stud_y focuscd on two regions, thc Sargasso Sca and thc No'rth Pacific Gyre. Duic esilmatcd
nutricnt fluxes frrom^atmospheric deposition o surface watcrs and frqn oceanic processcs (venical
advcction,.edgy diffusion_and nitr,ogen fixation). Hc concludcd thar i) in theic two rcgions the
atmosphericdcposition of Fe could have thc grcatcst impact, ii) thc atmospheric flux of-nitrogen
spegie.l -can have a significant impact at timbs, and iiiJ the role of atmoipheric phosphorui is
negligible.

-l,n this-repon we asscss the global atmosphcrc-tooccan deposition rates of spccies that
might be significant as nutricnts. Ttresc includi oxidizcd and reduccd nitrogen spicies, both
gascous-and Particulate, and various tracc elements including Si, Fe, and P. We aiso consider
potentially hamful spccics such as synthctic organics and such heavy metals as Pb, Cd, Zn, Ni,
4-s, l4d Cu, which-at high conccilrations may havc dclctcrious cffects on marinc organisms.
li"-.tty we asscss Al, whosc arnosphcric input may havc a significant impact on its chemiEd cycle
in the oceans.

ORG^NIZ.ATION O[' RT'PORT

Thc assessmcnt of aunospheric fluxes to the global occan is difficult for a number of
reasons. First there are vcry few mcasurpnr€nts of actual deposition ratcs. Furthermore, most
dcposition.surdies focus only on the wet-dcpositcd cunponcnq ahsrc are vcry few mcasuerncnts of
dry deposition of either pa$rclgs or gasis. Howevtr, there are relatiiely more data on the
atmospheric concentration of various acrosol and gascous species. As a consfoucrrcc, the strategy
used in this asscssment is to calculate deposition ratcs basid on atmosphcric ionccntration daii.
Deposition rat€s are calculatcd for tcn degrec by tcn dcgrec occdn areas using measured
concentration data or concentration data extrapolatid from actual conc€ntration mcisurements.
Thesc concentration data arp then combined with appropriatc exchangc cocffrcients forthc various
sPecies. As a test, the computcd fluxcs for some s-pbiis rre compartd to thc morc limitcd direct
$eposition mcasurcnnnts at ccrtain sircs. In ordcr ti.r carry out srrch computations it is neccssary to
have. a tnowlcdgg of arnosphcric transport processci, as wcll as rimoval mechanisms 'ata
physical and physico-chgmical propcrties bf aciosots and gascs. Unfortunatcly, in many of thesc
areas our knowledge is poor or inadcquatc. Conscquintly it is oftcn ntcessary'to makc
assumptions about one or more of thesc parameArs

. Thc -organiz?tion of 4q r€port derivcs frrom this strategy. In thc Deposition Proccsscs
section wc discuss the starc of knowlcdg-e-about airlsca cxchurli prcccsscs. 'Thcsc 

include gas
gx9.hange, dry dcpositio.nof particlcs, gii thc p,rocipiulon scaveil6irg of both paniclcs and gafts.
In that scction a gcneral &scription of the funitamcnral principles uniicrlvins the rncthods u&d rc
estimarc thc fluxcs of particularclasscs of subsanes is irovidaf Wc ab6 d;scribc how the acnral
fluxes are calculacd oncc thc rplcvrnt arrnsphcric conccntrrtion data, cxchangc coefficients *a
Ptr"ipltqon scavenging rrtios _are availabli. In thc ncxt scction Amosphciic Transpon and
Pr.ccipitation Climatology.are discusscd for thc various occatr regions, ri,ith emphasii on thc
PTl"qy q$Port paths, and surnrnries of precipitrtion pqncrns urd ificir Emecal viriability. Thc
objective it tq rebtc. our knowledge of atm-ospherii transpon paths to known atmospheric
conccntration disributions and to probaUle sqrrcc ireas qr drc ipntiricns. [n fiis scction Oc'acnrA
procedlres uqd for computing ihc arnospheric fluxcs are dessribcd in dctail, and a spccifrc
examplc of srrh a cmrpuation is givcn

In the srrccocding scctiots thc available arnosphcric conentration data arc asscsscd and thc
subscquent flux computations describcd Thc dcposifron qpccics rre grurpcd into ttuec *aiqiii,
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Tracc Elcmcns and Mineral Aerosols, Niuogen Species, urd Synthetic Organic Compounds. This
classification is largely bascd on the different physical and chernical charrcteristics of substanccs in
these groups, their rcmoval processes, and thc availability of data sets. Finally, some
recommendations for futurc rescarch are given.

HISTORY OF THF' GF'SAMP STUNY

Thc first mccting of thc subgroup of GESAMP Working Group 14 - Interchange of
Pollutants Bctween the Atmosphcre and Oceans - was held at the Alton Jones Campus of the
University of Rhodc Island from Octobcr l0 to 14, 1988. At that meeting, the stratcgy for the
Leport was dcrcrmined and the various conccntration data bases compiled. Subscquent to this, the
flux compuraqons were caricd out. A sccond mceting of the chairnren of the various working
panels was hcld at the samc location from Dcccmbcr 19-21, 1988. At this scssion thc rcsults of the
flux computa{ons were assesscd and thc first draft of thc rcport put togcthcr. A rough draft of the
rcport was submitted to WMO in latc Dccembcr, 198E. An intermodiarc draft was submitted to
GESAMP in carly March, 1989.
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DEPOSITION PROCESSES

INTRONTICTION

The total deposition of chemicals to the ocean from the atmosphere is the sum of the
amounts transferred in gas, liquid and solid phases. Materials transferrcd in gas and solid phases
are referred to as'dry'deposition. Liquid deposition, often referred to as'wet'deposition, will
comprise water and its dissolved gas€s and solutes, together with any insoluble particulate material
contained thercin. Net upward transport from the ocean is also possible for many species and is in
some cases of overriding importancc. However, herc the emphasis will be on net deposition since
we are principally interested in the arnosphere as a provider of material !o the oceans.

DIRF'CT MF'ASURF'MF'NT OT' ATMOSPHERE.OCF'.AN MASS FLUI'F'S

There are a number of direct measurements of inputs of chemicals into thc oceans. Most of
these are for deposition via rain since it is relatively easy to collect the samples. However, there
are very real difficulties with this simplc approach for determining wet deposition.
Unsophisticated funnel-in-bottle precipitation samplen may collect dry deposition as well as rain.
Even though it is possible to arrange for the collector to be exposcd only when rain is falling, this
increases the complexity of the apparatus. Another difficulty with direct measur€mcnts of wet
deposition arises because of the natural variability of concentrations of trace substances in
precipiution (sec, for example, Jickells et d., 1984), which means that a large number of rain
events must bc sampled and analysed beforc meaningful average wet fluxes can be obtained. Also,
great carc has to be taken to ensure that the samples do not beconp contaminated prior to analysis;
this is particularly critical for substances ptesent in tracc anrounts.

Despitc thesc complexities, direct measur€nrents have revealed scveral important fearures of
thc mechanisms controlling wct deposition, most of which are consistent with the chcmistry of thc
constituents. It is clear that the concentration of a substance in precipitation varies with its
concentration (or thc concentrations of its precursors) in the atmosphere and tcnds to bc highest
closc to sources (Arimoto et d., 1985), although thc relationship is not n@essarily simple. For
examplc, the prcscncc of disctete laycrs of elevated particulatc conccntrations in thc annosphere can
make direct comparisons of ground level aerosol concentrations and precipitation chemistry
uncertain @uat-Menard and Ducc, 1986).

Soluble and rcactivc gaseous constituents (e.9., HNO3 and SO) are rcadily rernoved from
the atmosphere by rain, while relatively insoluble gascous constituents (organochlorincs and Hg
vapour) are rcrnoved inefftciently by wet deposition (Slinn et d., 1978; Bidleman and Christcnsen,
1979; Fiugenald ct d., 1983). The small amounts of thesc largcly insoluble gaseous constituents
found in rain prcbably reflcct scavenging of thc small proportion of thc substances associatcd with
aerosol particles.

Panicularc mancr is rcmovcd in wet deposition by collision with and capturc by falling
prgqtpitation, q via the particles thcrnsclves acting as condcnsation nuclci. Somc acrosol paniclcs
will readily dissolvc in precipitation (e.g., sea salt, amrpnium sulphate), whilc thc extent of
dissolution of lcss solublc panicles such as fly ash u clays probablyvarics with thc pH and pE
(redox porcntial) of the rain. Both dissolved and particularc forms of many constitucnts can bc
expcctcd o bc prescnt in prrccipitation, and thc different cnvironnrcntal cffects of thesc forrns necds
to bc considcred (Lindbcrg urd Haniss, 1983).

Thc cfficicncy of wet depositional air-sca transfcr varies with ttre form of the precipitation
(rain, snow, ctc.) and thc mctcorology of thc storm (Buat-Mcnard and Duce, 1986). Thc
importancc of largc-scalc convcctive storms which pcnctratc thc lowcr stratospherc as a rcmoval
mechanism for bomb and cosnic ray-produccd radionuclidcs has bccn dcscribcd by Burchficld ct
al. (1983).
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Direct measnremcnt of dry particlc fluxes has becn attempted using flat plate collectors

having a variety of surfaces. Aprt ftom the problems of contamination and nanral inhomogeneity
mentioned abovc, a fundamental difficulty is in knowing how well the collector surface mimics the
sea surfacc. This approach may be adequate only whcn gravitational settling of large particles is
responsible for a majm fractionof the d* deposition (e.g., sea-salt and soil-dust particles).

Similarly, direct measuriemcnts of air-sea gas fluxes are also fraught with difficulties. In
this case a majorproblem with the usc of chamber methods is that the enclosure clearly disrupts the
normal aero- and hydrodynamics of the interfacial transfer process. Whilc micrometeorological
methods can bc applied, their use has so far becn largcly limitcd to thc standard meteorological
fluxes - heat, moisture, and momentum. For thesc r€asons, it is our view that no reliable direct
estimates of air-sea fluxcs currently exist for gascs, oher than watcr vapour and ozone.

In view of the lack of direct measuEments, indirrct approaches are often uscd to estimate
air-sea fluxes. This is panicularly ncccssary here since thc objcct of this exercise is to estimate
inputs to the ocean globally; by their very naturc direct rneasurern€nts are local and rcfer only to the
time and placc at which the data were collected. The limitcd amount of directly measured
deposition data is uscd in this paper as a cross-chcck on the indirect approaches used to estimate
global fluxes of nitrogen and synthctic organics.

INDIRECT ESTIMATF'S OF ATMOSPHERE.OCI'.AN MAS.S FI.UXES

Basically, in indirect approaches thc air-water flux is calculated from the product of a
concentration term (which drivcs thc flux) and a kinctic parameter (which quantifies the rate of
mass transfcr). This concept is now discussed for exchangc of gascs, 'dry' panicles and
precipitation.

GASES

For gases, the flux (Fg) driving tenn is the concentration difference across the
interfacc (AC, the sign of which dete-rmines the direction of Fs), and the rate expression (K) is
variously known as an cxchangc constanVcocfficient or a pistoiltransfer velocity (the lattermost
term will bc uscd hcre), and has the dimcnsions of a vclocity. Thcn,

Fg = K'ac = K* [cgaftI/Rq-l - Cgwl = Ks [cga - cg*(rVRT)] (1)

K* and Ka refer to whether the calculation is made with conccntrations expressed on a
liquid phase or a gas phase basis. Cgs and Cgw arc the gas concenrations in air and water,
respectivcly. I{/RT (wherc R is the Gas Constant and T is tempcrature in degrees K) is the
dimensionless Hcnry's law constant, cxprcsscd as th€ ratio of the concentration of the gas in the air
to is concentration in un-ioniscd form in thc watcr, at equilibriurn

It is often morc convenient to think in terms of thc reciprocal of K, which is a measure of
the resistance (R) to gas exchurge. On a liquid phasc concentration basis the following equations
show how R may be split into rcsistances in thc air (ra) and watcr (ry),

l/I(w= l/akw + RT/fIka

Rw=rw+ta
In (2), k" and k* arc thc transfcr velocities for chemically unreactivc gases in the air and

water, respectively. The factor c quantifies any cnhanccrncnt in thc valuc of k* due to chemical
reactivity of the gas in watcr. In thc prcscnt context it is probably safc to ignore a since the
compounds of intcrcst do not rcact rapidly with watsr (a = 1.0).

(2\

(3)
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On a gas phase basis (2) would be:

lA(a= Uta+ 
',RTakw

(4)

and

Ra= rx+ f$f

ra(n[b) = ry'u*2 (6)

where u is the wind speed and u{. is the friction velocity (dcfined in terms of the surface drag of rhe
wind and the air deqsity). Fo the casc of the open ooean, wc can approximatc the friction velocity
using a drag coefficient, -

Cd = (u*/u)2 (Z)

The drag coefficient is known to vary with wind specd, but the variation is small and, for
present purposcs, it will be assumed that C6 is constant and equal to 1.3 x l0-3. Using this value,
ra(turb) can be approximated from the wind speed data alone. In doing so, thc role of aerodynamic
stability is neglected; when the water is warmer than the air the atnnsphcre is dynamically unstable

(5)

By substituting appropriate values in (2) - (5), it is possible to calculate rr" and r" for
particular gases and so to identify whether one of the rcsistances is dominant or whether both must
be considered When this substitution is donc, many simplc gases are found to fall into one of two
distinct groups: i) those for which ra D rw (HzO, SO2, l.lH3tand ii) those for which rs7 >> rx (O2,
N2, CO2, CO, CH4, CH3I, DMS). Gases in group i) are those which tend to partition into the
aqueous phlsc (low H) anilor have rapid water-phas€ chcmistry; those in goup ii) have high H
values, tend to be unreactive in water, and panition into the gasious phase. -Some 

gases do not fit
neatly into onc or the other of these catcgorics, and in their cases both rx and r* arebf importance.
Several o{ the high molecular weight organics of intercst here appear to fall into this intermediate
category (Mackay and Yuen, l98l; Atlas et al., 1982; and Table 32 of this paper).

In summary, in order to use (l) to calculate Fo, both AC and K must be known. The AC
term has to be obtained by direct field measu.rrn.rit, of gas concentrations in marine air and
surface seawatcr. It will be dealt with in the sections of the paper considering specific types of
-ace substances, as applgpnatg. The value of H must bc known for each of the Eafus of int-eiest at

me temperature and salnily of the water samples. H arises not only in the speciFrcation of AC, but
also in the solution of (2) and (4). It can be obtained either-from la6oratory experimental
determinations or from a knowledge of the vapour prcssure and solubility of rhe'individual
compounds (Mackay and Shiu, 1984).

In order to specify K, (2) or (4) has to be solved. Apan from H (discussed above) and q,
(taken as 1.0), the only unknowns are k. and k*. In the foilowing paragraphs a brief indication
is g1,v91t of how these individual phase nansfer velocities may be formulated in terms of a widely
available meteorological variable - wind spced.

The Air-Phase Transfer Velocitv

The air phase transfer velocity, k4, is the reciprocal of rhe air-phase transfer
resistance, r", which is often treated in terms of nvo resistances in series. The lust resistance
corresponds to- turbule11-9xclrqSe in the upper part of the atmospheric boundary layer. [n near
neutral aunospheric stability this resistance can bC approximatcd as,
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and ra6*6) *iU bc lowcr than estimrtcd aborrc. When thc water is colder than the ar, ra(turb) *ill
be greatcr than estimated here.

Thc sccond part of 0re atmospheric resisuncc is that which applies closc to thc sca surfacc,
where transfcr is asiumed to bc by diffusion. The resisuncc (ra16igg) associatcd with exchange
across this boundary layer depcnds on both thc diffusivity of thc substance in air (Da) and u*.
Many specialiscd formulae have bccn Foposed to relate ra(difg to u* and Ds; fo'r the prescnt it is
adequate to adapt a simplification involving the Schmidt numbcr in air, Sc" = va/Ds, wherc v1 is
the air viscosity. Then,

ra(diff) = (Sfu*).Sc.zr (8)

(after Hicks et al., 1986). Available information indicatcs that (8) is most applicable over solid
surfaces; oyer water, somcwhat different forms of thc rolc Scs have bcen suggested but arc not
recommcnded hcre bcausc of lack of daa and thc srnall differences that are likely o rcsult.

It is uscful to observe that Sc, is related to the square root of the molccular weight (M.W.)
of trace gas€s, and hence (5) - (8) can bc combined to yield thc following simplc formula for ra (in
mks units):

ra =(ra(n'b) + ra(difg1 = Q70 +45(M.W.)rE)/u

The V9ster-Phase Transfer Velocity

The water phase transfer velociry, (kw), urd its formulation in terms of wind spccd
(u) are discusscd by Liss and Merlivat (1986). Thcy have used the rcsults of various wind tunnel
srudies to ry o spccify the relationship benvecn k* and u. The situation is mor€ complex than for
kx since a singular relationship is not possible. Wind tunnel results show that the rclationship
between kr" and u can bc approximatcd to three lincar portions, with differcnt slopcs. Up to
u - 3.6 m s-l thc water surface is smooth; beween u = 3.6 to 13 m s-l the surface is covered with
waves but they are generally not breaking, above u = 13 m s-l wave brcaking occurs. The slopes
of the straight-line segments increase as thc surfacc bccomes rougher. A further complication is
that in the regimc above u = 13 m s-1, bubbles produced by the brcaking waves act as an additional
gas exchangc mcchanism whose magnitudc varies with gas solubility in thc water. This means
that at higher wind specds thcre is a family of curves having differcnt slopes, with the least soluble
gases showing thc greatest slopes.

In ordcr to make thcse laboratory resuls applicable in the environment, they arc'tuned'
using the ficld studies cmploying SF5 as a tracer carried out by Wanninkhof et al. (1985) in a
freshwater lake. Although thc applicability of lake results to the oceans, with thcir much longer
fetch, is opcn to question, it is thc bcst that can be done at thc prescnt. Further, thc prcdictions
made using this approach arc in rcasonable agreenrnt with thosc ocean rcsults which do exist (sec
Figure l). Thc cquations derived by Liss and Mcrlivat describing thc threc portions of the k,, / u
relationship fc thc oceans are as follows:

(e)

kw = 0.17 u

kw = 2.85u-9-65

kw = 5.9u-49.3

foruS 3.6ms-l

for 3.6< u < l3ms-l

for u>13ms'l

(10)

(l t)

(12)
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whcre k* is in cm h-l and u is in m s'l at a height of l0 m. Equations (10) - (12) apply to CO2; for

orher gases corcctions can be madc through the watcr phase Schmidt numbcr (Scw = v*lD*) as

follows: foru (at l0m) <3.6ms-1, kw ascw-20ifot u > 3.6rnS-1, k*c $s\y-12-
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Oceanic measurernents of k* ploned as a function of wind speed measured at a
height of 10m and the corrcsponding Beaufort scale number. The dotted line
rcpresents predictions bascd on thc Deacon (1,977) snrooth surface model. The
dashcd line represcnts the resuls for intermediarc wind speeds from laboratory
wind tunnel studies. All data are convertcd to Sc* = 600, corresponding to
CO2 at 20'C, by assuming that k* c $s'12 (After Roether, 1986). The three
full lincs are plots of equations lG'12 (Liss and Mcdivat, l9t6).
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Figure l.

PARTICLES

For deposition of particlcs thc flux (Fp) is givcn by the product of thc measured
concentration of the paniclcs 

" 
rlr (Cna) and a deposition velociry (V6),

FO=V6.Cpa (13)

The term V6 compriscs all thc proccsscs of deposition, such as gravitational scttling,
impaction and diffusion of particlcs b thc watcr. It is vcry difficult todescribe propcrly since each
of theqc proccsscs acts simultancously and bccausc each of thcm is dcpcn&nt on a numbcr of
variables (i.e., wind specd, panicle sizc, relativc humidity, air viscosity, sca-surface roughness).
The two-layer modcl outlined earlier for thc prediction of thc air ransfcr velocity for gaseous
deposition (ka) can bc applied to particle dcposition also, but only to thosc paniclcs small enough
that_gravitational scttling is not dominant Howcvcr, it is found that even fo'r very small particlcs
the Schmidt number tcrm in (9) dominates thc ovcrall arnospheric resistancc computed as outlined
previously for k1, yielding dcposition velocity predictions that arc unrcarcnably low. For small

Beaulort
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particles the simplification afforded by (8) is inadequatc, and more detailed consideration of the
ioles of particle impaction and diffusion is thcn required. For prcsent purposes, two models have
been uscd to provid'e guidancc on thc deposition of panicles too smalt 6 bi strongly influenced by
gravitational-settling. First, the model of Slinn and Slinn (1980) has been used, with relative
humidity assunr.i to be 987o (about thc maximum that can occur in air contacting sca water, except
under non-equilibrium conditions). The predictions range from less than 0.01 cm s-l to morc than
0.1 cm s'1, depcnding on particle sizc (scc Figure 2). The second modcl used is that of Hicks and

Williams (1i80), whictr yields deposition velocities ranging from 0.01 cm s-l to more than
0.3 cms-I, depending on wind speed.
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Figure 2. Dry deposition velocity of particlcs in a water surface as a functions of
rclative humidity and particle sizc. (Aftcr Slinn and Slinn, 1980).

For panicles in thc size range whcre gravitational scnling is thc controlling factor, both
models agree and do not appcar to differ grcatly from values dcrived from dircct ficld
mcasurcmcnts. These various approaches indicatc that thc 'bcst' valucs for usc in thc prescnt
excrcisc are as follows:

Submicrometer aerosol particles:

Supcrmicromcter cnrsal particlcs,
not associated with sca-salt

I-argc sca-salt particlcs ard
matcrials canied by thcm

0.1 cm s-1, +/- a factorof thrcc

1.0 cm s-1, +/- a factor of threc

3.0 cm s-1, +/- a factor of wo

Becausc V6 varies with particlc sizc, applicatinn of (13) has to bc ttuough measurcmcnts of
concentration (Cpj on aerosols sizc-fractionatcd at l€ast into the thrcc sizc classcs given above. It
should also bc notcd that in sonr cascs corrections may nccd to be madc for any recyclcd sca-sdt
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component, i.e., the measured Cpl may contain both ncw matcrial entering the occan for the first
time (the net input) and'old'matdrial recycling in sea spray.

RAIN

The wet deposition flux (Fs) is formally expressed as the product of the
precipitation rate (P, discusscd in the next section of the paper) and thc concentration (Q) of the
substancc of interest in rain,

Fr = P'Cr (14)

Equation (14) is often expressed not in terms of Cr, which effectively implies making a
direct flux measurement, but through a scavenging ratio (S) (also sometimes called a washout
factor), which is the ratio C/Cpu, such that

Fr = P.S .Cpa. P-l (15)

In (15), p (the density of air) appears in order to make particlc concenrrations, which are
generally expressed as mass per unit volume of air (often pg m-3), dimensionless. By analogy
between (f 3) and (15.)r f _ S is equivalent to a wet deposition velociry. The advantage of (15)
over (14) is that provided S is known (see later), measurement of Co" frovides the conEentration
dlving term. for both equations and hence for estimation of depositibn of 'dry' particles as well as
of material in rain and other forms of 'wet' deposit. The scavenging ratib is a dimensionless
quantity, which^in this.report is computed from cbnccnmtions expressfr as mass of substance per
unit mass of rain or air. As with ( l3), equations ( 14 ) and ( I 5i yield only gross fluxes, and in
some cases corrections have to be applied in order to obtain the net inpus.

Factors known to affect the scavenging ratio (S) include the size of rhe particles being
scavenged, th"-o -physical and chemical form, and cloud propertics including droplet sizel
temperaturc and cloud !ype.. Becausc 9f thc complexity implied by the large number of processes
affecting scavenging, $ere is no satisfactory theorericil tre-aunent-availabli to predict values of S.
In view of this, resort is made to indirect, ehpiricat approaches. Thc most widely used one is to
measure concentrations in collected rain and simultaneously mcasured air concenuztions at ground
level; the ratio giving S for the substance(s) cxamined. Uncertainty arises not only becarise this
lPProach assum€s equilibrium, or.at least a constant degree of approach to equilibhum, but also
there is no certainty that concenrations at the ground truf reflect ionditions in ihe cloud where the
rain acquires most of the sc_avgnged material. In view-of these substantial problems, available
values of S have to be reated withconsiderable caution. For example, at a givin measurement site
I qln vary by an order of magnitude for any particular substance, ind diffirent substances cxhibit
different values of S. The problem is exaCeibated by the small number of measurements which
exist from which S can be calculatcd. Howcver, ihere does appear to be some consistency
between substances which exist on particles of similar size. Furthii if a hrge number of separatl
determinations of S are made reprCscntativc average values can be obtainJd. The most retiabte
values for S appear to lie in thc range 2ffi to 2000. The values used for individual subsunces and
Punigylg oceans are discussed in tlie relevant sections of the paper. Of special intercst is the case
in which,some (or all) of the chemical-qpecies in falting rairi aie derived from gas-phasc (rarher
than particulate) concentrations in air. Ttie additional cdmplexity of in-cloud che-micit conversion
must then be considered. However, expcctcd values of S alpeario be in thc same general rang€ as
given earlier.
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ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT AND PRECIPITATION
CLIMATOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

To make the calculations in this paper, nrtcorological information concerning transport and
deposition must be utilized. Two approaches are considered:

I Use of climatologrcal fields, such as those for precipitation, which can be combined
with the chemical concentration data to calculate the deposition on a gnd point by
grid point basis.

2. Use of Lagrangian/Eulerian transport models and General Circulation Models
(GCMs), which can be configured to calculatc deposition of certain substances to
the oceans and inland scas.

Beforc rcviewing the two approaches above, it should be noted that long-range atmospheric
rransport of trace materials to the oceans has been thc subject of a numbcr of workshop reports
since the first attempts to address this question were made ovcr a decade ago (NAS, 1978). These
include the chapters by Hasse (1983) and Merrill (1986), both of which are primarily pedagogical
reviews, and those by Rodhc (1985) and Whelpdale and Moody (1989), which emphasize
discussion of research results.

CLIMATOLOGICAL IIATA OVF'R THE OCEANS

There ane numerous atlases and other collections of data which contain information
on the climatology of wind flow and other meteorological phenomena over the oceans, averaged by
month, season or year. In some, the vast quanritics of ship-of-opportunity data have been
screened by rather subjective techniques, and the final analysis made by knowledgeable marine
climatologists. Included among these are the atlases for each occan basin prepared from data
compiled for the U.S. Navy (Meserve, 1977). In others the emphasis is on a straighforward
presentation of data from a limited perid of time, with attention paid to making both thc screening
of suspect data and the analysis objective. Included among these are Oon (19E3) and Slutz et al.
(1985). While these contrasting approaches tend to be complementary, the limited use of
climatological data for temperanre fields and mean wind speeds required fon the calculations made
in this report is adequately covered by either tlpe of climatological analysis. However, the actual
transport path of a substance from its sourice to thc point of ultimate rcmoval is rypically not given
by the time-averaged wind fields; i.c., thc rnean transport is not given by rhe mean winds. For
example, when a large-scale wave pattern extends over a source region (south of thc mean
streamline position, say) and over a region of high precipitation (north of the mean streamline
position), there can bc sporadic transport from the source arca towards thc prccipitating area,
where removal can take place by wet deposition. As the wave pattern migrates there may later bc
southward flow of about the samc strength; however, this may not rcsult in significant transport to
the rainy area. The mean north-south wind will bc close to zero, but the transpon is non-zero.
However, in most cases data on the temporal and spatial variations in source and rcrnoval rate are
so limited that general air flow panerns must still be used

Attempts have been made to describe the general flow patterns that are the major
atmospheric paths for such phenonmena as the Saharan dust outbreaks or the transport of aerosols
from the Chinese mainland. In a rccent papcr by Whelpdalc and Moody (1989), the flow patterns
and storm tracks over the six major oceans havc bcen extensively reviewed. The authors
concluded that long-range transport was indced an important factor, cspccially eastward from
Nonh America, westward from Africa, eastward from 

-southern 
South America, easrward from

Asia, westward from northern South America and into the Polar regions. The authors made the
following recomendations:
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Th9 qajor source areas should be better characterized, including temporal behaviour,

vertical distributions and other paranrcters.

o An intensive experimental and modeling study of the coastal zone, especially downwind
of major source areas, should be made.

o The importance of mesoscale features such as the sea breeze should be studied,
especially their role in transport acft)ss land-sea boundaries.

Compiling back-trajeclory flow climatologies for ocean areas is another way of
summarizing floy conditions. When used in conjunction with standard climarological data, back
trajectories calculated over periods of five years oi longer for a given starion can giie some idea of
the month-to-month flow patterns and hence potential deposition of the substance of intercst. Such
calculations have been made for sites including: Hawaii, American Samoa, Amsterdam Island,
Alaska, Bear Island, New Tnaland, Enewetak Aioll, and Bermuda. These studies give a summary
g{.t!," 8rls_s_tranqport pqlhs to thc station of intercst, and their use is discussed Uy noane (1985i,
Miller (1987) and Merrill et al. (1989).

INLAND SEAS AND COASTAL AREAS

Over the last decade, there has been a vigorous effort to understand transport
pathways of pollutants and other substances to inland seas such as the Mediterranean, Baltic,-and
North Seas in Europe, and the Great Lakes in North America. Some initial work has also been
done in the Gulf of Mexico. Much of the emphasis has been on riverine inputs and dumping.
However, it was realized that because thesc bodies of water are so close to atmospheric pollirtio:n
sources, the air pathway may also be important as a contributor to the deposiiion of trarmful
substances. For example, in the Mediterranean region, ship expeditions (pHyCnMED) and
ground station measurements made over the last decade havcproduced a set of data that can be
used to estimate trace substance inputs. A number of recent pubiications have used meteorological
par^ameters either to_ in^terpret these data or to establish flow climatologies for the region (Dayan,
!986; Dulac et al., 1987; Martin et al., 1987; Maring et al., 1987; Mifer er al., 1987; inter aiia;.
Similar work has been done for the Baltic and North Seas. In North America, along with the
pajo{ effort to study the pollution input to the Great Lakes, rransport srudies to the Gulf6f Mexico
have begun (Parungo and Miller, 1988).

Coastal areas present a complex meteorological and chemical situation thu makes it difficult
to estimate deposition via the atmospherc quantitatively. For some substances in some areas the
input frqrm.nvgrine outflow and local dumping totally mask the atmospheric contriburion. The
meteorological situation may be highly variable in space and time becarise of rhe land-sca breezc
circulation, which exists owing to the-temperature diffcrential over the two surfaces. Even with
these complications, atmospheric dcpositibn can bc estimated for some substances and may be
substantial, as has been suggested foi nitrate input into the Chesapeake Bay in the United Siates
(Fisher et al., 1988).

LAGRANGIAN AND EULERIAN MODT'LS
' 

Since the identification of possible environmental damage due to acid deposition, a
considerable effort has gone into developing transport modcls that c6uH bc used cal'culate thc
deposition of acidic sub&ances @liassenani SattUones, 1983; Chang Jt at, f g8gt. Onc recJni
application of such models to largc water bodies is that of thc usc of the EMEP model to estimatc
sulphur and nitrogen deposition to the Baltic and North Seas. For example, model calculations
lllgest that 138 x 10e g of NOa-N and 634 x lP g of S were dcposited into thc Baltic during
l!!5 (Eliassen et al., 1988). Further model results for trace metals are given in Pctcrscn et al.,
1988. However, these models are mainly rcgional in nanrre and have not tet been implementcd ai
the global scale.
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A global scale Lagrangian trace species model has been dcveloped by the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory in the United States (Walton et al., 1988). Source data are uscd to
lpecify the initial concentrations distributcd with latitudc and longitude according to bcst estimatcs
from the literaturc. Climatc-nrodel winds are used, and each masi of air is advecicd and dcformed,
allowing for continuous tracking of the concentration. Some of the preliminary results of long-
range transport calculations for nitrogen werc made available for discussion during the workshop.
At this point, the model rcsults must be considered as preliminary becausc further refrnements arc
needed, including better treatment of physical processes, such as mixing and turbulent and
convective exchange.

Another approach is to use an Eulerian Chemical Transpoft Model (CTM) to desctibe
transport of a trace material. kvy and Moxim (1988 and 1989) have used the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory general circulation transport model to simulate the global spread and
deposition of ninogen emitted by fossil fuel combustion. They have allowed the niuogbn species
to be trans_ported without explicit chemistry; chemical reactions are ;nplicitly introduccd through
bulk coefficients for dry and wet removal. Calculated and measurer Jeposition values in westeh
Europe and over the North Pacific have been compared and agree within a factor of two. Funher
tests of this approach, in which natural sources of nitrogen species will be accounted for, are
planned.

Though models provide a way of estimating deposition to the oceans of certain substances
which is grounded in first principles, it was decided that, for the purposes of this study, the
climatological approach was more appropnate. This is in part because CfU results cannot be used
readily in an iterative comparison with observed concenrations or fluxes. Since the models
account for many processes and multiple sources, the results at a given place or time cannot be
adjusted independently. Simulation of global transport and deposition is a major computational
task requiring weeks of effort. For many substances the sourci dependencies on meteorological
and other factors are presently not w€ll known. In the near funre the CTM results should provide
a useful point of comparision with other estimates. Eventually, as our knowledgc of source
behaviour and skill in parameterization increases, CTMs may become the models of choice.
However, climatological techniques ane morc suited to the purposes of the prcs€nt exercisc.

FRAMEWORK FOR THE CALCULATION

THE METHOD

The deposition calculations made for this rcport have been done for l0oxlff areas'of
the ocean using microcomputers and spreadshcct software. Working rnaps were prcpared in
advance for each ocean basin, indicating the grid areas to be used. Ttre first step in the calcuhtion
was the annotation of these working maps with chemical concentration values, scavenging ratios,
dry deposition velocities and other data needed to make the deposition estimates. 

-When 
the

concentration values and other chemical data werc agreed upoo, they wcrc entered into the
spreadsheets.- On the spreadshcet, each 10oxl0" area was rcpresented by a cell, i.e., the
intersection of a row and a column.

We used a regular longitude4atitude coordinatc system represented in the illustrations via a
cylindrical equidisturt map of the globe, with the upperleft corn-er representing 90oN, 30oE. This
modest spatial resolution was chosen largely bccause of the shortage of chemical data.
Conseqlently, higher resolution is not justifid. -For 

the purposes of data exchange we agrecd on
t_h99"4 numbering scheme used in thc Comprchensive Gealy'Atmosphere Data Sets (Slutz et al.,
1985), in which each of the gdd arcas is assigned a number benveen I and 648. This systcm is
similar to, but less cumbersome than, the Maredcn Square grid system.

A means of previewing the rcsults was developcd. Thc l0pxlOo rcsolution chemical data
were printed diretly from the microcomputer, one page for cach occan basin and for each chemical
substance or class of substances. Overlay maps w-re prcpared for orientation; the working arays
themselves provide no explicit indication of their location on the earth. This overlay proceduie
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made possible interactive checking of the data fields (including possible data entry errors). [t also
allowed iterative modification of the parameters, grven the estimated deposition rcsults.

The deposition at any placc or time depends more or less critically upon the ambient
precipitation value. The precipitation fields used in the calculations are those of Jaeger (discussed
in Jaeger, 1983). While the oceanic precipitation values are uncertain and need to be improved,
they are not the main source of uncertainty in the discussion at hand, and can be taken to be
representative. Nevertheless, a brief discussion of the known problems with these data is
warranted. Gridded precipitation data were obtained by interpolation of values of precipitation
frequency, multiplied by the precipitation depth estimates of Geiger (1965). The precipitation
frequency data used are from the US Marine Climatic Atlas, the most rccent edition of which is
Meserve (1977). Jaeger then adjusted the oceanic values by increasing them uniformly by 6.2Vo
to reach a global average precipitation depth of I m. The latter value was indicated by independcnt
studies of the global water balance. Only the marine arcas were adjusted because they are generally
less certain than those over land. The Jaeger precipitation data are available at high spatial
resolution (2.5ox5o) and for each month. For use in this study, seasonal total precipitation maps
were prepared at the lower resolution chosen for the deposition calculations. However, only the
annual total data were used in the calculations, again limited by the availability of chemical data.

Examples of the global precipitation rates contoured from these Frelds for the winter and
summer seasons are shown in Figures 3 and 4 in millimeters of water per month. The December-
January-Feb.uary averages show values over 100 mm month-l in the midlatitude North Pacific and
North Atlantic areas, with much higher values confined to the equatorial zone and to the tropical
areas between l20oE and the Dateline. The June-July-August averages have values higher than
100 mm month-l over wide areas of the southern hemisphere oceans, and show increased
equatorial precipitation, especially west of Africa. Thc variation from month to month is
significant, but is suppressed in the calculations in this pap€r because annual average precipitation
data have been used. [t should be obvious that this can intnoduce significant errors.

The aerosol dry depositon calculation was made using the following formulation. A
deposition velocity is specified for each substance or class of substances. The dry flux is then
given by the concentration times the dry deposition velocity as described in the previous section,
equation (13). Because the value of the deposition velocity is not uniform in space or time, the
range of values outlined earlier has been used in the calculation.

Because the fluxes are calculated scparately, a direct comparison of the rclative importance
of dry and wet deposition processes can be made from the calculated flux values. This is
informative in those cases where separatc dry and wet deposition estimates are available from field
data or careful calculations.

As an example, consider a cell in the mineral aerosol calculation where the atmospheric
particle concentratibn (Cpa) is 2 pg m-3 and the dry dcposition vclocity of the particlcs (Va) is
1.0 cm s-1. Then the dry deposition flux (Fp) is given by,

Fp = Cpa . Vd = (2 pg rn-l; (1.0 cm s-l) (lO5 g pg-r) (l0e m cm-l) (3.15.107 s yrl)

= 0.63 g m-2 y6t

This can then be multiplied by the area of the lffxltr box, which is

(10'l I l.l'103 m)2 ' cos(O)

where 0 is the latitude at the middle of the box.
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Assuming a scavenging ratio (S) of 1000, and a precipitation rate (P) of 462 mm Yr-I, the
corresponding wet deposition flux (F1) is given by equation (15), i.e.,

Fr = P'S'Cpa'P-l

= (462mm yrt)(1000x2 pg m-r;10.00083 m3g-lxl0-6g pgrXl$g m-z mm-l)

=O.77 g m-2yl'at

where P is the annual rainfall amount, and the conversion from rainfall depth to mass of water per

unit area is made at standard temperature and pressure. The density of air (p) is taken as

1200 g m-3, within Svo of the global average surface value. The resulting flux can similarly be
multiplied by the area of the box before being added in the sum for the basin-wide or global flux
estimates.

The deposition process for organic substances is more complex, and a more sophisti,cated
approach is required. This is because many of the compounds may be present in significant
amounts in particulate, aqueous, and gaseous phases. The way in which these complexities have
been dealt with is discussed in detail in the section on deposition of organics compounds.

ESTIMATING CONCENTRATIONS USING OBSERVATIONS AND
TRANSPORT PATTERNS

In the open ocean there are vast iueas bereft of concentration or flux dau. In cases
where nearshore values are relatively well known, various techniques of extrapolation were used to
estimate the concentrations further from the source. The exnapolation was subjective and involved
consideration of the main transport paths and areas of removal, as well as the relevant residence
time or decay distance of the concentration. Often there are also data at distant offshore points.
Along the main lines of transport passing such sites, judicious interpolation was used to estimate
the concenrration values. The interpolation procedures arc discussed in the sections dealing with
the each particular species.

All of the calculations are based upon the l0oxl0o area estimates. Basin-total deposition,
and basin-average flux values are tabulated in the following sections. These are obtained by
summing and by dividing the sum by the area of the summed boxes, respectively. The nominal
basin areas for the boundaries used in the calculations are as follows (in units of 1012 m2): North
Pacific, 89.6; South Pacific, 110.2; North Atlantic, 54.9; South Atlantic, 51.2; North Indian, 14.4;
South lndian, 53.7; Global Ocean, 374.1. These values differ somewhat from atlas valucs. First,
we arbitrarily included the area south of Ausnalia from 12ffE to l50oE in the South Pacific rather
than the Indian Ocean. Second, we have not taken account of the fraction of land area in the
coastal boxes; rather, we assumed thesc are entirely oceanic. The discrepancies are generally less
than 107o, and we did not choose to correct the area estimates.

STIMMARY

Although both climatological methods and model calculations are discussed above, only
the grid square technique was applied to estimate the deposition of gases and aerosols to the world
oceans. Spreadsheet calculations were used to estimate the aeolian fluxes to the ocean. A serious
limitation is apparent in that only annual total fluxes are estimated. While the limited availability of
chemical data for each season is responsible for this, the strong variation of the precipitation
distribution from winter to summer illustrates the likely importance of determining thc variation of
concentrations (and thus fluxes) throughout the year. A significant benefit of the microcomputer-
spreadsheet approach is that the calculations can bc repeated easily. with revised values of the
various parameters. This allows for continuing use of the spreadsheets a$ new chemical and
meteorological data become available.
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THE ATMOSPHERIC INPUT OF TRACE ELEMENTS AND
MINERAL AEROSOL TO THE WORLD OCEAN

INTRODUCTION

The nace elements considered in this section are those whose distribution in oceanic
systems appear to be influenced by atmospheric concentrations and fluxes. With the exception of
Hg, which occurs predominantly ($)a7o) in the gas phase (e.g., Fitzgerald, 1986), these elemenrs
are associrted with aerosol particles that are produced both naturally and as a result of
anthropogenic activities. The dry and wet deposition mechanisms responsible for the air-to-sea
transfer of trace elements may be particle-size dependent, and we have therefore considered two
categories of elements

Elements of the first group are found primarily on particles in the accumulation (< I pm)
mode. It is in this size fraction that most of the aerosols exist that rcsult from the high temperature
q$ppogenic processes largely responsible for their release into the environment, (e.g., Rahn,
1976). We have considered here those elements for which there is evidence of a significant
anthropogenic perturbation, at least in the northern hemispherc. These are among the so-called
anomalously enriched elements (AEEs) because their atmospheric concentrarions are far in excess
of those expected from such natural sources as mineral aerosol and atmospheric sea salt.
Furthermore, the elements considered here (Pb, Cd,Zn, Cu, Ni, As,Hg, and Sn) are those for
which a reasonable data base exists.

Elements of the second group are those that are present mainly in the coarse mode (> lpm),
and comprises elements such as Al, Fe, Si, and P that arc derived primarily from natural mineral
aerosol of tenesrrial origin. The major source regions of this atmospheric dust are the arid and
semi-arid areas of the world (Nonh Africa, Cenral Asia, Australia, and North and South America;
Prospero, 1981 and 198-9). The atmospheric deposition of mineral aerosol to the ocean represents
an important source of non-biogenic material in deep sea sediments (e.g., Duce et al., 1980).
Fractions of the elements associated with mineral aerosol are soluble in seawater, but these values
are not at present well constrained. This is an important consideration becausc a variety of
nutrients and micronutrients are associated with mineral dust, and input of this material to the
oceans may affect chemical and biological processes in seawater.

To predict the atmospheric deposition rates of most of these trace elements, we normalized
fluxes-of the two groups of elements to Pb and the mineral aerosol data, respecrively. The
normalization to mineral aerosol for Fe, Si, P, and Al was made because a considerable body of
data has shown that these elements are normally in crustal abundances in both continental and
oceanic areas. The data base for Pb is larger and more reliable than for the other AEEs (with the
possible exception of Hg), and the fluxes of the enriched elements werc approximated by scaling
the Pb flux by the ratio of the atmospheric concentration of the elenpnt of inierest to rhat oi pU.

Some elements, such as Mn, V, and Cr, are significantly affected by both the natural and
pollution.sources we have considered. The fluxes of thesc elemCnts could also bc scaled according
to their observed enrichments relative to mineral aerosol, but we havc not done so herc in vicw oT
their likely smaller effects in thc oceans. Mercury and tin havc been trEated separately. This was
necessary because Hg is predominantly in the gas phase, and thus gas transfer among the various
environmental compartments is important. For Sn there are Umiied data, and these have been
previously summarized (Byrd and Andreae, 1986); we have used this summary without
modifrcation.

For the five ocean basins considered, the mean atrnospheric concentration fields of Pb and
mineral aerosol have been generated from rhe available da-ta with extrapolarion for grids with
missin-g--data-b-ased 

-on our kno_wledge of source regions and the dominant transport pathways
(e.g., Whelpdale and Moody, 1989). The concentration fields of 2lGPb, which hai bcen uscd 

-as

a tracer for continental emissions (Lambert et al., 1983), were also uscd in our extrapolations. The
selection of the data bases and details regarding the approaches used are di,scusscd further in thc
following secion.
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ln addition to our calculations for the global ocean, three rcgional scas (North, Baltic, and
Mediterranean) were considered scparately because rccent rcscarch has produced sufficient data for
this more detailed analysis. The details of the regional sciu assessrnents are discussed later.

The values used for the dry deposition velocities and scavenging ratios are given in Table
l. For dry deposition, the values are based on available knowledge of the particle-size distribution
of the elements. For pollutant elements (e.g., Pb) we do not expect the dry deposition velocity to
vary significantly overdifferent oceanic regions and a mean global ocean value of 0.1 cm s'l
(Patterson and Settle, 1987) has been adapted. This is not possible for mineral aerosol since its
size distribution varies strongly as a function of the distance from the source region. Bascd on
available data over the Atlantic and the Pacific (Uemasu et al., 1985; Savoie, 1984), we have
adopted a mean value of 0.4 cm s-l for the rcmote open ocean (distance from the coast grcater than
1000 km) and a mean value of 2 cm s-l for coastal and near shorc arcas.

Based on available and reliable air and rain concentration data for lead ovcr the North
Atlantic and the Pacific Ocean (Duce et al., 1976; Duce et al., 1983; and Church et al., 1984;
Arimoto et al., 1985, 1987; Settle et al., 1982; Settle and Patterson, 1982; Patterson and Settle,
1987; Jickells et al., 1987), most values for lead scavenging ratios range from 100 to 500. Wc
have adopted a mean global value of 200 and have assumed that this value holds for other AEEs.
This assumption seems justified on the basis of available data and the fact that pollutant elements
considered here exhibit similar particle size distributions in remote marine air (Duce et al., 1976
and 1983) and should therefore exhibit similar precipitation scavenging efficiencies (Buat-Menard
and Duce, 1986).

On the other hand, for mineral aerosol, the available data base suggests significant
differences in mean scavenging ratios between thc Nonh Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. The daa base
for the North Atlantic (Savoie, 1984; hospero et al., 1987; Duce et al., 1976; Church et al., 1984;
Jickells et al., 1987) is limited to only two sites, Miami and Bermuda, and the data tend toward a
value of 200, which has been adopted here for this basin only. The Pacific data of Uematsu et al.
(1985) show little variability in the mean scavengrng ratio from one site to another, and their mean
value of 1000 has been used for this and all other ocean basins except the North Atlantic. The
reasons for such differences are unclear. One possible explanation is that the scavenging ratio in
the North Atlantic and especially at Bermuda is being calculated from temporally unmatched data
sets, since the rain and air samples used to calculate the ratio were collected several years apart.
Further, since scavenging ratio values are estimated from near-surface air concentrations, which
can be quite different from those at the altitude of cloud scavenging, another possibility is that the
vertical disrribution of mineral aerosol is different between the North Atlantic and the Pacific
Ocean. Yet again, differences in mean cloud properties and precipitation patterns between the two
Atlantic sites and the Pacific sites, together with differences in mass-size distribution of mineral
aerosol particles might also explain the observed differences in scavenging ratios (see earlier and
Buat-Menard and Duce, 1986). Nevertheless, though we stress that a more extensive data base is
urgently needed for the North Atlantic, we have assumed that the differences in mean scavenging
ratios between the North Atlantic and the Pacifrc Ocean are real and should be taken into account in
the calculation of global wet deposition fluxes of mineral aerosol.

Table l. Parameterizations used for the Trace Metal Calculations

Dry Deposition
Velocity, cm s-l

Scavenging
Ratio

Type of Panicle

Pollutant Aerosol

Mineral Aerosol

Range

0.03 - 0.3

0.3-3

Mean

0.1

see text

Range Mean

100 - 500 zffi
100 - 2000 see text
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MF'THODOLOGY

LEAD

North Atlantic Ocean

The concentration of lead in the atmosphere over the North Atlantic has been
reliably measured over the past fifteen years (see Table 2). Aerosol samples have been collected
from islands over long periods and from ships over restricted periods. All these data reveal large
gradients in aerosol lead with concentrations decreasing awayfrom coastal margins. In addition,
there is evidence of short-terrn temporal variability related to seasonal changeiin trans-Atlantic
qunggp.heric- transport. Longer-term changes due to the removal of lead from gasoline, primarily in
the United States, requires that measurements made in the early seventies be adjusted downward
!V rough-lV a factor two to reflect more accurately concentrations currently expected (Shen and
Boyle, 1987).

Table 2. Lead Aerosol Concentrations over the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans
(Mean or Range)

Site Concentration
n$ m-3

Reference

ATLANTIC

Bermuda

Pigeon Key, Florida

Weather Starion "C"

Faeroe Islands

Westem Atlanric

Northeastern Atlantic

Nonh and South Atlantic

PACIFIC

Enewetak

North Pacific

Samoa

New Zealand

3.3
3.6

5

0.6-4.4

6

2.4

r.4-t7.7
4.3-7
0.1-66

0.088-0.26
o.r2
0.2-l
0.26

0.02-0.15
0.016

0.0r9-1.0

Duce et al., 1976
Wolff et al., 1986a

Senle et al., 1982

Ryaboshapko et al., 1986

Kemp, 1984

Patterson and Ng, unpub.

Veron, 1988

Chester et al., 1983
Volkening et al., 1988

Settle and Patterson, 1982
Duce et al., 1983

Maring et al., 1989
Patterson, 1988

Pattenon and Settle, 1987
Arimoto et al., 1987

Arimoto and Duce, unpub.

Lead was measured in aerosols at High Point, Bermuda (32'N; 62'\if) from 1973 to 1974
in non-winter months (Duce et al., 1976). When transport was stratified into westerly,
southeasterly, and casterly directions, it was found that the lead concentration in air masscs comirig
from the west was twice that in air coming from thc south or east of Bermuda. Wolff et a[
(1986a) made further aerosol measurements some ten years later at ground level at the samc
location and obtained comparable values when corrccted for dccreases in leaded gasolinc usage.
Sirnilar values were also obtained in the Florida easterlies in 1978 (Senle er al; 1982). Le-ad
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concentrations were determined for aerosol particles collected in thc Canadian Arctic (Barrie et al.,

1981). Concentrations of about 1 ng m-3 app€ar to bc substantially greater than global background

levels and are attributed to long-range transport of pollutants to the Arctic. The value of I ng m-3 is
applied to all arctic latitudes from 70'-90'N.

Lead has also been measured in aerosols collected from ships in the North Atlantic. Veron
(1988) measured aerosol lead from ships in the eastern North Atlantic. t. ing air-mass trajectory
analysis he showed concentrations about an order of magnitude higher in those air masses coming
froni Europe relative to those coming from the central Atlantic. The areas to thc west, near the
center of the Azores high, are characterized by some of thc cleanest air in the North Atlantic,
reflecting aged marine air from which much of the lead has been scavenged. Ryaboshapkg 9t a!.
(1986) hhve made lead aerosol measurements from a weather ship stationed in the central North
Atlantic (52.7'N; 35.5'W) since 1976. They also stratified their data according to wind trajectory,
and they estimate a relative increase of a factor two or more in air coming from North America.
Lead was also measured in aerosols from ships on at least two occasions in conjunction with
complete cruise transects from the Nonh to South Atlantic. We used those data to extrapolate lngq
the larger data sets mentioned above into other areas of the North Atlanric. Chester et al. (1983)
measured lead over a large range of concentrations on a cruise from England to the South Atlantic.
Measurements were also made recently by Volkening et d. (1988) on a cruise from Germany to the
South Atlantic. Both cruises verified strong coastal gradients for lead aerosols, as well as a strong
latitudinal gradient across the western and eastern sides of the Azores high. These gradients,
which are typically a factor ten in magnitude, are attributed to transport from North America and
Europe, respectively.

Extrapolating Aerosol Concentrations

The natural radionuclide 210-Pb, which is the product of the radioactive decay of its parent
222-Rn, provides a way of estimating stable Iead aerosol concentrations. This assumes some
knowledge of the emission or deposition ratio of the radioactive and stable forms of lead in the
area. From 1985-86, Hartman (1987) measured both stable Pb and 210-Pb in bulk deposition at
the eastern Atlantic coast near Lewes, Delaware, USA and at Bermuda. The deposition ratio of
Pb/210-Pb at both locations was about 400 ng Pb/dpm 210-Pb, with a seasonal variation of nearly
fifry percent at the coast. This supports a value of 390 for this ratio reported by Senle et al. (1982)
for the Sargasso Sea. Using the 21O-Pb aerosol measurements of Turekian et al. (1983), one is
able to predict stable aerosol lead values near the northeast US coast of 10-15 ng Pb m-3.
Likewise, using the 210-Pb values of Lambert et al. (1983) across the North Atlantic one would
predict values of approximately 4 ng Pb m-3 through most of the Nonh American plumc to Europe.
Similarly the relatively high values observed for lead in ttre eastern Atlantic off Africa are supported
by correspondingly high 2lGPb values.

North and South Pacific Ocean

Most of the atmospheric lead concentrations over the remote Pacific Ocean were
obtained by Pattenon and Settle and have been summarized in a recent review paper (Panenon and
Settle, 1987). Some additional data for lead concentrations in the Pacific Ocean region have been
reported by Maring et al. (1989), Duce et al. (1983), Arimoto et al. (1987), and Patterson (1988)
as part of the SEAREX Program. These and the other available data are summarized in Table 2.
The SEAREX data were obtained in the four major surface level wind fields over the Pacific
Ocean: collections were made at Enewetak Atoll (lloN, l62oE, North Pacific trade winds),
American Samoa (l4os, 170oW, South Pacific trade winds), the North Island of New Tx,aJand
(34oS, 772oW, South Pacific westerlies), and during two cruises in the North Pacific westerlies
(20-50oN, 155- 170'W). The lack of data in other regions of the Pacifrc made it necessary for us to
extrapolate from the available data to the other grid boxes over the North and South Pacific.

These extrapolations were made using three sources of information. First, we used the
global distribution of 210-Pb in the atmosphere as compiled by L:mbert et al. (1983). Second,
trajectory information compiled by Whelpdale and Moody (1989) was used as a guideline for
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delineating the major transport pathways. Finally, our subjectivc judgement regarding sources,
tnrnsport, and removal was used to predict concentrations when no other data were available.

South Atlantic and Indian Oceans

Very few data are available for these oceanic rcgions. We have considered here
lead concentrationi-as.qrepured during various cruises by ChestEr et al. (t98f) and by Volkening
et al. (1988). For the high latitudes of the southern hemisphere, we have taken as a-backgrounii
lead concentration a value of 10 pg m-3 based on the work of Wagenbach et al. (1988) at a Loastal
station in Antarctica. .{9 mentioned previously, extrapolation to the other grid boxes was made on
the basis of the global distribution ot2l0-Pb (Lamben et al. , 1983).

MINERAL AEROSOL

North Atlantic Ocean

We have based our calculations on either total mineral aerosol data m extrapolations
from Al concentratigns by rylunqng that this element reprcs€nrs on average close to 8% 6y weight
of mineral aerosol. Most of the dau base has been obtained during severil cruises and lo-ng tirie-
series measurements at Bermuda and Barbados (Duce et al., tg.t6; Prospero, 1979 andlgSl;
Prospero et al., 1989; Savoie, 1984). The highest mineral aerosol concenuations ar€ observed in
the tropical Nonh Atlantic and reflect the long-range transport of Saharan dust, with a strong east-
west decrease in near-surface concentmtions- As is the case for lead, extrapolations to some grid
boxes have been based on the consideration of 210-Pb concentration fields. 

-

The North and South Pacific Ocean

Most of the mineral aerosol concentrations and fluxes for a number of sites, both
shon+erm-a_nd long-terrn (several years), in the Pacific Ocean region have been obtained as part of
l[t^gF4-REX Program ol qelatqd projects. Many of these data are summarized in Prospero it9Z9,
l9_8J), Uematsu et al. ( t983, 

-19_85) 
and Prospeio et al. (1989). In addition, Tsunogai'anO Xondo

(1982) and Tsunogqr et al. (1985) have reporied data from a network of aerosol saripling stations
in Japan. Thedata for mineral dust concentrations are far morc comprehensive than thodfor lead,
but exnapolations-were still needed, and were made using availabli 21O-Pb concentration fields,
the trajectory information compiled by Whelpdalc anl Moody (1989), and our subjective
judgement regarding sources, transport, ahd removal.

South Atlantic and Indian Oceans

We have considered herc the data obtained orcompiled by hospero (1979), Savoie
(1984), Chester et d. (1983), and Volkening et al. (1988). Also, i background value of l0 ng m-3
for mineral aerosol concentrations south of 50oS has been adopted based-on the data of Wagen"bach
et al. ( 1988) at a coastal Antarctic station. Extrapolations oi the existing data werc maOi in the
same way as for the Pacific Ocean.

EXTRAPOLATIONS TO OTHER ELEMENTS

In order to estimate the inputs of some of the AEEs considered here (Cd, Cu, Ni,
Zn, and As), we based our calculations on elemental ratios relative to Pb. These'ratios were
determined for aerosol_ and precipitation samples from a widc rangc of environrnents. We
considered only recent data which 

-we 
thought would be reprcsentativiof global partems. These

elemental ratios, which are presented in Ta6lc 3, are rather constant amon! sites iven though the
actual concentrations span more than threc orders of magnitrde. In our calEuhdons we coniertcd
the Pb fluxes into fluxes of other elements based on thEsc elemental ratios. This approach was
undenaken based on our belief that the uncertainties arising from this normalizatidri procedure
youfd be no larger than those that would rcsult from extrapoliting from the small existin! dan scts
for these elements to the global 99ean, and would avoid bias in-some areiui arising frori few and
perhaps unrepresentative data. The calculations given herc reprcsent gross fluxJs to the ocean.
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However, in the marine environment thc gnoss deposition of materials such as trace metals is
composed of a net input as well as a component associated with recycled sea spray. Therc is
strong evidencc that atmospheric sea-salt particles produced by bubbles bnrsting at thc sca surface
contain many metals in concentrations considerably higher than would be cxpected on the basis of
metal-to-sodium ratios of near-surface seawater (Senle and Panerson, l9E2; Buat-Menard, 1986;
Jickells et al., 1984; Arimoto et al., 1985; Weisel ct al., l9E4). Therefore our calculated net
deposition fluxes to the ocean may be upper limits or biascd high, especially for vcry remote areas
wherc the contribution of the recycled componenr is likely to be the gr€atest.

Therc havc been some attempts to evaluatc thc importance of the recycled flux of
trace metals. In most cases the approach is based on a consideration of metal-to-sodium ratios of
the largest atmospheric particles, which should rcprescnt the recycled component in air (Arimoo et
al., 1985). These ratios have been determined from the analysis of particles collected on thc first
stage of a cascadc impactor. They agree reasonably well with direct measurements of sea-salt
particles artifrcially produced and collected in thc North Atlantic (lVeisel et al., 1984). Although
the atmospheric concentrations of trace metals associated with largc sca-salt particles rcprcsent only
a minor fraction of the total atmospheric concentration of these elements, this fraction is likely to
account for a significant, if not major, part of the gross dry deposition flux. This is bccause sca-
salt particles have much higher dry deposition velocities than materials anached to small particles.
For example, using this approach for lead and other metals, the recycled component of dry
deposition to a surogate surface was shown to range from 12 to 100% for samples collected over
the Pacif,rc (Arimoto et al., 1985). For some samples, essentially all the gross measured dry flux
could be attributed to sea-spmy.

However, it is unlikely that our calculations of dry deposition for lead rcpresent
only a recycled flux. First, they are based on total atmospheric concentration data so that the
contribution of the recycled component is only a small p€rcentage of the total concentration.
Second, the dry deposition velocity used here,0.l cm r-1, is essentially that of submicrometer
aerosol par:ticles which contain most of the atmosphcric concentration of lead and othcr pollutant
elements. Thus, our calculation procedure is designed to minimize the recycled component, which
probably reprcsents < 50Vo of the calculated gross dry flux.

Recycled components for trace metals in rain collected over the Nmh Atlantic and
Pacific Ocean (Jickells et al., 1984; Arimoto et al., 1985; Settle and Patterson, 1982) represent
between 10 and SAVo of the gross wet deposition. It can therefore bc assumed that the gross wet
lead fluxes calculated herc may be high by similar factms fqrcrnotc oceanic areas.

Overall we expect that these calculations do not overcstimate the net input of lead to
the ocean by more than 50Vo. For other elements the uncertainty rnay be somewhat larger since the
mean elemental ratios relative to lead in Table 3 may not give an accurate indication of thc rclative
amount of each metal entering from non-marine sources. We bclieve, however, that these ratios
arc probably represenutive of the net input to the ocean within a factor of nvo.

As a check on our assumptions we have used an alternative approach based on the
ratio of the global anthropogenic and natural atmospheric sources of a tracc metal to the global
anthropogenic and natural sources of lead. Estimates of thesc global emission fluxes are presented
in Table 4, and clement-to-lead ratios calculated from the global emission data in Table 4 arc given
at the bottom of Table 3. Despite large uncertainties (as indicated by the ranges of values shown in
labJe 4), the ratios calculated using the two approaches generally agrcc to within a factor of 2-5.
Both approaches are used to calculate the global atmospheric fluxes to the (Eean of thcse rnetals.

To estimate the flux of elements predominantly associated with mineral aerosol particles
({l_Fe, Si, and P) we have used upper contincntal crustal abundances (Taylor and Mc-Lennan,
1985) so that thc mineral aerosol coniains 8.MVo A1,3.5% Fe, 30.8% Si, and 1050 ppm P.
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Table 3. Mean Elemental Ratios by Weight fc Aerosols (A) and
Precipitation (P) from Various l-ocations

locuion cd/Pb Cul?b Ni/"b znlPt_ As/Pb SnlPb Ref.

Farw Island (A)
lreland (P)
Bermda(A)
Berrnuda (P)
North Atlantic @)
[ewe,s, Delaware@)
Southern North Sea (A)
Baltic Sea (A)
WetEnewetak (A)
Dry Enewetak (A)
Samoa (A)
Hawaii (A)
Mediterruem (A)

0.08
0.05

0.08

0.06
0.03
0.015
0.03
0.03

0.03
0.045

0.r7
1.6
1.6
0.31
1.3
0.22
0.14
0.12
0.55
0.15
0,81

0.07

0.7

0.24

0.26
0.07

5.4
4.6
3.0
2.0
5.0
2.r
l.l
0.9
1.6
1.3
4.0

0.85

0.08

0.03
0.03
0.05
0.05

(l)
a)
(3)
(4)
(t
(o
c/)
(8)
(e)
(e)

(10)
(l l)
(r2)0.04

Mean Value
Range

From
Global Atmospheric
Emissions -- Table 4
Rangef

0.0+5 0.59
0.015 - 0.08 0.07 - 1.6

0.026 0.18

0.011 - 0.036 0.08 - .26

0.32 2.6 0.04 0.05
0.07 - 0.7 0.8s - 5.4 0.03 - 0.05 0.03 - 0.08

0.25 0.51 0.09

0.09 - 0.36 0.25-0.70 0.04 - 0.12

(]-) Kemn (198a); (2) Church (unpublished); (3) Wolff et al. (1986); (4) Jickells et al. (1987); (5)
C^hu-rch et al. (in press); (6) Church et al. (1984), Scudlark and Church (1988); (7) from TabE i li
(8) from Table l ; (9) Duce et al. (1983); (10) Arimoto et al. (198fl; (tt) Patrcison (1988); (l2i
from Table 15.

* calculated from paired minimum and paired maximum values in Table 4.

Table 4. Global Arnospheric Emissions of Trace Metals (lP g yrt);
Median value in bold rype and range

Global
Antlropogenic

Emissions (l)

Global
Natural
Emissions (2)

23
2.6

54
57
86
23

Pb
cd
Cu
Ni
fur
As

289 - 332
3.1 - 7.6 -

20-35
24 - 56
70 - t32
12 - 18

376
12.0
5t
87

t94
26

1 -12
0.15 - 1.3 -
2.3 - 2t
3 -30
4 -45
0.9 - t2

(l)
(2)

Nriagu and Pacyna, 1988
Nriagu, 1989
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SOLUBILITY OF TRACE ELEMENTS IN SEAWATER

The solubility in seawater of trace elements present on atmospheric aerosols is
important in determining their impact on oceanic biogeochemical cycles. The solubility of an
element reflects its chemical partitioning in the aerosol and the environmental history of the
particles. Crecelius (1980) and Chester ct al. (1986) have demonstrated that the chemical
partitioning of several elements is different in aerosols dominated by mineral dust or by
anthropogenic components. Lindberg and Hariss (1983) have shown a particlc-size dependencb
of solubility which is probably caused by the different sources of different sizes of aerosols.
leveral authors (e.g., Moore et al., 1984; Maring and Duce, 1987; Statham and Chester, 1988)
have demonstrated that pH significantly affects the leaching of aerosols. The possibility of
oxidation or uptake of acid gases on aerosol surfaces (Andreae et al., 1986; Berresheim-and
Jaeschke, 1986; Graedel et al., 1985) means that atmospheric particles may be subject to low pH
rcgimes during atnospheric transport that may affect their subsequent dissolution.

Although it is not possible to give unambiguous values of solubilities, the ranges observed
ar9 presented in Table 5. These data demonstrate that elements prcdominantly associated with
mineral aerosol (e.g., Al, Si, and Fe) are less soluble than those associated with accumulation
mode aerosol (e.g., Zn, Cu, Pb, and As). For the purposes of the present calculations, it is
assumed that5Vo of the aluminum, LOTo of the Fe, SVo of the Si,33% of the P, andgO% of thc Pb
that enters the ocean from the atmosphere is soluble.

Table 5. Solubility in Seawater of Elemens Anached to Aerosol Particles

Element Solubiliry (7o) Reference

0.6 - l0
5 -10

2t -51
<l -50
25 -49
3l -85
48 -78
8l -84
15 -86
29 -47
13 -90
24 -76

1,2
3
4
2,5,6,9
2,6,7
2,6, I
5,6
2
2,6,l0
2
2, ll
2,5

AI
si
P
Fe
Mn
V
As
cd
Cu
Ni
Pb
Zn

l- Maring and Duce, 1987; 2- Hodgc, et al., 1978; 3- Wollast and
Chou, 1986; 4- Graham and Duce, 1982; 5- Crecelius, 1980; 6-
M@re, et al., 1984; 7- Statham and Chester, 1988; 8- Walsh and
Duce, 1976;9- Zhuang and Duce, 1988; lG Maring and Duce,
1989; l1- Maring, 1985.

Very few data are available on the panitioning of race clements in rainwater betwcen
solublc and insoluble forms. This is an important area for future rcsearch sincc most of the flux of
the elements is associated- with _wet deposition. It seems that the solubility of the elements is highly
vari-able depenrling on the pH of rainwater. For example, l.osno ciat. (tgg8) found ttrat iir
Mediterranean rainwater the iolubility of zinc ranged betwden 15 and 99% of the total zinc with the
higher..perc_e_ntage.observed for low pH (4) an-d the lower percentagc for high pH (7). This
solubility--pH relationghip can be explained by an adsorptiori-desorpdon equifibrium.' ihere is
some evidence that a similar relationship exists-for Pb, Cul and Cd @lbaz-Porilichct, 1988).

totp.* 9t at. (1987) found that the dissolved Al concentration in rainwatcr containing
Saharan dust was highly variable; however, the mean solubility of 5% was similar to that measueii
for the seawater solubility of Al in mineral aerosols (Maring and Duce, 1987). Dissolution kinetics
of Al and Si from feldspar minerals havc also been investigated in the laboratory for a widc rangc
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of pH. Such kinetics are often be describ€d in terms of surface-complex reactions (Wollast and
Chou, 1986; Webb and Walther, 1989).

RESULTS

The global atmospheric fluxes for lead and for mineral aerosol as calculated from the
concentration fields, dry deposition velocities, precipitation scavenging ratios and precipitation
amounts for each grid are given in Tables 6 and 7 for each ocean basin. Global maps of thc
atmospheric fluxes of lead and mineral aerosol are presented in Figures 5 and 6.

Table 6. Atmospheric Flux of kad to the Ocean

Ocean Flux
(lO-r t m-2)r-l)

Wet Drv Total

Deposition
(lOe g yrr)

Wet f)ru Total

North Pacific
South Pacific

Nonh Atlantic
South Atlantic

North Indian
South Indian

Global Total

0.17 0.03
0.02 0.003

0.8s 0.18
0.06 0.02

0.27 0.06
0.04 0.01

0.20 0.04

0.20
0.02

1.03
0.08

0.33
0.05

0.24

15.5 2.4 r7.9
1.9 0.3 2.2

46.9
3.1

9.6 56.5
l.l 4.2

3.9 0.9 4.8
2.r 0.3 2.4

73.4 14.6 88.0

Table 7. Atmospheric Flux of Mineral Aerosol to thc Ocean

Ocean Flux
@ m-zYPt1

Wet f)rv Total

Dcposition
(1012 g yrr)

Wet Drv Total

Nonh Pacific
South Pacific

Nonh Atlantic
South Atlantic

North Indian
South Indian

Global Total

r.sz 5.28
0.13 0.35

2.9r 4.03
0.20 0.47

2.01 7.08
0.22 0.82

o.97 2.42

3.76
o.23

1.11
0.27

5.07
0.60

1.45

337 136 473
25 14 39

61 160 221
14 l0 24

73 29 rcz
32124/.

542 361 903

The range of deposition rates fq thc other AEEs presented in Tablc E represcns the results
from the calculations using the two approaches described carli€r. This reprcsents thc totd
deposition of these metals to th€ ocean sincc it does not takc into consideration the fraction of thc
metals that is soluble in the water. Note that for some elements, e.g., Cu andZtt, the flux rangc is
roughly a factor of 4 to 5. These large differcnces may result from significant marine rccycling
and/or large crrors in the estimation of the global anthropogenic or natural atnnspheric emissions
for these nretals.

The global atmospheric depositions of Al, Fe, Si, and P to thc occian, as calculated ftom the
mineral aerosol input to the ocean in Tablc 7 and the percent crustal abundanccs dcscribed above, is
grven in Tablc 9.
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Tabte 8. Atmospheric Deposition to the Ocean of Primarily Anthropogenic Trace Metals
(10 g yrt)

The frrst number of each pair is obtaincd using element to lead ratios obtained from
,:lobal atmospheric emissions; the second from such ratios rneasured in aerosol and
rain samples (Table 3).

NiCucd

Nonh Pacific
South Pacihc

Nonh Atlantic
South Atlantic

North Indian
South Indian

Global Total

0.47-0.81
0.06-0.10

t.47-2.54
0.1 t-0.19

o.L2-0.22
0.06-0.11

2.3 -4.0

3.2-10.6
0.4- 1.3

r0.2-33.3
0.E- 2.5

16 -52

4.5- 5.7
0.6- 0.7

14. l- 18.1
l.l- 1.3

t.2- t.5
0.6- 0.E

22 -2E

9.1- 46.5
t.l- 5.t

28.6-147
2.r- 10.9

2.4- r2.5
r.2- 6.2

4 -228

1.6-0.7
0.2-0.09

5.t-2.3
0.4-0.17

0.4-0.2
0.2-0.1

7.9-3.6

0.9- 2.8
o.4- 1.4

Table 9. Atmospheric Deposition to the Occan of Trace Elcments Derived from Mineral Aerosol

AI
(10t2 g pt;

Fe
(lOtz g pt1

siP
(l0tz g yat; (1@ g yrt)

Nsth Pacific
South Pacific

Norttr Atlantic
South Atlantic

North Indian
South Indian

GlobalTotal

38.0
3.1

17.8
1.9

8.2
3.5

72.5

7.7
0.8

3.6
1.5

31.6

145.7
12.0

68. l
7.4

31.4
r 3.6

278.2

16.6
1.4

497
4t

232
25

107
46

948

In Tables 6-9 the depositions given are estimates of the amounts of material
arriving at the sea surface. For sorne purposes, e.g., impact of such inputs on
seawater biology, it may be more useful to know the proportion of the input which
readily dissolves in the water. Sucn values may be obtained by multiplying the
fluxes in Tables 6, 8, and 9 by the solubility factors discussed earlier (Table 5); otu
best estimates of the means of thc solubility are given in Table 11. In order to
convert from deposition to flux, the fluxes should be divided by the basin arcas
given on page 23.
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Mercury and Tin

For both elements recent global budgets have been produced and we report these
without modification.

Mercurv

,n" r...nt compilations
mercury to world oceans as shown in Table 10.
consistent with the lower range of estimates by
including deposition to land) of 2-17 x lOe g 1.pt.

of Gill and Fitzgerald (1987) give inputs of
This estimate of deposition to the ocean appears
Lindquist (1985) of global deposition rates (i.e.,

Table 10. Atmospheric Hg Deposirion to Ocean Basins (10e g yrl)

Region North South North
Atlanric Atlantic pacific

South
Pacific

North South
Indian Indian

Total

Hg deposition 0.42 0.09 0.58 0.33 0.07 r.70.2

Tin

Byrd and Andreae (1986) report results from the Norrh Atlantic and South
Pacific^which they scale to estimate inputs to the Northern Hemisphere oceans of 0.3 x 109 g yrl
and to Southern Hemisphere oceans of 0.023 x 109 g yrl. This leads to an esrimated input to-the
world oceans of 0.32 x 109 g yrl.

COMPARISON BETWEEN GLOBAL ATMOSPTIERIC AND
RIVERINE INPUTS OF TRACE ELEMENTS

Global atmospheric and riverine inputs of trace elements in the dissolved and rhe
particulate forms are presented in Table I l. It appea$ that rivers are generally the major source of
particulat€ trace elements for the ocean, with th6 exception of phospihorus. Howevdr, it must be
stre.ssed that particulate riverine inputs are likely to bcdepositdO initre ocean close to the source
regions, whereas inputs via the atmospherc will-certainly be transported to remote oceanic areas.
For example, in the case of iron, if oni assumes that the paniculari input is essentially refractory,
the arnospheric input is likely to be the major contributor to the non-bibgenic sedimeniation rate of
ron in remote areas, as has been shown for the North Pacific (Arimoto et al., 1985).

Of more immediate concern for the "health" of the oceans is the soluble input which can
have a ditf! impact on marine biological systems. Some elements (such as iron and phosphorus)
are essential nutrients, and_some pollutant elemenrs enter the trophic food chain via a6tivc oi
passive uplake p-rocesses. From faUte I I it can be seen that atmoipheric inputs of Fe and P are
similar !o those from rivers. Since most of these inputs are natural, the aunoipheric source must
be taken into account for an accuratc undcrstanding of the biogeochemical cycling of these
elements in the ocean, -especially in open ocean areas. As dJmonstrated Uy nuie (1986),
aunospheric deposition plays a major role in the regulation of dissolved iron concintrationi in the
surface waters of oligotrophic marine regions, such as the Sargasso Sea and the tnopical Nonh
Pacific.

.. . FqtJollurant elements. the global atmospheric and riverine inputs are comparable for
djssoJved Cu, Ni, and As; for Zn and Cd, atmospheric inputs appear to ciominate. It ii likcly that
riverine inputs dominate in pericontinental areis, especially rhbsc close to the mouths of'large
rivers, whercas atmospheric inputs represent the dominant cbntribution in open ocean arcas. F6r
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lead the dau presented in Table I I confirm that, at thc present!i-., t[" majol sourcc of pollution
lead to the c6astal and open oceans is via atmospheriC deposition. Currently about 75% of the
atmospheric dcposition oi pollution Pb is due to automotive sources. Since lead is-bcing phased

out oiusc in ga3oline in North America and Europc, atmospheric inputs of.!e1{ to tle oc€an may
decrcase by ffactor of 3 within the next few decades. Nevertheless, even if this pollution sounce

disappears, the deposition of Pb from thc atmosphere to the ocean due to other pollution sources
(Nriagu and Pacyna, 1988) will still dominatc riverine inputs.

Table I l. Global Deposition of Metals to the Ocean (ld g yrl)

Assumed %
SolubilitY#f 90 83 86

Dissolved 79 1.9-3.3 14-45

Particulate 9 0.4-0.7 2- 7 14-17 1l- 55 1.3-2.9 28 xl$ 630

BirerineJltrul*
l0 ll 6 l0 l.lxl$

J00**
80 110 xlF

38 76 63 10 33

8-l I 33-173 2.3-5.0 3.2xltr 315

Dissolved 2 0.3

Paniculate 1600 15 1500 1400 3900

# Calculated using Tables 5,6, 8 and 9
## In selecting solubility factors rcsults from experiments in

which open-ocean aerosols werc used have been preferred.
* GESAMP (1987)

** Total P input to marine sediment

REGIONAL SEAS

ATMOSPHERIC INPUT OF TRACE ELEMENTS TO THE NORTH SEA

A review of available data revealed several useful aerosol and precipitation data
sets. These involved samples that werc carefully collected and analyzed and that covered a

relatively long time period.-This latter criterion is necessary because all available data sets reveal
temporal variabiliryln concentrations of at least one order of magnitude. This variability gan be

related to the direciion of air mass transpon and to precipitation patterns. The aerosol results are
presented in Tables 12A and B and are separated into siations around the Southern light of the
lrlorth Sea and frrom more northerly areas. bespite variations in collection procedures for samples
collected over a l6 year period,-the agreemCnt between the results is encouraging, with two
caveats:

i) Thcrc is evidence of a decline in lead concentrations in this area presumably due to
reduced emissions (e.g., Pattenden and Branson, 1987). The average values selected here have
thereforc been adjust"d Uy excluding thc results for lead in the southcrn Nonh Sea from the 1970s
and by reducing concentrations in the northcrn rcgion by 50%.

ii) Rcsults from the West Hinder Lightship located off the Belgian coast are higlpl than
thosc for othcr stittions, probably becausc thii site is close to sources (Dedeuwaerder, 1988). The
concentration gradient iannot b-e well defincd, so all the southern North Sea Bight stations have
been averaged and the northern stations treated separately. The southern North Sea is taken to bc

30% of the total North Sea (area 5.3 x lff km2) as deFrned by Cambray et al. (1979).
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Trace metal concentrations in precipitation collected from sites around the North Sea arc
shown in Tablc 13. They show much less consistency, undoubtedly becalse of the- gleater
sampling and analytical iroblems associated with such measurements. These results have
theriforl not b€cn used iirectly to calculate deposition fluxes but only for the purposc of
comparison of nrasured and calculated rain composition.

In order to calculate fluxes, scavenging ratios of 200-1000 have been applied toclements
believed to be associated with accumulation mode size particles (Cd, Cu, Ni, Zn, Mn, Pb, V, and
As) and 500-2000 for elements associated with larger panicles (Al, Fe). These ratios are higtrer
than those applied to the open ocean regions because results from the Baltic (Sc_hneider, 198.8),

sourhern Norih Sea (Dedeuwaerder, 1988), and Mediterranean (Bergametti, 1987) suggest that
such high ratios are more appropriate for coastal seas. The values of Dedeuwaerder (1988) are
higher than those used here, 6ut itris may rcflect proximity to sources of the sampling sitg used_!n
thit study. Precipitation amounts over the North Sea are uncertain, but Van Aalst et al. (1982)
suggests a value of 68 cm yr-I. Estimates of dry deposition using deposition velocities of
0.1 cm s-l forAs, Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb. and Znand 1.0 cm s-l for Al, Fe, Mn, and V suggest dry
deposition is <107o of the total deposition, and hence this process has not been taken into account.
Comparison of observed rainwater concentrations in Table 13 with rainwater concentrations
calculated from aerosol concentrations in Tables l2A and B using the above scavenging ratios
indicates quite good agreement.

The fluxes ro rhe North Sea reported in Table 14 are similar to those produced previously
that are based on measured concentrations, but somewhat larger than those predicted from previous
model calculations (Krell and Rockner, 1988; Petersen et al., 1988). This difference arises
because of the assumprion in earlier models of rapid decay of aerosol concentrations away from the
coast. There is no experimental verification of such gradients currently available, and this
represents another majoi area of uncertainty. As shown in Table 14, the fluxes calculated here for
the North Sea represent 0.7-l5Vo of the estimated European emissions of these tracc elements
(Pacyna et al., 1984).

Table l2A. Aerosol Concentration Data - Southern North Sea (ng m-3)

t972-73 198G85
il) (2\

1984-85
(3)

r987-88
(4)

Mean

390
4

t7
560

28

AI
Cd
Cu
Fe
tvtn
Ni
Pb
V
7rr
As
Sn

155-240

290-330
I4-22

5-7
9G130

9-1 I
75-120

4-5

150

150

0.7
3

r92
I
5

39
7

41
3
2

i.r

216
10

3
34

41

-

300
2

10
320
l6

5
83
9

80
4
2

(1) Cambray et al. (1975); (2) Dcdeuwaerder (1988); (3) Stoessel (19E7);
(4) Yaaqub (1989).
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Table 12B. Aerosol Concentration Data - Northern Nffith Sea (ng m-3)

fl) o\ Mean

v
60
4

AI
cd
Cu
Fe
lvln
Ni
Pb
v

3
27

1.8

7l
0.3
7

5.4

l;
3.1

60
0.3
7

60
5
3

23
2.5

kt24-24
As 1.0 1.0 1.0
(l) Cambray et al. (1975); (2) Pacyna et al. (1984)

Table 13. Trace Elenrnts in RainwaterOver the North Sea (pg l-l)

Southern North Sea Northern North Sea
fl ) o\ (3) (4) (5) (6)

Al 210-530
cd
Cu 12-24
Fe 220-ffi
tuftr 1l-30
Ni <6-6.6
Pb <18-l3l

340
9.5

77
430
45

29

490

100-1700

<10-41
105-990
<G20
<G12

2-lr
25-63
<l-4

53
0.27

7.4

11

1.8
l5
0.8

0.s
2.5

26
6.3
1.8

l0
2.5

26
1.0

o.7
2.3

88
3.8

4.0

13
5.8-7.4

7A 85-220
As <4
Sn 0.5
(l) Total wet, 1974-1976 (Cambray, et al., 1979); (2) wet only, l9E0-1985
(Dedeuwaerder, 1988); (3) wet only,l984-1985 (Stoessel, 1987); (4) total wet
1974-1976 (Cambray et al., 1979); (5) wet only, l9E6-1987 (Balls, 1989); (6)
weekly bulk (Pacyna et al., l9E4).

Table 14 . Total Atmospheric Deposition and Fluxes of Trace Elements to the North Sea

Calculated
Total
Flux

mg m-2]T-l

Calculated
Total

Deposition
ld g y.-1

Estimated
European

Anthropogenic
Emissions*
toe g yr-l

7o of European
Emissions
Entering

the North Sea

At 38 -150 20 -81
cd 0.1 - 0.5 0.05 - 0.25
Cu I - 4.4 0.5 -2.3

2.7
15.5

r7.6
16.0

123
34.5
80

2-9
3- 15

3- 15
l-7
2- t0

0.7-3
3- 15

Fe 38 - 150
Mnl-5

20 -81
0.5 - 2.7

Ni 0.4 - 2.1 0.23 - 1.1
Pb 4 - 23 2.3 -r2
v 0.4 - 2.r 0.23 - 1.1

7^ 5 - 23 2.7 -12
As 02 - I I 0.13 - 0.58 6.5 2-9
* Pacyna et al. (1984).
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ATMOSPHERIC INPUT OF TRACE ELEMENTS TO THE BALTIC SEA

For the Baltic Sea area, data for atmospheric trace metals are available from a
monitoring network established by the Baltic Marin-e Environment Protection Commission
(HELCOM). At five coastal stations around the Baltic Sea the concentrations of Pb, &1, Zn, and
Cu in bulk deposition since 1984 have been determined. These data have been used to estimate the
mean fluxes and the total input of thcse elements to five different sub-basins (Schneider, 1988).
Mercury cgnc_entrlgons in precipitation arc reported from three sites along the Swedish and Danish
coastline by Iverfeldt and Rodhe (1988). For the elements As, V, Cr,-Mn, and Fe atmospheric
concentrations have been determined in the southern part of the Bahic Sea (Oblad and Selin,-1986;
Martinsson et al., 1984; Kr--p, 1984; Schneider, l9B7). To conveft these data to dry deposition
fluxes and concentrations in precipitation we used the parameterizations given earlier. Those
elements which are significantly affected by crustal maierial are corected-for this contribution
using Ti concentrations as a tracer for cnrstal material and the relative abundance of elements in the
earth's crust (Mason, 1966).

For the determination of the wet deposition fluxes, precipitation data for the different sub-
basins of the Baltic according to Rodhe ei al. (1980) werb used. For most of the elements, no
information was available to document a possible deposition gradient between the coastline and the
open sea. Hence, the deposition measured at the varioui coastal sites was considered to be
representative for the corresponding sub-basins. However, in the case of Pb and Cd, model
simulations of the long-range transpon over Europe (EMEP Model, Petersen et al., 1988) have
been performed. The resulting gradients for atmospheric Pb and Cd over the sub-basins were used
to extrapolatc the measured fluxes at the coastal sites to each of these sub-basins. The fluxes for
As, V, Cr, Mn, and Fe could be determined only for a relatively small sub-basin. [n order to relate
values to the whole Baltic the corresponding ielationship foiPb, Cd,Zn and Cu was calculated
and-applied to As, V, Cr, Mn, and Fe. In TaUle 15 the mean atmospheric fluxes and the annual
total deposition to the Baltic are summarized. The calculation of theiotal deposition to rhe Baltic
Sea is bascd on an area of 415,000 km2.

Table 15. Total Atmospheric Deposition and Fluxes of Trace Elemens ro rhe Baltic Sea

Total Flux
mg m-2 )rl

Total Deposition
lge g yrl

Pb
cd
7n
Cu
As
V
Cr
IVtt
Fc
Hg*

2.4
0.14

1l
2.9
0.46
l.l
0.53
2.4

87
0.014

1.0
0.06
4.7
1.2
0.19
0.44
0.22
1.0

36
0.006

.. Except for qercury., the data in Table 15 refer to the sum of wet and dry deposition. The
goltributign of dry $eposition is_estimated to range between about 5% and30%. Tliis wide range
is due to the uncertain estimate of the dry deposition velocity for anthropogenic trace nretals.

The uncertainties for the wet deposition are within a factor of 2 when the fluxes were
calculated on thc basis of atmospheric concentrations (As, V, Cr, Mn, and Fe). For the elements
determined in deposirion samplei a range of +l- 50% is estimated..
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ATMOSPHERIC INPUTS OF TRACE ELEMENTS INTO THE
MEDITERRANEAN SEA

Most of the data prescntly available for the Mediterranean Sea are limited to the
western area. Aerosol concentraiion data have been obtained from various oceanographic cruises
benveen 1980 and 1983. These data suggest that the atmospheric transport of trace elements to the
Mediterranean atrnosphere from natural and anthropogenic land-based sources plays a significant
role in the geochemisury of Mediterranean scawater (Arnold et al., 1982; GESAMP, 1985; Dulac et
aI., 1987; Chester et al., 1981, 1984). However, a quantitativo assessment of such an influence is
difficult because of the strong variability of atmospheric elemental concennations. Concentration
changes of two orders of magnitude havc been shown to occur on a daily time scale, and these are
due to changes in continental source strengths, airflow and precipitation patterns. Continuous
sampling strategies have recently allowcd more representative estimates to be made at two sites:
one in south Cusica (total deposition flux of mineral aerosol; Loye-Pillot et al., t986;) and one on
the coast of northwestern Corsica, where continuous aerosol and total deposition flux
measurements began in 1985 (Bergametti et al., 1989 and Bergametti, 1987). Tables 16 and 17
provide the best estimates of elemental concentrations and fluxes for that site as well as mean trire
element concentrations obtained during various cruises. Over the western Mediterranean Sea,
concentrations exhibit a seasonal pattern inversely related to the frequency and amount of rainfall,
such that the highest concentrations are observed between May and October. Elements associated
with mineral aerosol particles exhibit sporadic but intense concentration peaks that are
superimposed on this general pattern and are associated with nansport of mineral matter from
Africa. Most of the input of pollutant elements, such as lead, are derived from sources to the nonh
and west of the area.

Table 16. Mean Atmospheric Concentrations over the Western Mediterranean Sea

Mean from Various
Cruises (ng rn-r1*

Capo Cavallo, Corsica
(ng m-r;*

AI
cd
Cu
Fe
Mn
P
Pb
si
V
7^
As

324
1.9
2.5

182
E

39

10
26

1.3

3s0
0.86
3.2

261
7.3

13.7
22

891

26

* Various cnrises between 1980 and 1983 (Arnold, 1985; Dulac, 1986; Dulac et al.,
1987).

# Capo Cavallo, northwestern Corsica; daily aerosol sampling from March 1985 to
April 1986 (Bergametti, 1987; Bergametti et al., 1989).

The temporal variability of deposition fluxes is not linearly related to that of atmospheric
concentrations @ergametti, 1987). Indeed, other factors such as precipitation frequency and, to a
lesser extent, cloud types must be considered. For example, scavenging ratios arc much higher in
summer (during convective storms) than in winter (stratiform cloud systems), and they are on the
average much higher than over the open ocean (range from 3000 to 5000). Because of the
relatively low precipitation and the proximity of source regions, it is likely that dry deposition
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fluxes are more important than ovcr thc open @ean. Indeed, it is estimated that dry deposition
rcprcs€nts 3ofi% of the total deposition flux for the rcgron.

The data presented in Table 17 suggest that total deposition fluxes of pollutant elements,
per unit area, ar€ of the same order of magnitude as those observed for the North Sea and
significantly higher than over thc North Atlantic. The total deposition obtained for the
northwestcrn Corsican station have becn extrapolated to the northwestern Medilerranean basin
(5 x 105 km2). Depending on the element, they represent between 4 and 2O% of the total
Europcan anthropogenic emissions.

This extrapolation provides only an order of magnirude estimate of the elemental deposition
for the basin. lndeed, although air flow climatology is not particularly variable within thc area,
precipitation patterns certainly affect the spatial variability of the deposited flux. It is likely that the
atmospheric pollutant flux data for northwestern Corsica represent an overestimate for areas south
of Corsica and an underestimate for arcas to the nonh.

We have not attempted to extrapolate these data to the entire Mediterranean basin. The
Adriatic represents a very special siruadon with unique climatology. It is also likely that over the
eastern Mediterranean mineral aerosol fluxes are at least five times higher than over the western
Meditcrranean, whilst pollutant element fluxes are lowsr.

Table 17. Total Atmospheric Deposition Fluxes of Tracc Elements to the Nofth
Westem Mediterranean (Bergameni, 1987)

Total Flux
(mg m-2 yptl

Total Deposition
to the NW

Mediterranean
(l0e g yrr)

% of European Man-Made
Emissions Entering

the NW
Mediterranean

AI
cd*
Cu*
Fe**
Mn
P
Pb
si
v*
7A*
As*

970
1

4.2
720
22
32
29

3070
25
34
I

435
0.5
2.r

360
ll
l6
14.5

r535
12.5
t7
0.5

1;
ll

;
2l

7

i

* derived from aerosol concentration data and scaled to measured Pb flux;
** sam€ approach but scaled to Al.
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THE ATMOSPHERIC INPUT OF NITROGEN SPECIES TO THE
WORLD OCEAN

INTRONTICTION

This scction focuses on those nitrogen species that can be utilized as nutrients. These fall
into trvo classes. Oxidized nitrogen species: aerosol nitrate and gas-phase oxides of nitrogen (NO,
NO2, HNO3 and related species). Reduced nitrogen species: aerosol ammonium and gaseous NH3
(and related organic nitrogen species).

Therc are a number of quantitative asscssments of the global nitrogen cycle (Soderlund and
Svensson, 1976; Anderson, 1983; Stedman and Shetter, 1983; lpgan, 1983; Galloway, 1985;
NAS, 1984). Of these, the most detailed analysis is that by Logan (1983) who considers both the
sources for the principal nitrogen species and their eventual sinks. l,ogan obtains for the global
source arange of 25-99 x l0l2gNyrl with abestestimateof about50x l0l2gNyrl. The
largest single source of NO* is fossil fuel combustion, 2l x 1012 g N )rrl. A recent exhaustive
evaluation of global fossil-fuel combustion sources (Hameed and Dignon, 1988) yields a similar
value of 22 x l0l2 g for 1980. Of all the sources, thc anthropogenic one is probably the most
accurately known.

The second largest source in Logan's assessment is biomass burning, l2 x 1012 g N yrl,
although the range of uncertainty is rather large (4-24 x 1012 g N yrl). Biomass burning can be
considered as both an anthropogenic and a natural activity, but the anthropogenic portion is
considered to be dominant (Seiler and Crutzen, 1980; logan et al., 1981).

The major natural atmosphericlmarine sources of oxidized nitrogen arc thought to be NO
production by lightning and downmixing of NO from the stratosphere where it is produced by the
photolysis of N2O. The only established oceanic source is through thc photolysis of nitrite in
surface waters; however this source is generally considered to be minor (Zafiriou and McFarland,
l98l). Another potential biological source is the oxidation of marine-derived organic nitrogcn
compounds, G.S.r amino acids and proteinaceous matcrial, which are highly enriched in marine
aerosols and rain (Mopper and Zka, 1987). Duce (1983) estimated that the concentration of
organic nitnogen is about three times greater than that of nitrate niuogen in marine aerosols over
pristinc oceanic areas. How much, if any, of this organic nitrogen is actually oxidized to nitrate in
the atmosphere remains to be determined. Another major source of NO* is microbial activity in
soif s, estimated b be 8 x l0l2 g yrl but with considerable uncertainty,4-16 x l0l2 g yrl (Logan,
1983).

Thus, of the total oxidized nirogen budget, over 80Vo is derived from sources located on
land. Consequently, the distribution and deposition of oxidized niuogen over thc oceans will be
heavily influenccd by the distribution of land masses in general and anthropogenic sources in
particular. Moreover, an overwhelmingly large pcrcentage of the anthropogenic sources arc
laatcd in the Nontrern Hemisphere. Of the 22x l0rz g N emitted from combustion sources to the
global atmosphere, less than 2 x l0l2 g is emitted in the southcrn hemisphere (Hameed and
Dignon, 1988). Consequently, wc might expect that the impact on ocean deposition would be
grcatcst in the Northern Hemispherc.

OXINIZED NITROGEN SPF'CIT'S

NITRATE AEROSOL

By far the largest body of data for the oxidized spccies is that for nitrarc aerosol,
which is the oxidative end member of the atmosphcric nitnogen cyclc. For this rcason, we begrn
our discussion with this species. We follow with the discussion of the more limitcd daa for the
major pr€cursor species.
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Concentration Dete

The nitrate aerosol concentration data are mainly from two sources. Thc fust
consists of a data set of about 1000 aerosol samples gathered during the Global Weather
Experiment in 1979 (Savoie, 1984). The samples wcne collected aboard ships in thc Atlantic,
Pacific and Indian Oceans and also at a numbcr of island surtions in the Nonh Atlantic. Thc data
arc sununarizdin Figure 7. In this figurc Savoie also incorporates dau from the literanre up o
the early 1980s. The 25 regions in Figrne 7 arc defined on the basis of concentration trends inthe
data sets and on assumptions about the contnolling transport conditions. Savoie made no attempt to
interpolate betwecn the measurcd means for thc various regions.

The sccond major data set is that obtaincd in ttre Pacific in the SEAREX nehnmk of acrosol
sampling stations (hospero et al., l9t5; Savoie ct al., 1989a,b). Thc network extends from
Shemya in thc Aleutians (52'44'N, 174'06'E) to Norfolk Island (29'05'5, 167'59'E). Thc
nctwork bcgan operations in the North Pacific in lgtl and in thc South Pacific in 1983. This sct
contains data from the analysis of a oal of 2058 samples collectcd at 13 stations.

In asscssing the data for thc flux computations, wc have intcrpolatcd bcwcen thc coastal
regions (wherc concentrations are usually relativcly high) and the ccnual ocean regions by
assuming a half-decrease distance of 1000 km. This half-distance value is based on thc
conccntration gradicnts observed for NO and NO2 off the east coast of the United Statcs, about
500 km (see below). Since the aerosol nitratc concentration will dcpend on both thc nitratc
originally prescnt in the air parcel and that prodrrced during transit from NO and NO2, we assum a
half decreasc distance that is twicc thu of the precursors with the undcrstanding that this is a crudc
approximation. The half decrease distance of 1000 km is €qual to that obsErved for 2lGPb, a
submicrometer aerosol species that is also gcnerated during transit (from 222-Rn, half lifc
3.8 days). How€ver, it should be understmd-that in the vast majority of cascs, there ar€ very
little or no data in most ocean regions, cspe,cially along the coasts. Consequently, many of thesl
values are littlc morc than rough estimatcs bascd on reasonable assumptions. Nonethbless it is
clear that rcmotc ocean areiu app€ar to bc characterized by a rather uniform "background" nitrate
concentration of about 0.025 pg N m-3 (Savoie et al., 1989a). It is also apparcnt that the
concentrations over the northern oceans arc generally considcrably higher than this background
value (hospero and Savoie, 1989).

IleDosition Velocitv

Nitratc aerosol ovcr tlrc ocoans has a mass nrcdian diameter of several micronpters,
the nitrarc mass bcing distributed as thc surfacc area of sea salt aerosol (Savoic and Prospcro,
1982). This distribution appears to rcsult from thc sorption or r€action of oxidized niubgcn
spccies with sca salt aerosol. In the abscnoe of measured deposition ratcs, and as a conscqucncc of
thc sizc distribution, wc use a deposition velocity value for large particles, 1.0 cm scc-1, as
rccomnprded earlicr. This valuc is largcr than that uscd in past studie-. t ogan (19t3) and Liu ct
al.^(l_983) usc 0.3 cm sl based on thc nitratc acrosol sizc rncasurem€nts of Savoic and hospcro
(1982). We chosc thc higher value bascd on studies of nitratc depocition madc by Pszcnny (l9fr)
who shows highcr dry dcposition fluxes which hc attributcs in pan to thc dcposidon of viry large
particles.

Scavenging Ratio

Studies madc at American Samoa and Miami, Florida" yiclded values for thc
scavc-nging ratio of 270 and 330, respcctivcly (Savoie ct al., 1987); on Bcrmuda, Wolff ct al.
(1986a) mcasurcd a value of 870 fq total nitraie. Thcsc nrcasurements constitutc the prinury dau
sct for acrosol nitrate in occan regions. However, thcsc sitcs are locatcd in thc trofics and mia
latiMes. Thcrefore we cannot bc certain that thcse values are gcncrally applicable t6 othcr oscsn
arcas. For thc scavenging ratio wc usc a value of 500. firis valuc falls in the midrangc of
scavcngin-g ratios detcrmined for a varicty of other spccies over thc contincnts (sec Iaffrczo ard
Colin, 1988).
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NITROGEN OXIDE GASES

Concentration Date

The species of principal intercst arc NO and NO2. It has proven to be very difficult
to measure the atmospheric concentration of these species at ambient lcvels in marine rcgtog!
whcre pollutant impaits are small. Only recently have techniques lqome avqrlble- that yield
consistently reliabli values. Even so, thc measurement is still one of thc most difficult to make.
The problem of interpreting the older literarurc is compounded by the fact that techniques were
used-that purponed to simultaneously measure NO and NO2, which are collectively referrcd to as

NOx. However, recent studies show that these instnrments were sensitive to the presencc of a
variety of other oxidized nitrogen species including HNO3 and peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN).
Consequently, thc older data must bc used with caution. Nonetheless, these data can be useful in
showing the general levels of the concentrations of nitrogen oxides and to indicate trends in their
arcal distribution.

The most extensivc remote ocean mcasurenrents of NO are thosc of Davis et al. (1987) and
Ridley et al. (1987). These were made aboard aircraft flying orer thc eastcrn North Pacific
betwien Hawaii and rhe west coast of North America. Davis obtains an average midday value of
4 pptv (0.0025 pg N m-3) at altitudes less than 1.8 km. Ridley reports a mean of 1.7 ppw
(0.0011 pg N.-3; with a median I ppw (0.000e1Fg N m-3; for the region near Hawaii and 3.7
ppw (0.0023 pgN m-3) with a median 1 ppw (0.00081pg N m-3) for the open ocean off the west
coast.

For the purpose of this report we assume a mean NO value of 4 ppw (0.0025 rrg { m-l) fo.r
relatively remoie ocean regions *here no measurements have bcen made. We acknowledge that it
might bc more appropriatc to use the median value of I ppw rather than the nrean.

There :ue very few reliable measurcments of NO2 over the oceans. In Logan's rcview
article on global nitnogen fluxes (L,ogan, 1983) a world average boundary layer NO2 concentration

of 0.06 1rg N m-3 is used. However recent rrasunements in thc remote ocean boundary layeryield
values of 30 pprv (0.019 pg N m-3) (Warneck, 1988). In computing thc global ocean fluxes we
assume a background value of 0.02 Fg N m-3' this value is uniformly applied to the Pacific Ocean,
the South Atlantic and the Indian Oceans. Higher valucs are fourd mostly ovcr the North Atlantic;
thcse values are used accordingly. (The sclecion of the lower valuc (0.02 vs 0.06 pg N m-3) is not
a critical issuc because, as will bc shown, thc NO2 deposition flux computed with eithcr value is
quite small and of minor significance, cxcept for the coastal rcgions of some contincnts where
pollution plays a dominant role.)

There are a&litional daa for areas of thc Norttr Atlantic that arp expectcd o bc impactcd by
continental sourees. For examplc, thc conccntrations of NO* off the cast coast of North America
range from 0.2 Fg N m-3 to 7.6 Fg N m-3 (Table l8 ). Compared to thc NO, background values of
0.02 pg N m-3 cstimated abovc, thcsc arc largc enrichments which will significantly inctease thc
ratc of deposition to the wcstcrn North Atlandc Ocean. The extcnt of thc continental impact will
dcpend upon thc ratc of removal of NOr. For thc wcstern North Atlantic Occan, Hastic et al.
(19E7) and Wolff et al. (l9E6a,b) estimatc that thc decay distancc is 500 km and 400 km
rcspcctively. Comparable dccrcasc disunccs arc obtained from the cxtcnsive data prescntcd by
Ryaboshapko et al. (1986) for thc North Atlantic.

Although data are lacking for most other marine regions downwind of contincnts, it is
anticipated tharthesc enrichmens of NO* arc not unique to thc wcstcrn Nonh Atlantic Occan

In rcgions where morc extensivc mcasuremcnts are availablc, wc interpolatc bcnvcen the
high concentradon regions (which are nonnally closc to thc contincns) o the mid-acan llglggs by
using a half-dcqcasc distancc of 500 km. Thc highcst conocntrations occur ovcr thc North and
Baltic Scas (4.4 and 1.7 Fg N m-3 respoctively), thc Bay of Biscay (2.0 rrg N m-3), along thc cast
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coast of the United States (1.5 - 2.5 ILE N m-3), the Gulf of Mexico (2.0 rrg N m-3). In all other
regions, the rcan conccntration is always less than 1.0 pg N m-3.

Table 18. Concentrations (rrg N --r; of Oxidized Nitrogen in thc
Atmospherc of Coastal Nonh America and thc Western Nonh
Adantic Ooean

I-ocation lNoxlg tHNqls tNQla [NQlg+a Ref.

East Coest of North America

Bay D'Espoir,
Newfoundlard, Canada

Kejimkujik,
Nova Scotia, Canada

28-34'N
34-38'N
38-43'N
43-47'N
IJwes, Delaware
I-€wes, Delaware

o.lr
o.6

North Atlantic

0.10

9.tt

0.04

2.*'
0.04

3.1
4.6
5.5
3.2
4.7
4.4

\ilestern

7.6
t.7
0.7

0.24

0.22

0.33

oat'

0.61

0.06

0.13

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.83

o.ro
o.37

Ocean

0.41

9'ro

0.36

I

2
2
2
2
3
4

5
4
6
7
8
9

43'W, 60'N
{'Y) km offeast coast
*50 km offcast coast
*300 km off east coast
WNAO, average
30-40'N,
7G80 W

30-40'N,
6G70 W

40-50'N,
60'70'W

Berrnuda
Bermuda
Bermuda
Berrnuda
*Bermuda

0.10
0.20
0.14
0.30
0.13

0.51

:"

0.17

9

9

0.14
0.24

l0
4
8

ll
4

All concentrations are surfacc values, exccpt for somc measurements madc in the boundary layer
(marked with an asterisk).

g=gaseousia=aerosol

1. A.Sirois, personal conrm. (1987); 2. Galloway et al. [9E4]; 3. Wolff et al. [1986b1; 4._H_a_stie

et al. [1988]; 5. Ctrurch et al. (1989); 6. Misanchuk et al. [19t7]; 7. Luke and Dickerson [1987];
8. Savoie [19Ea]; 9. Ryaboshapko ct al. [9t6]; 10. Wolff et d. [986]; 11. Savoic and Prospcro

ll983l
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Deoosition Fluxes

On the basis of their chemical properties (i.e., relatively insoluble (high H) gases
with similar Sc) the oceanic deposition velocities of NO and NO2 will bc nearly identical. For the
purpose of computing the deposition flux, we simply use a concentration value of 0.02 1rB N m-3
for combined NO and NO2 in remote occan regions, with the exception of the Nonh Atlantic,
where actual values were used.

NITRIC ACID AND VOLATILE NITRATES

Concentration Data

There are very few data for nitric acid or volatile nitrate. Since most sampling
techniques cannot distinguish betrveen the various forms of volatile nitrate, the terms "HNQ" and
"volatile nitrate" are often used interchangeably. The term volatile nirate includes low molecular
weight organic species.

Volatile nitrate concentrations over the oceans are often referenced to particulate or total
nitrate. Huebert (1980) reports a volatile nitrate/total nitrate ratio of about 0.5 for samples obtained
aboard aircraft in the marine boundary layer of the Pacific. Huebert and Lazms (1980a) obtain a
ratio of 0.35 during a cnrise in the equatorial Pacifirc. Savoie and Prospero (1982) find that the
volatile nitrate concentration is lOVo or less of the total ninate in thc tropical North Atlantic.
Pszenny (1987) obtains essentially the same result from samples in the central and western South
Pacific. During a recent cruise in the North Atlantic ratios between L07o to 20Vo were found in
regions not impacted by potlutants (Pszenny, p€rs. comm.).

Given the paucity of HNO3 and volatile ninate data, wc calculate fluxes by equating the
HNO3 to some fraction of the total nitrate. However, it is diffircult to resolve the dissrepancy
between the reported values. Consequently, in prcparing our distributions and flux estimates we
use an intermediate value for volatile nitratc (t{Nq) and set it equal to \Mo of the aenosol nirrate.

PAN is perhaps the most important volatile ninate species after HNO3. PAN could s€rve
as a reseryoir for nitrogen oxides over the oceans (Singh et al., 1986). However, very linle is
known about its distribution in marine air. The mean wintertime concentration in the boundary
layer over the eastern North Pacific is 38 ppw (0.024 Bg N m-3) and in the South Pacific, 5 ppw
(0.003 FB N m-3; Singh et al., 1986). Thus, the concentration of PAN in the South Pacific is less
than half that of HNO3, assuming that the latter is present at 30% of thc nitrate aerosol
concentration. There are very few measurcments of PAN in the free oceanic troposphere.
Rudolph et al. (1987) found that concentrations were less than 10 ppw (0.006 pg N m-3) in the free
troposphere over the South Atlantic. Given thc low concentrations and the lack of knowledge
about the removal properties of PAN, we havs ignorcd its possible role in thc deposirion flux bf
nitrogen to thc oceans.

Scavenging Ratio

We cannot directly measurc the concentration of nitric acid in rainwater. The concentration
can be estimated on the basis of ion balances. However, thesc estimated values are very imprecise
and cannot be used for cstimating the scavenging ratio for nitric acid. In the absence of such
information, we will simply usc the sanr€ scavenging ratio as that used for aerosol nitrate, i.e.,
100._ If anything, this is likely to bc an undercstimate in view of the very strong panitioning of
HNO3(') into water implied by the Henry's Law constant for nitric acid reportd-by Clegg and
Brimblecombe (19E8).

Transfer Velocitv

The transfer velocity is calculatcd under the assumption that nitric acid is cxtremely
soluble, so that ra D rw and equation (9) will give the appropriate value.
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REDTICED NTTROGEN SPF'CIF'S

The decomposition and volatilization of organic materials release a number of
reduced nitrogen compounds (e.g., ammonia, amincs, amino acids) to thc atmosphere. In the
atmosphere, these compounds can be hydrolyzed, oxidizcd or removed by deposition processes.
Since the concentrations of thcsc cornpounds can bc similar to the oxidizcd nitrogen species, their
contribution to the deposition of niuogcn to thc oceans should be examined

The principal inorganic reduced nitrogen compounds are gaseous NH3 and aerosol NH4+.
Since therc is so linle information on their concentrations, we choose not to create concentration
maps as with the other species. Alternatively, we use the available data o estimate the coastal and
open ocean concentrations.

It should be noted that in somc rcgions the @eans may bc a source of ammonia (Quinn et
al., 1987, l98E). Because of the limited data on ammonia/ammonium, we cannot identify which
areas arc sources and which are sinks for NH3. Thercfore, the fluxes that we calculate may not bc
very meaningful from the standpoint of our objective to assess the impact of continental inputs on
the oceans.

AMMONIUM

The estimates of the concentrations of ammonium aerosol over the open ocean
range from 0.007 to about 0.1 pg N m-3 (Tablc l9). We choose a value representing thc central
tendency, 0.0t pg N m-3. The values near continents are larger, 0.3 to 1.2 pg N m-3, in keeping
with strong terrcstrial sources of ammonia. For near+oastal areas we select an "average" value of
0.4 pg N m-3.

For the calculation of a dry deposition flux, we use a deposition velocity of 0.1 cm s-1,
sincc most of the ammonium aerosol is in the accumulation mode. There are no direct
measurernens of ammonium scavenging ratios. We can estimate a scavenging ratio for amrnonium
by using aerosol ammonium data (Wolff et al., 1986a) collected at Bermuda coupled with
ammonium data for rainfall (Galloway, 1985) which were not contemporaneous with the aerosol
samples; thcse yield a ratio of about 100. By analogy, we might exp€ct ammonium to have a
scavenging ratio similar to that of sulfate which is also an accumulation mode aerosol. The only
extcnsive data for the sulfate scavenging ratio is that obtained at American Samoa and Miami, 420
and 290, respectively (S1yg1e e!al.,.1987). For accumulation mode aerosols, we would.normally
use a scavenglng ratio of 200. For the purposc of this rcport, we will calculate the wet deposition
flux using scavenging ratio of 200, which is satisfactory from the standpoint of thc limited
experimental data.

AMMONIA

The data basc on the concentration of ammonia is limited (Quinn et al., 1987). Data
are summarizcd in Table 19. The values range from 0.014 to 0.6 pg N m-3 with most of the
concentmtions being near 0.05 1rg N m-3. For the purpose of calculating ocean fluxes, we will use
the value of 0.05 Fg N m-3.

There have been no measurements of the wet scavenging ratio for ammonia. As a result,
we simply treat it as a highly soluble gas. For the scavenging ratio, we us€ 200, the same as that
for ammonium aerosol.

Sincc it appears that in some regions the oceans may be a source of ammonia (Quinn €t al.,
1988), we do not chmse to cstimate a dry deposition flux.
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Table 19. Concentrations of Reduced Nitrogen Species in the Marine Atmosphere

l,ocation Concentration Refercnce

Gs N m'r;

NHr

Global Marine Estimate
Global Marine Estimate
Cape Grim
Global Estimate
Cape Grim
NW Pacific Ocean

NHI*, Open Ocean

Global N{arine Estimate
Global Marine Estimate
Tropical Adantic
Pacific Ocean
NW Pacifrc Ocean
Central N. Atlantic

NH4*, Coastal Ocean

Lewes, DE, USA
W. North Atlantic
W. Nonh Atlantic
E. North Atlantic

0.06
0.01
0.05

0.06 to 0.6
0.06
0.014

Soderlund and Svensson. 1976
Georgii and Gravenhorst, 1977
Ayers and Gras, 1980
Taylor et al., 1983
Ayers and Gras, 1983
Quinn et al., 1988

Soderlund and Svensson, 1976
Huebert and Laznrs, 1980b
Talbot et al., 1986
Parungo et al., 1986
Quinn et al., 1988
Church et al., 1989

Wolff et al., 1986b
Whelpdale et al., 1987
Church et al., 1989
Church et al., 1989

0.4
0.01-0.19

0.1
0.007-0.21

0.084
0.07

1,.2
0.45
0.42
o.42

OTHERS

In addition to the inorganic forms of reduced nitrogen, there are also organic
species. Examples are the amines and amino acids. Although data on their atmospheric
concentrations are sparse, some measurements have been made. Mopper and Zika (1987) reported
concentrations of dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) in the form of dissolved free amino acids
(DFAA) and aliphatic amines in precipitation samples collected in rhe north-western Atlantic Ocean
and Gulf of Mexico. The DFAA concentrationslanged from l.l to 15.2 pM, with an averagc of
a!9916.5 pM. Aliphatic amines contributed between 0.08 and 1.36 pM nON. Van Nestc Et al.
(1987) reported vapour phase concentrations of primary, secondary, and tertiary methylamines
measured in Hawaii. Together, these three amines total an average of 134 pmol N m-3. The same
autho_rs repo-rt rainwater concentrations of these amines to range from 0.024 to 0.057 pM in rain
samples-collected along thc Rhode Island coast. Recent studiei (Gorzelska pers. comm.) indicate
that, in the summertime, dissolved free amino acids and aliphatic amines in frccipiration collected
over the North Atlantic contribute from 0.012 to tt.595 pM DON- and- from 0.006 to
0.132 pM DON, respectively. Thcse compounds also add between 0.3 and t6l4 pmol DON m-3
to the sumrnertime North Atlantic aerosol. Both rain and aerosol concentrations seim to be subject
to pronounced scasonal and spatial variations. Thus rhcsc inirial data suggest that reduced organic
ninogen compounds might make a significant contriburion to the fixe[nitrogen content o-f the
aumosphere at certain times and in particular rcgions of the oceans. However, thErc are so few data
for these types of compounds that it is difficult io estimue any nreaningful deposition rates.
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SUMMARY ANN DISCTISSION

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED FLUXES WITH MEASURED VALUES

Table 20 presents measured deposition fluxes of nitrate and ammonium in marine
and coastal areas. Table 2l presents a comparison of the calculated deposition values with actual
measured valucs. For this comparison, wc chose data (from Table 20) for those stations that werc
located on islands or on the coasts of contincnts adjacent to major ocean areas. Some of the
measured flux values were obtained with continuously open collectors. The latter collect dry
deposition as well as wet, although the dry collection efficiency is difficult to quantify.
Consequently wc present both the calculated wet and total deposition values for comparison
purposes. In Table 2l we also show the ratios of the calculated-wet to measured (CWM) flux and
the calculated+otal to measured (CT/lv{) flux.

For sornc stations, the agreement b€twcen the calculated and measured values is quite good
(e.g., Bermuda, Miami, Nova Scotia, Hawaii). However, for some stations there are large
discrepancies between the calculatcd and mcasured values. Some of these diffcrences can be
rationalized. First, in many cases thc computed values arc based on mean atmospheric
concenuations derived from data which were not usually concurrent with the prccipitation data.
Second, in some cases the data were extrapolated from other regions or even other oceans; for
example, the atmospheric nitratc and NO* data used for Amsterdam Island and Reunion were
extrapolated from the South PaciFrc.

Finally, many of the parameters used in thcse calculations are based on a few
measurements made in a limited number of regions. In the case of the scavenging ratio, we used a
value of 500, which was based primarily on measurements made in Miami and American Samoa.
There is no rcason to expect that this ratio is universally applicable to all types of rain events (for
example, to convective and frontal rains). Furthermorc, the scavenging ratio is computed using
aerosol and gas measurenrents made in surface lcvel air. The vertical concentration profile (which
is invariably unknown) is implicitly incorporated in the scavenging ratio when it is measured at the
sea surface. Howevcr, the profile will undoubtedly vary from region to region and especially in
ocean rcgions adjacent to the continents.

In making the comparisons, there is a problem in deciding which concentration values are
applicable for those sites which are located in rcgions adjacent to major source areas. For examplc,
in Table 21 we show two computed fluxes for lreland. In both cases, the measured deposition
rates were obtained from a site near the west coast near l0'W. The values computed for heland I
are based on thc rclatively low mcasured concentrations for thc occan region west of 10'W; these
fluxes are small compared to the measured values. A second set of fluxes (Ireland II) was
computed using the higher concentration values obtained for the region that includes Ireland and
British Isles; these results are much closer to the measured values. Similarly, the cornputed fluxes
for the Faroe Islands ar€ very low compared to the measured values. The Faroes are located at
6l'N, just north of the British Isles square and, consequently, it might be more appropriate to
compute fluxes using thc higher concentrations of this region as was done for Ireland II. lndeed,
the computed fluxes for the latter are in reasonable agrcement with the measured Faroc values.
Similarly, Reunion Island is located immediately adjacent to a block with considerably higher
concentrations; thesc latter values were used to compute the fluxes for Reunion II in Table 21. In
general, thc agreement between the computed values and the measurpd values is reasonably good.
ln fact, the agrecnrnt is somewhat surprising when one consideru the poorquality of thc input data
and the often crude assumptions that had to bc rnade in computing the flux.

-.F-
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Table 20. Measurd Deposition Fluxcs of Nitrarc and Annrpnium in Marfurc and Coasul

L,aations

Locatiqr Iat-/Long. Period NH4+Flux Total N Flux

rN m-2 tt-l eN n-2 yt-t
NQ'Flur
rNm-2tt-t

Ref. tlotc

B€dnds
WNAO. ship
NAO, ship
Fhridr
Fbddr
Flori&
C.orgir
NorthCsolinr
Delewsc
Ncw Jcrscy
Ne* Ycrk
MassachuscAt
Massactnrscar
l.Iovc Scotir
Itlove Scotit
Maforc

l,Iova Scotit
Novr Scotie
Nes Bnrnswi*
NcwBnrnswit
l.trcs Bnrrswi:k
MrirF
Ncwfqndlsd
NcwBnrcwi*
l€wfondlsd
Newfondlgd
!€wfondlgd
Arcbc

helrd
Fortryd
unit€dKingdmr
Floc Islgdr
Nqcry
I.Iaery
Natvry
I.fqwry

DYE3
NorthC.ntnl
Gta
Clrrp Ccnurry
DYE3

Llnitcd Kingdorn
t{ffrrd3
WcstCammy
Dacnat
I{cs,ry

32't{.65'W

57'N,201t
26'N. Eo'W
24'N. to-fv
301{. t2'w
33'l{. t2"t1'
37'N.77'W
39'N,75'W
40'N,75'W
4l?{,73'W
42"ltl,70'W
42'N.71'W
43Tf.65'W
44T{.65'W
41'N,5t'w
45't{.63'W
45'I{,64'W
45't{,65'W
46't{.65'rt
46'I{,65'W
47'N,6t'W
48't{,55'W
,|8?{,6E"n/
49TV.55'W
49'N.55'W
49'N,59'W
50'N.67'W

52'N,lo'W
37'lt{, t'w
50'N,s'lv
6l.I\l,7"11'
63'N,9'E
66'!{,l4'E
601{.25'E
74'l{,l9'E

65't{,43T1
75T{.401t
7l?{,37Tt
7'l{.51'rv
651{,43'tV

53'l{,0.5'E
531{,7'E
55T{,8'E
56'l{, lo'E
59't{,7'E

4/t0-518,1
s/tGl0/t3
t/t2-l/t5
stt24t85
1984-19t5
l9t4-19t5
1984-19t5
l9t1-1965
1979-19t3
l9E4-19t5
1979-19t3
19t4, l9t5
19E4, l9t5
l9t1-19E2
l9E5-19t6
1984-19t5
l9t0-t9&t
r985-1986
19t0. l9t2
l9r5-19t6
l9tGl9E3
1984-1985
l9E5-19t6
t9E0-199&z
l98l
1985-19t5
1982
l9E6

WESTERN NORTH ATLANTIC

0.055
o.u2
0.wl

0.m9
0.r29
0.123
0.r32
0.199
0.r92
0.15t
0.129
0.107

o.r22
0.r23

0.llr

o.iop

0.1

0.ffi4

0.03

0.trt6

0.165
0.035
o.2t2
0.r74
0.096
0.llt
0.0t9
0.101

EASTERN NORTH ATLANTIC

0.0t6
o.w
0.05
0.139
Oll,l
0.211
0.17t
0.2rt
0313
037t
0303
0.25t
0.2E5
0.235
o.2t7
0.252
0.20r
0.2(b
0.,113
0.1&l
0.28
0.157
0.1lt
o)n
0.08/+

0.06/t
o.2E
o.2n

0.141
0.119
0.121

0.2(B
03,1
0J0r
0.35
0.512
0.57
0.471
0.3t7
o3v2

0.33!)
0.375

0317

o.zgr

0.0*r

0.305

0312
0.079
0.43
o.437
0.231
0.219
0.135
0.157

0.m4t

0.t49
l3ll
r.u2
0.916
1.093

0)0) 6)
e,
o)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(1)

6)
(4)

(t
(4)

(4)

(6)

cr)
(4)
(o
a
(o
(7,t)
(o
(1)
(7,r)
(o
(o
CT)
(6)
(E)

0.26t
o.292

g)
(10)
(10)
(10)
(10)
(10)
(10)

o0)

ol)
(12)
(13)
(12)
(12)

(lo)
(10)

o0)
(10)
(10)

052r
0.t52
0543
0532
0577

lln4-10/t7
l9t3-1985
l9&l-l9t:t
l9&l-1985
l9$-19ilt
l9t3-19&t
l9ca-19&i
l9r3-19&i

0.146
0.(x3
0.21t
0261
0.135
0.101
0.u5
0.056

GREENLAND

0.qtA
0.m3t
0.0045
0.0056

NORTH SEA

032r
0459
0.49
03t4
0516

roocnt glrw
roolnl ilrg
rlocnt AIts
naolnt ltDlr
roolnt gDs

r9t3-198:i
l9m-t9t5
1983-1985
r9s3-198:t
l9t3-19t5
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Table 20. (Continuted).

I-ocatiqr Latl-ong. Fcriod NQ- Flux

rN m-2 tt-t
NH4+ Flux Toal N Flux

rN m-2 tt-t eN m-2 tn-t-

Ref. I.Iote

Denngt
S$d.n
Fnlgtd
Fnlrd
USSR
USSR

Amstcrdrrn Ir.
Rcrnion Islsrd

Hawdi
RV Korola
RV Discovsrcr

Smroe
Saloe
lftwZcelad
Tasmrn Scr
Cldl€

55'I{.11'E
57T{. lt'E
60'!{,2l'E
60?{.2t'E
stt{,22'E
55t{,2l'E

3t's,7t'E
2l's,56'E

191{,155'tv
rN, t3o'w
30'N.170'w

l4's, l7l'lll
14'S.l7l'lt
35'S,173'Uf
35'S, 167'E

BALTIC SEA

0.37t
0.3t2
0.3t2
0.313
0314
0.379

INDIAN OCEAN

r9t3-1985
l9t3-1965
lgsj-19E5
l9a-19$
lgE/Lr9E:i
1984-19&t

5/10"666
9tn-E/80

03t4
0.495
03zt
0.52
0.291
0379

0.(Et
0.r62

0.762
0.t97
0.?55
0.9(IJ
0.63E
0.75t

(r0)
(10)
(10)

o0)
00)
o0)

0e)
(20)

0.097
0.205

0.(B9
0.043

(e) o)
04) 6)(r4) e)

0.062
0.06

5n3-5tt7 0.050
0.03
0.05

NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN

SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN

0.m05

o:w2
0.ll

0.m09

(ls)
o6)
(t7)
(17)

ot)

l98l
19E4. l9t6
ls3
l983
3twst87

0.05
0.012
0.mt
0.04
0.mo4

0-0320;m

@)

NCIIES a. Samples collected from May o October only
b. Dataare frsn MaunaLc Obscnatory
c. The latitudes and longiurdes arc $e midpoint of Ute cruise track.

REFERENCES
(l) Galloway et al., 1989; 2) Buijsmrn ct al., 1985; (3) Savoie et d., 1987: (4) NADB
1986; l9t7; (t Dana and Eastcr, t9t7; (6) UDDBC, t985; (7) Vet et al., l9E6; (8) Vet,
RJ., pers. cqnm., as cited in Galloway and Whel@lc, 1987; (9) Galloway, unpub.Oata; (10)
Schaugaal.,1987; (11) Busenbergandl:ngvay, t979; (12) Heron, tgt2; (13) Ri$oa
al., l98l; (14) Galloway, l9E5; (t5) Pszcnny et al., t984 (16) Miller, per. comm; (17)
PszennyardDwe,rmpub.0u"; (18) Gallouray,unpnb.Cata; (19) GallowayandGardry,
l98a; (20) Unrcferenceddate
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Table 21. Comparison of Computed and Measured Nirate Deposition Fluxes (g NOr- N m-2 yrl)

Lncation latlLong.
Computed

Wet Toal
Mea$r€d Ruio+
Nitrate CWA,I CT/M Notes

B€rrnuda

Nova Scotia

Irclard I

Lelad II

Farm Islands

Miami

Amsterd.rm Is.

Reunion Is. I

Reunion Is. II

Hawaii

American Samoa

32'N,65'W

44'N,65'W

52'N,10'W

53'N,10'W

6l'N,7'W

26'N,80'W

38'S,78'E

2l's,56'E

2t'sJ6'E

l9'N,t55'W

14's,l7l'w

0.123

o.l6r

0.056

0.r43

0.038

0.158

0.0r0

0.0r6

0.026

0.035

0.03r

o.2t7

0.279

0.096

0.327

0.070

0.245

0.020

0.u24

0.038

0.059

0.041

0.086

0.217

0.146

0.146

0.263

0.139

0.039

0.043

0.043

0.050

0.012

1.4

0.74

0.38

0.98

l.l

0.26

0.70

2.6

0.27

0.56

0.88

a)

a)

b)

c)

0

a)

b)

Ratio: CW/M, computed wet-to-measured; CTA{, computed total-to-measured. CWllvI is
shown for data from event rain collecton; CTlltrl is shown for total (wet + dry) deposition data.

The Ireland station is located at the lO'W longirude. Thc values for keland I were calculated
using the concentrations for the l0' block located to the west; the Ireland II values were
calculated with concenmdons from the block to the east, which are much higher because of the
impact of anthropogenic sources in England and Europc.

The calculations for Ireland tr might also apply to the Faroe Islands because of their location
immediately north of the British Isles block.

Reunion Is. II was calculated with concentration values for the block immediately to thc north.

The measured values were obtained at Mauna Loa Observatory which lics well above the
marine boundary layer. These values might not be rcpres€ntative of boundary layer conditions.

CALCULATED FLUXES TO THE GLOBAL OCEANS

The calculated fluxes of all N species are surnrnarized in Table 22 for major ocean
regions and for the oceans as a whole. Global maps of the aunospheric deposition of oxidized and
reduced nitrogen are shown in Figures E and 9, respectivcly. Thc global total oxidized N
deposition is -28 x l0l2 g )'rl. Of this roral, -19 x 1012 g yrl QO%)is deposited to the Northern
Oceans. Of the tourl oxidizcd N deposition, -16 x l0l2 g )rrl (59%) is deposited by the wet
removal of NQ- aerosol and HNO3. As should be clear from the preceding discussion, the wet
deposition aspects of the flux are much bettcr understood and mue accurately known than thc dry
flux.

The deposition rates of NO* (i.e., NO urd NO2) are extremely small becausc of its very
low solubility in precipitation and in sea water. Indeed, the wet removal rates arc effcctively zero

c)

d)
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in Tablc 22. Even in the North Atlantic, wherc the dry flux of NO* to the ocean is greatest, it can

be ignored in budget estimatcs.

Tablc2?. Estimated Atrnocpheric Input of Certain Nirogen Species o 0re Oceans

Species
Deposition

Troc
North
Atlantic

South
Atlantic

f.Iorth
Facific

South
Fcific

North South
Indian lrdian Global

OXIDT;.FD NIIROCEN: TOTAL DEPOSffiON (109 g N yr-l;
4140 505 4090 n70Nol

Nos
HNOg
I$IO3
No*
Not
Suboul

NH4
NH4
NH3
Suboul

Total

No3
Nog
Iil{O3
HNOI
No*
Not
NH4
NH4

hIH3
Total

Nirogen
Nirogen

Wetffotal

Wet
Dry
Wer

Dry
Wet
Dry

Wet
Dry
Wet

Wet
Dry
Wet
Dry
Wer

Dry
Wet
Dry

Wet

Wet
hy

%90
ll40
641

0

627

15l
153

0

25?n 1360

ll40 620

589 332
00

748
452
2A
t6

0

ll70
174

152

18.8 5r.9
r2.3 31.4

5.6 15.6

3.0 6.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
34.4 81.3

5.2 r2.r

9.4 10.6
88.7 2W

12,800
9370

3650

r990
0

40

27,8ffi

14,900
2550

3370
20,800

48,600

34.2

25.0

9.8

5.3

0.0
0.1

39.8

6.8

9.0
130

34,7m
13,900

0.71

1240

718

371
lt7

0
I

2520

1940

3v
471

2750

5270

23.r
13.4

6.9

3.5

0.0

0.0
36. I
6.2

t.8
98.0

4020
t240

0.76

32r230
9640 1440 8340 4390 1510

REDUCED NFROGEN: TOTAL DEPOSffiON (109 g N yrl)
n40 

',,20 
4050 3790

532 309 627 577

455 3ll 94 1040

3730 1840 5620 5410 1500

TOTAL NITROCEN DEPOSffiON 1tg9 g N n'l)
13,400 3280 14,000 9800 3010

75.4

67.2
20.8
I1.7
0.0
0.6

49.9

9.7

8.3
2U

FLUX (mg N t-2 n't)9.9 4s.6
r2.2 28.1

2.9 r2,7
3.0 6.6
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

23.8 45.2

6.0 7.0

6.1 r0.5
64.0 r55

TOTAL WET AND DRY DEPOSffiON BY REGION (tgl2 g N r'l)8480 ztm 10,200 7520 2290
4860 1090 3740 2270 7r2

RATIO: WET TO TOTAL DEPOSflON
0.64 0.67 0.73 0.77 0.76

Table 22 alw prcsents the estimates of the mean flux for the various oceans. The highest
flux per unit area is obtained in the North Atlantic. As might be expected, this reflerts the impact
of anthropogenic sources in North America, Europc and Africa. The second highest deposition
fluxcs are obtained in the northern Indian Occan. This is a conscquencc of scveral facon. First of
all, this region is relatively small and much of it is bounded by land masses. Thus, the
concentrations of the various species are relatively high. Secondly, rainfall rates tend to bc
relatively high leading to high wet removal fluxcs. In contrast, the flux per unit area in the
Southern Indian Ocean is relatively low. However, it should be noted that the computed rates
might be too low in this region as cvidcnced by the large discrepancies bcween thc computed
fluxes (Table 2l) for Reunion and Amsterdam and the values actually measurcd therc (thc latter
being as much as four times greater than the computed).
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- The Bng! of flux rates for the various r€gions is quite large, a factor of 3.8 between the
lggett (the North Atlantic) ard the smallcst (thc South Atlantic). If we consideronly the oxidizcd
N,species, the largest ratio is betwcen thc Nonh and South Atlantic,6.3. In-contrast, the
difference bcnpecn the North and South Pacific is only l.?. The computed flux per unit area for all
northern oceans is 191_mg N --2 y.1 while that for all southern @eans is 85 mg N m-2 )rl, the
ratio N/S beng 2.2. If we consider only the oxidized N species, the fluxes fbr nonhlrn and
southern oceans are L23 and 39 mg N 6-2 ygl, rcspcctively, and the N/S ratio is 3.2. Thus, all
our estimates show- quite clearly that thc northern-oceans arie much more highly impacted by
transport of N species from the continents. Whilc a large fraction of these speciis hai'e nanrdl
sources, we can assume that a substantial fraction is derived frrom urthropogenic sources.

Recently Prospero and Savoie (1989) cstimated the impact of continental NO3- over thc
Nonh Pacific based on the assumption that the NO3- values rneasured in the equatorial and central
South |pi$g (0.025 g N mi) arc represcnurtive of the aeanic "background" and rhar thesc values
arc applicable to the central North Pacific. On this basis they estimitc that about 40-70% of the
NOr- over the central North PaciFrc appears to bc derived from continental sources. Of coursc,
impacts will be much grcater closer to tlrc contincns.

The southern oceans do not appear to be substantially impacted by anthropogenic sources
in gerreral or by nonhern hemisphere sources in particular. 

-The 
large difference bit*ecn Nonh

and South Pacific NO3- concentrations (hospero and Savoie, 1989) ii taken as evidence that cross
equalorial transport is sharply suppresscd by the intertropical convergencc zone (ITCZ). ffCZ
precipitation_ processes efficiently removc aerosol NOrt and its gasebus precursors (I-evy and
Moxim, 1989).- Northern hemispherc air par cls (as indiiated by sharply incrcased concentrations
of gaseous pollutants such as CO2 and rirethylchloroform (Haiter, 1984)) arc often observed at
American Sarnoa during March *4 Afnil; howcver, nitratc concentrations at this time of year are
actually at a minimum (Savoie et al., [989a). Southern hemispherc combustion sources ian only
account for about lOVo of the observed NO3' concentrations ovcr the central South Pacific (L"vy
and Moxim, 1989).

In Tablc 22, the fluxes of NHa+ and NH3 ars shown to be quite large. For the global
ocean, the reduced N flux is almost as large as that for oxidized N, 43% of the total flux.- firis
estimate should be considered as vcry cnrde. Thcrc are few rrpasur€ments of NH4+ in aerosols for
many ocean regions, and there are many fewer still for NH3. Thc dcanh of NH3 data is such that
we have had to assume a fixed mtio of NH3 to M{4+ in order to compute fluxes; this is a very
questionable procedure.

Furthennorc, the ocean may serve as a source of NH3 in some regions. Consequently,
much of our computed flux of NHa+ and NH3 could consist of rccycled oceanic material.
Conscquently the reduccd N data should be uscd with caution. Nonetheless the wet deposition ratc
of NHq+ accounB for the largest flux of all the species in moct ocean regions and it is tire largest in
thc global flux inventory. Bcaring in mind the unccrtainty in thc NH4+ data, they nontheless
sugg€st that l'ItI++ could play an important rolc in the atnnspheric flux of nutrients t9 thc @ean.

Thc otal wet and totaf 4ry dgpositions arc also shown in Table 22 along with the ratio of
Sg ",.J 

deposition to the total (i.b., bbth wet urd dry). Thc weVtotal ratio is lo-west in thc Norttr
Atlantic as a conscqucnceof the relatively high concentration of thc gas phasc species. In other
regions the ratio isaboutT0%, somewhar 6wd than thc gencrally acce[tuf vatuc 6r g0-90q6. This
discreparrcy corld indicatc that the dry dcposition ratc is o:'vcrestifoatd"'
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In Table 23 we sympqn?q the prcviously published estimarcs of the deposition of oxidized
N species to thc.ogean. Included in Table 23 ar6 fltre figures obtained in this wbrk. Our deposition
numbcrs are withinthe range of the previous estimatei but they tend to be toward high en'd of the
published values. The reaions for these differences can be iliustrated by comparin-g our valucs
with logan (19q3), [.ogan's estimate of w_e,t deposition to the @eans is +-t2 * 10t2g N y.t. tttit
is considerably lower than our estimate. Her estimate is based on the very few melsurbments of
NO3- in rainfall that were available at that time forrermte regions, principally Samoa, Hawaii and
Amsterdam Islanrl. !ogu! uses a deposition flux range of 0.1-0.3 kg N ha-l yrl
!0.91-0191 g.N T-2_ylt). In contrast, our computed mean flux for the gt,obal o"eani it
0.74 kg N ha-t F-l (0.074I N m-2 yrpt1.

Table 23. SJ*.".ty of Published Estimates of Aunospheric Oxidized Nitrogen
Deposition to the Global Ocean

Wet Deposition
l0l2g N yrl

Dry Deposition
l0l2 g N yrl

Total
l0l2 g N y.l

Reference

18.2

4.2 - r5.4

5.6 - 15.4

5.6 - 15.4

4.2 - t2.0

2.0 - 36.4

(9-g)t'

4.34 - 8.26

16.5

4.2

5.6 - 16.8

2.0 - 13.0

0.98 - 7.0

2.8 - r2.O

5.6

1.22 - 6.t6
11.3

22.4

9.E - 32.2

7.6 - 2E.4

6.5 - 22.4

7.0 - 24.1

7.6.- 42.0

5.6 - r4.4

27.8

Burns and Hardy (1975)

Soderlund and Svensson (1976)

Andenon (1983)

Stedman and Shener (1983)

I-ogan (1983)

Galloway (1985)

Pszenny (1987)

This Work

* Value in parentheses is Galloway's(ffi
For the dry deposition velocity of HNOr logan simply uses a range of 0.6-1.2 cm s-1. ln

contrast, ours arc directly computed, as described prcviously; nonetheless, our effective deposition
velocities fall in the range used by logan. For NO3- aerosol, she uses a deposition velocity of
0.3 cm s-I, referencing Liu et al. (1983) and Savoie and Prospero (1982) foi NOr- aerosol size.
In our calculations, we use I cm s-l because of the fact that the NO3- aerosol is found primarily on
sea-salt panicles which have a size of several micrometers. As foi the dry deposition velociiy of
NO* over the oceans, Logan simply says that it should be small, less than 0.1-0.2 cm s-1. As we
have shown, this flux is indeed negligible.

h ..Finally, wg 
-c3n 

comp_arc our calculated depositions with pollution rransport cstimates.
Recently, lf"y ryd Mq*iq _(1989) used 

.a 
gen-eral ciri:ulation model trc simulate ttre ltouat transporr

and deposition of rcactive N species emitrcd by fossil fuel combustion sources. Thjir estimatci do
not include biomass burning-which could bc- about 25% of the emitted N oxides ti.i., O.ij ol
21.3 x. tO-t2S Yrf , or 5.4 1 l0tzg yrl) are Fansported to the oceans. If valid, 16% of the global
oceanic deposition of NO3- is derived from anthropogenic combustion sources. SincJmost
combustion sources are located in the northern hemisphere, the effects of the pollurant inputs will
be greatest over the northern oceans. This is consisteit with recent estimates that Asian einissions
account for 4U7O%. of the deposition to thc North Pacific (hospero and Savoie, 1989) and that
US/Canadian emissions account for75% of thc deposition to the North Atlantic.
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SOURCES OF ERROR IN FLUX ESTIMATES

Some sources of eiror in the wet deposition estimates wcrE discussed earlicr in the scction
on comparisons with actual measurenrents. [n particular, there is considerable uncertainty in the
determination of thc scavenging ratios used in this work. In effect, they are derived from
measurements made at two locations, both of them in the tropical latitudes. Howevcr, our
scavenging ratios are reasonably consistent with other studies carried out over land in various
locations (Jaffrezo and Colin, 1988). Furthermore, our computed fluxes for specific sites agree
reasonably well with actual Freld data, dthorgh such data are quite limited in number and scopc.

A major source of uncertainty in these estimatcs is the dry deposition rate of the various
oxidized N species. In this report we use a dry deposition velocity of 1 cm s-l for NO3- aerosol
based on experiments with a wide range of aerosol rypes. This value is several times larger than
that used in earlier estimates. This choice was motivated in part by r€cent work by Pszenny (19E7)
who made a detailed study of NO3- wet and dry deposition at a number of sites in the Pacific. He
obtained a ratio of the dry deposition to total deposition fluxes of 22% to 43%. Our computed ratio
for the South Pacific is 38% while that for all oceans is 40Vo, which suggests that we may be
overestimating the dry component. However, Pszenny's measured ratios were highly variable
from event-to-event and the number of cases studied was not grcat. Thus, it is not clear if his
values arc rcprcsentative.

The deposition fluxes obtained for HNO3 are alnpst certainly an overcstimate. First of all,
in the absence of actual measurements, the HNO3 concentration is obtained by defining it as 0.3
times the NO3- concentration. This procedurc was applied to all regions except the North Atlantic.
However, recent unpublished data suggests that, for the marine boundary layer, this ratio may
really be about 0.1 to 0.2 (Huebert, pers. comrn). Secondly, most of the NO3- data werc obtained
with cellulosc filters which will collect HNO3 with high effrciency oncc the filters become coated
with sea salt. On this basis alone, it is conccivable that the HNO3 deposirion flux might be
overestimated by as much as a factor of two. Considering both the possible filrer artifact and the
uncertainty in the HNOy'aerosol-NO3- ratio, the HNO3 concentrations could be tm high by about a
factor of four to six. However, because the HNO3 fluxes are rclatively small to begin with, a
reduction by a factor of forr to six would rcduce this flux to a minor component of the total.

Finally, as stated previously, the net flux of reduced nitrogen to the oceans could be
considerably smaller than ourcomputed valuc if thc ocean itself is a significant source of ammonia

COMPARISON OF' ATMOSPHF'RIC 
^ND 

RIVERINE INPTITS OF DISSOLVED
NITROGEN

GLOBAL FLUXES

In this section we compare our computed deposition fluxes of thc various N iompounds o
those estimated for rivers. For river fluxCs wc usc the estimates of natural fluxcs prdsented in
GESAMP (1987), as summarized in Tablc 24. ln the table wc also include our estimates for the
global ocean N deposition rates. The atmospheric input of NO3- is eight times grcater than the
riverine input while that for NtIn+ is 35 times larger. Indeed, the annospheric flux of N is three
times that of the total riverine input (14 x l0l2 g N )'rl) for all natural N species including
dissolved organic N.

However, there is also a substantial flux of pollutant N in rivers. Estimatcs (GESAMP,
1987) range from 7 to 35 x lDrz E N yrl (sce Table 24). The otal riverine flux (natural and
gthr-oPogenic) ranges from 2l to 49 x l0l2 g N yrl. Thus the total river flux is ess€ntially
identical to the total arnospheric deposition.
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Table 24. Gross River Fluxes of Dissolved Nitrogen and Estimatcd Globd Atrnospheric
Deposition (l0tz t N ytt,

Nq- Nq NHo+ DIN DON TUTAL AUTI{OR

a: River Fluxes - Natural+

7

3.7 negligible 0.6

7

4.3

E

9.7

t5

l4

Livingstone (1963)
Van Bennekom and
Salomons (1981)
Meybcck (1982)

b: RiverFluxes - Anthropogcnic+

IE
35
32

7
2l

Soderlund and Svensson (1976)
Delwiche and Likens $W)
Van Bennekom
and Salomons (l9El)
Meybeck (1982)
Wollast (1983)

c: Atnnspheric Deposition Fluxes

2E negligible 2l 49 This Work

+ From GESAMP (1987)

The river fluxes presented in Tablc 24 are gross fluxes. That is, they show the amount of
N bcing delivered into the estuaries. However, very little of the river flux will ever rcach thc open
ocean because these species are important nutrients that are extensively involved in thc biological
and chemical processes which occur in estuaries and coastal waters. As a result most of the
dissolved nutrients arc rcmoved from the water column and deposited to the shelf sediments. A
large fraction of the N may also be lost to thc atmospherc by denitrificdtion processes. Only a
small fi:action of the river input reachcs the opcn oc€an.

The assessment of net riverinc fluxes to the ocean is made more difficult by the fact that
coastal iueas are often upwelling zones. These constitute another source of nutrient supply which
gteatly complicates rnass balance calculations. Nonethcless, it is clear that only a small fraction of
the river input reaches the open oceans. Thus, thc relative importance of the atmospheric input is
furttrer enhanced

It is intercsting to compare the aunospheric deposition of N compounds to the burid rate of
N in the sediments. The burial rate is estimated in GESAMP (1987) based on the rate of
accumulation of organic C in pclagic sediments, 5.7 x l0l2 g C yrl (Berner, 1982). Assuming a
molar CA.I ratio of 15 for organic matter preserved in those sediments (Wollast, 1981), thc
GESAMP authors obtain a rate of accumulation of organic N of 0.44 x l0l2 g N yrl. This
represents only 3% of the gross natural dissolved river input (of which, as was said, very littlc
reaches the open ocean). Furthermorc, the N burial rate is only 0.97o of the total atmospheric
nitrogen deposition rcrte (1.6% of ttre otal NQ- ratQ.

The large difference between the atmoophcric input rate and the burial rate suggess that thc
N cyclc in thc ocean must be balanced by a very largc rccycling flux of N to the aunosphcre. This
flux is generally assumed to consist primarily of gaseous spccies (mainly N2O and NHr).
Howev€r, thc prcsent estimates of these cmitted fluxcs arc very unccrtain. Much of thc emission
flux apparently takes place over the shelves and rcgions of upwelling. In conrast, the atnrospheric
deposition flux is relativelv uniform (comparpd to the cmission flux) over the oceans. Thus the
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open ocean emission fluxes appear to be too small to balance the cycle. These inconsistencies
suggest that there are major components of the atmosphere/ocean N cycle that are very poorly
understood.

REGIONAL SEAS

There is very linle data that would allow an accurate estimate of fluxes to coastal watens.
Thus far, only two regions have been studied well enough to enable an assessment, the North Sea
and the Mediterranean.

FLUX OF NUTRIENTS TO THE NORTH SEA

Anon. (1987) gives the atmospheric input of nutrient N to the North Sea as
400 x lOe g y.l. This compares with 1000 x 109 g yrl for river input and 95 x lOe g yrl for
dirnt discharge. Thus, the aunospheric flux constitutes a major fraction of the nutrient input to the
regron.

FLUX OF NUTRIENTS TO THE MEDTTERRANEAN

Recently Martin et al. (1989) estimated the atmospheric flux of various nutrients
(total inorganic N and P) to the western Mediterranean Sea, a rcgion extending from the west coast
of ltaly to Gibraltar. For dissolved organic N they obtain a deposition flux of 4.1 g N m-2 y.st.
This rate is about 17 times the mean rate computed by us for the whole North Atlantic
(0.24 g N m-2 yrl, Table 22). The rate of 4.1 g N m-2 ypl yields a total flux of
350 x lOe g N yr-I. In contrast, the rivers entering this region carry 227 x 109 g N yrl. Thus,
the two fluxes arc approximately equal.

The atnrcspheric input in this region corresponds to 107o of the average "new" production
and up to 507o of the production during oligotrophic periods. This estimate is supported by
studies during the summer of 1987 which showcd sharp increases in chlorophyll production
following heavy rains. However, the increased productivity could also be due, in part, to
increased concentration of trace metals such as Fe and Co, which appear to play a critical role in
phytoplankton productivity.

CONCI TISION

The gross fluxes computed in this sndy are generally consistent with those obtained in past
studies, although they tend to lie toward the high end of previous estimates. Our results differ
from those of earlier efforts in that they show quite clearly the very large rcgional differcnces that
are due to the effects of transport from continental sourccs which are presumed to be
predominantly anthropogenic. Thus, any impact that atmospheric fluxes might have on oceanic
productivity could vary quite dramatically from region to region. In this rcgard, much higher
fluxes are observcd for northern hemisphere oceans compared to the southern oceans. Coastal
regions arc espccially vulnerable to high deposition fluxes. This is most clearly demonstrated by
the estimates of dcposition rates to the Nonh Sea and thc western Mediterranean.

The comparisons with river inputs suggest that the impact of atmospheric dcposition on
open ocean chemistry will be much grcater than that for rivers. Although the magnitudc of the
fluxes arc comparable, the cffects of the riverinc inputs will be primarily limited to esnrarics and
coastal waters. However, evcn in coastal watcrs, thc atmospheric input could be the major sounce
of nutrients sincc in many regions thc net river flux to coastal watc* could be quite small or non-
existent.

Finally, it must bc emphasized that, while thc estimates madc hcre arc based on reasonablc
assumptions, thcy are subject to considerablc uncertainty. Thcr€ is clearly an immensc nced for
more and bener data This need is espocially great for rcmote ocean regions and it is particularly
critical for all southern oceans. At the very lcast, this asscssment sqves to emphasize thc
importance of obtaining such data.
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THE ATMOSPHERIC INPUT OF SYNTHETIC ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS TO THE WORLD OCEAN

INTRODUCTION

Synthetic organic chemicals have been observed in a variety of environmental systems fuom
all areas of the earth. Accumulation of certain types of synthetic species, particularly the
chlorinated hydrocarbons, has been shown to occur in Arctic ecosystems (Hargrave et al., 1987;
Patton et al., 1989), in the Antarctic environment (Giam et al., 1974; Risebrough and Carmignani"
1972; Tanabe and Tatsukawa, 1983; Bacci et al., 1986), in deep-sea organisms (Barber and
Warlen, 1979; Ballschmiter et al., 1981), and in a variety of other arcas (Tanabe et al., 1983b and
Tatsukawa and Tanabe, 1989). Even though the concentrations of synthetic chlorinated
hydrocarbons arc low in remote ar€as, there havc been data that suggest a relationship between
chlorinated hydrocarbon uptake and the decreasing concentration of reproductive hormones in
marine mammals (Subramanian et al., 1987). Other experimental evidence on the rclationship
benpeen synthetic organic species and various biological effects in marine ecosystems underscores
the necessity o understand and predict the inputs of potentially harmful chemical species in broad
areas of the world ocean.

Most evidence available now suggests that atmospheric transport and deposition of
synthetic organic compounds are significant prccesses for carrying organic pollutant compounds to
much of the ocean surface (Atlas, 1989; Atlas and Giam, 1981, 1986, 1989; Atlas et al., 1986;
Knap et al., 1988; Bidleman et al., l98l; Hanrey and Steinhauer, 1974). Some measurements,
modelling efforts, and calculations havc bcen performed to estimatc inputs of organic species to
certain specific ocean areas (Atlas et al., 1986; Burns et al., 1985; Tateya et al., 1989; Villeneuve
and Cattini, 1986; Masclet et al., 1988) as well as to the Great l-akes (Eisenreich, 1981; Eisenreich
et al., 1981; Rice et al; 1986; Swackhamer and Armstrong, 1986). This chapter attempts to
synthesize the available data base of synthetic organic compounds in the atmosphere and to
extrapolate measurements from the marine atmosphere to obtain basin scale and global scale
estimates of synthetic organic deposition to surface ocean waters.

CHOICE OF COMPOUNDS

The compounds selected for this study have been rcsricted to synthetic organic species for
which there is a reasonable data base. In practice, this limits the choice of compounds to several
classes of chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides or industrial compounds. The compounds to be
considered are discussed below; their formulae are shown in Figure 10.

POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS (PCBs)

The PCBs have been widely rccognized and studied as ubiquitous environmental
pollutants. They have been used in the past as dielecric compounds, paint additives, in carbonless
copy paper, and in a variety of other applications. Their open use is now restricted or banned in
most areas, but the farc of existing stocks of PCB makes their distribution and transport a concern
for years to come (Tanabe, 1988; Tateya et al., 1989).

The composition of PCB is quite complex, consisting of a possible 209 individual
congcners. However, a much lowcr number of congeners (<50) is found in significant
concentration in the environment. Nonetheless, the chemistry of "total" PCB is determined by the
combined behaviour of the individual congcners. Thus, a rigorous treatment of PCB deposition
should consider thc entire suite of congeners. Unfornrnately, therc are insufficient data on thc
environmental distribution and chemistry of the individual congeners to allow one to apply this
treatment at prcsent, and for the purposes of this report such a rigorous treatment is unwarranted.
The data available in the literanrre are comrnonly rcported in one of several ways: as total PCB, as
Aroclor equivalents, or as "light" or "heavy" PCB. For this rcpon, we have chosen to subdivide
environmental PCB as equivalent to Aroclor 1242 or Aroclo 1254. Based on existing data from
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ltmo-sphglrg^samPlgs (Atlas et al., 1986), we havc uniformly panitioned total PCB into 6OVo
Aroclor 1242 + n% Arcr,lor 1254.

HEXACHLOROCYCLOHEXANES (HCHs)

The HCHs are a pesticide mixture, comnnnly referred to as BHC, which has been
widgly used in the past and whith is still uscd in somc paris of the world. Reports suggest thar
>l0rl g have been used and applied throughout Asia (FAO 1979; Colson, tgig; Tanibe er al.,
1?q2b), and some estimates. suggest that increascd usage wiU be required in the future (Ray et al.,
1985). Because of their intensive use, HCHs are iypically thi most abundant chlohnated
hydrocarbon pesticid -. observed in marine atrnosphcres. 

- -

The technical HCH mixturc contains scveral isomcric forms of hexachlorocyclohexane, as
w-ell-as p€_ntachloro- and_lrcptachloro- components. Typically, the technical mixture is composed
of 70% c-HClI, 7% F-HCrl,14% 1.HCH, and l0% othd isoniers. The lisomer is rhe insecticidal
component, lindane. In some areas, pure lindane or a mixture fortified with lindane is used in
pesticidal applications. In this scction, we will cvaluate deposition of c-HCH and rHCH. These
are the main HCH components rcpoJtcd in thc marinc aunosphere. Usually, data are given in
terrns of the individual species, and these data are used direitly in our caltulations. In some
instances, total HCH is rcported and an avcragc partition betwecn c- and 1HCH is used for our
calculations.

DDTs

The DDT goup of pesticides and related metabolites (DDD and DDE) have been
amo.ng. the most intensively studied class of chlorinated hydrocarbons in the environment. Their
use is banned in most areas of the world, but there is liriited use in somc areas. For cxample,
Pi{tg.?n et al. (1988) compilc dau which indicate that 3 x ld g of technical gade DDT was uled
in Mexico,-Turkey, and India during l9E2-1984. Rayct al.-(1985) estim-ate that even larger
q}llrlqgs of DDT (- tOto I may be required in India to rncct food production targets. Also, traces
of ?DT conlpounds are still observedln marine, esntarine, and oiher organism-s throughout the
lvorld (Tanabe et al., 1983; Subramanian et al., l9E6; Wade et al., l98E; Sericano et aT., 19891,
thorrgh^there is evjdence of declining concentrations over the last decade (Addison and Zinck,
1986; Olsson and Reutergardh, 1986):

For this section, we will estimate the deposition of two major species most often reported
in the atmosphere- p,p'-DDE and p,p'-DDT.

CHLORDANE AND DIELDRIN

Among the- other chlorinated pesticidcs uscd throughout the world, the two
99TPoIT$-s chlordane and dieldrin arc rnost oftcn reportcd in remote atrnosphcres (Atlas and Giam,
l98l; Bidleman and lronard, 1982; Bidleman et ai., lgtl). Past usage oi thesc compounds is in
the rangc-of lP to l0l0 g yr-I, though dctailcd information on the global pattern of usage is
unavailable

Technical grade chlordane uscd for pcsticidal applicarion conrains several individual
ggllPory-nts, primarily cis- and trans- chlordCnc, and cis- ind trans -nonachlor (Sovocml et al.,
1977). Unless otherwisc specifid-in thc data basc we havc assumcd chlordane rcioneO is the sum
of cis + trans chlordane, and wc havc treated this sum as a single compound- Data availablc on
the chemistry of .these two isomen suggcsts that this assumption will'not introduce significant
enor in the deposition calculation. Nonachlorisornen arc not includcd in the calculation. -

CHLOROBENZENES

Chlorobenzcncs containing 26 chlorine atonui per rmlccule havc been measured in
the atmospherc (Atlas and Giam, l9t-9). These cornpou'nds havc a wide variety of uses,
depending on the chlorine composition. Somc chlorobeniencs are used in pigment syrithesis and
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as intermediates in herbicide production (Guicherit and Schulting, 1985), whilc the more highly
chlorinated bcnzencs arc produccd as fungicides but are also byproducts of solvent manufacnue.

One of these chlorobenzenes, hexachlorobenzene (HCB), has been found to bc one of the
more abundant chlorinated hydrocarbons in the marine atmosphere. It is chemically stable in the
atmosphere and it is widely distributed throughout the global troposphere. Only limited dam are
available on the concentration and distribution of the other chlorobenzenes. Thus, in this pap€r,
we will consider only the deposition of HCB.

OTHER COMPOUNDS

There are other compounds and classes of organic chemicals whose deposition to
the ocean is of interest, but which are not bcing considered in this chapter. These compounds
include several chlorinated hydrocarbons, e.g., toxaphene, endosulfan, and halogenated
dibenzodioxins and furans, as well as "soot" carbon and petroleum and polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons. For the chlorinated hydrocarbons mentioned, we feel that theie are insufficient data
to estimate global or basin scale deposition rates. The same is true for polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH) and soot carbon. There may bc some relationship between >4 ring PAH
(primarily found on particles), soot carbon, and "pollutant" aerosol (e.g., lead), at least in urban
areas , but there are insufficient data to show that such a relationship is applicable to remote ocean
areas. Degradation of PAH in the atmosphere may also confound such a relationship far from
source areas. Furthermore, biomass burning can produce substantial quantities of PAH and soot
glrbon, but only negligible quantities of lead. No attention is paid here to low molecular weight
(Cr - Ct) organo-halogen compounds (e.g., chlorofluoromethanes, di- and per-chlorethen-es,
carbon tetrachloride) used as refrigerants, propellants and solvents.

There are somewhat more data available on high molecular weight alkanes in the marine
atmospherc, but these data have alrcady been evaluated by Duce and Gagosian (1982) to produce
an estimate of atmospheric deposition of >C1s alkanes to the global ocean. Further work,
however, is necessary to evaluate inputs of thc full range of petroleum-derived hydrocarbon
compounds, but such an evaluation is beyond the scope of the present paper.

DATA SELECTION AND EXTRAPOI ATION

We were struck by the paucity of dau on which to base reasonable average concentrations
of syn-thetic organic compounds over basin-wide scales and over time. To obtain the necessary
spatial coverage, practically all data collected over the last decade were used (Table 25). This
necessarily inclrrdes single measurements taken along cruise tracks as well as longer term
measurements. Only in a few cases, e.g., at Bermuda, during SEAREX experimenti, and at
several Arctic sites, were there more than a few measurementa taken over a ieason at a single
location. This method of data utilization inevitably has problems. It is known, for example, that
the source function for chlorinated hydrocarbons has vari-ed in time and space over the lasi several
decades due to restrictions on production and application. Also, analytical methodology has
advanced so that more recent data may not bc directly comparable to olcier data. In cases wherc
morc than one dau set was available for a given location, the most recent data set was used for our
calculation. Another problem associated with using all available data is that there arc only a
handful of rescarch Foups in the world making measurements of synthetic organic compoundi in
the remote atmosphere, and intercomparability of results betwe-en investigators has-not been
dcrnonstrated. Thus, d_atafrom one group can skew thc distribution of a panicular compound ovcr
large ocean_regrons. Such a discrepancy *as observcd, for examplc, b-etween the South Pacific
and Indian Oceans for DDT compounds- In rnost cases, one data sct has not becn choscn over thc
other, but an ancmpt was made to smooth abrupt concentration gradients. In the case of DDT,
calculations were also performed on a reviscd data set which wai based on estimation of lower
concentrations of DDTs in areas far from continental sources. This data set is referrcd to as DDT
(rev). Certain other areas contained vinually no data (the South Atlantic was notably devoid of
measurements), and best estimates for thcsc arcas are obtained by exnapolating or imposing data
hom adjaccnt ocean areas.
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Table 25. Summary of Data Used to Constnrct Distribution of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons
in the Marine Atnrosphere. Data Listed Herp are Average Corrcentrations. For
Data Obtained on Cruiscs, Individual Measurernents at Sample Mid-Points
Were Uscd in thc Grid

ATI ANTIC/ARCTIC:
North Atlantic
North Atlantic
Balbafos
B€rmuda
Baltic Sea
North Sea
Gulf of Mexico

South Atlantic
Brazilian Cest

fuctic Ice Islard
Norwegian Arctic
Ellesmere Island
Ellesmere Island
Bear Island
Bear Islard
Canad Arctic
S\r,€dert

PACIFIC/INDIAN:
Enewetak Aoll
North Pacific (40N)
Central N. Pacific
North Prific
NW hcific
Bering Sea
Southern Oc€an
American Samoa
Coastal Peru
New Zaland

NWPrcific/Indisr
SW Pacific/Indian

IndianOcean
Indian Ocean
Ambian Sea
E. Indian Oceart
W. Indian Oceart
Arabian Sea
Red S€a

furtarctic
Antarctic(Showa Srr.)

r33

ls0
lll
29r
r25
126

386
230
390
2Q
553
130
439

59
<41

t77
407
577
385
390
237

489

:

32
109
lE9
t47
40
lll
64

8
l8
5

E

8f
It

49
2-ff l0

332
57

<230
<7 <84

<6 <5

I
2
3
1

4
4
5

6
6

3623

100 zffi <6
108 365 04^

l7 58r*

165

ll0 13

32 13

43 14

l5
<500 16

4t 16,14
t7

1l 13

12 13

613

<t05
<15^

<l

1.0
5.2

7.2

-
<1.7

l.3r
3.9
6.3

l*
3.9
8.4

;
<l

I
1.3

7.9
1.9

i.s
0.6

I
8
9
9

l0
l0
ll
12

i
t7
t7

l3
6.8

<4 ;s; 2;
424

l0l4

55v
63 ll
61 26

I 195
32n

z{t
E

9
1.9
2

<2.9

i.t
4
1.9

i.s

l;
32m

l6

* alpha chlordane only; **Aroclor 1254 only ; ^ p,p'-DDE only; M p,p'-DDT only

Ref: 1) Atlas, unpublished data;2\ Knap, A.H., unpublished data; 3) Bidleman et al., l98l; 4) Reinhardt and
Wodarg, 1988; 5) Chang et al., 1985; 6) Weber, R., unpublished data; 7)Hargrave et al., 1987; 8) Pacyna and
Oehme, l98E; 9) Patton et aI., 1989; l0) Oehme and Stray, t982; ll) Hoff and Chan, 1986; 12) Bidleman et al.,
1987; 13) Atlas and Giam, 1989; 14) Tanabe and Tatsukawa, 1986 15) Kurtz and Atlas, unpublished dau; 16)
Tanabc and Tatsukawa, 1980; 17) Kawano et al., 1985; l8) Tanabe et al., 1982a; 19) Bidleman and Leonard, 1982;
20) Tanabe et al., 1983a

l8

7.8

: 3s;

320
262

60

7v
:

BA^

lo

l5;
160

9l
6l

l8
l8

t7
l9
l9

14,18
20
2l
l9

14,20
14,2080
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Thc data availablc suggested that, except near large sourccs, the concentrations of some
compounds yele relatively uniform within an ocean basin. Also, sornewhat higher concentrations
|rc o!.seryed along continenlal margins. This type of distribution is expectd for the relativcly
long-lived, E1s-phase chlorinatcd hydrocarbons examined in this repbrt. Such an e*pectei
distribution allows reasonable extrapolation of concentrations over rciatively large geographic
areas.

Examples of dan handling for specific componnds arc:

HCHs

Most of the data were taken as reported and linearly interpolated. The concentration
of HCHs over the Arctic Ocean was taken from reccnt measurements in the Canadian Arctic
(Patton et al., 1989; Hargrave et al., l9E7), and thesc wcre exrrapolated into arcas of thc Nonh
Atlantic. The South Atlantic data werc bascd on the South Pacific'data of Atlas et al. (1986a) and
Atlas and Giam (1989), and recent unpublished data from coastal Brazil (Weber, personal
communication) suggests that this is a riasonalte approximation. Reasonable coverale of thc
Indian Occan and the cennal and western Pacific is <ibtainea from cruise data of Tana-be et al.,
Bidleman and coworkers, and SEAREX experirncns of Atlas et al. (See Table 25).

DDTs

Much of the data used for thcsc compounds is based on collections in thc latc
1970s. There are only limited numbcrs of mcasurcmc-nts obtained in the last few yeani, and thesc
more recent measurements suggest lower conccntrations of DDTs than obscrved earlier. Most of
the DDT concentrations for the Western PaciFrc and Indian Oceans are based on reports of totat
DD-T by Tanale_e! al. (1982b). Thesc authors suggest that of the total, 6O% *ur p,p' DDT and
15% was P1P'.DDF" This proportion was used tob-btain individual species concerinitions from
the re-ported data. It is interesting to note that others have found higher DDE:DDT ratios in air
samples away frog sources of "fiesh" DDT (Atlas et al., 1988). It i-s expected that as technical
flade DDT degrades in the environment thc volatilized pesticide will be'morc enriched in DDE
(R3papon et- al., 1985). Fqt_tt pay bc that the oldcf observations of Tanabe et al. (1982b)
reflected fresher sources of DDT to th6sc occan areas he was studying.

PCBs

The Nonh Atlantic area had the bcst coverage for PCB concentrarions. Most data
were reken from Bidleman ct al. (l9tl) and Knap (unp-uUtished data). The South Atlantic
contained only near coastal measurcnrnt of PCB. firr nebpcn ocean areas of the South Atlantic
we uscd concentrations r,cport*-by Atla-s_ and Giam (1989) for the South Pacific. Highcr
concentrations werc used in grid boxes adjaccnt to a coasrline. In the Pacific Ocean, da6 of
Tanabc et al. (198?!,) and Atlas et al. (1985i and Atlas and Giam (1989) were uscd to determinc
the concenration field.

HCB

Available rn€asur€trrntsgf HCB suggcst that its concentration is relatively unifum
within thc no'rthern or southcrn hcmisphcre. gveiiuban areias have concentrations of iICB that
arc within a factor of 2 - 3 of remorc ocean_regions. Thus, wc felt comfortable in exnapolating
HCB concentrations uniformly within occan balins.

CHLORDANE AND DIELDRIN

The majority oJ data reponed for chlordanc and dieldrin applies to thc North
Atlantic and adjacent areas. Both com-pounds show the highcsr conccntrati6ns near the Norttr
Arnerican coast, and dieldrin concentratighs arc relatively higtialong thc Europcan coast There arp
only a few reports of thesc compounds in thc southernhenilsphcrd(Atlas et aI., 1986a; Atlas and
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Giam, 1989). Concentrations from threc South Pacific sites were fairly uniform, and thcsc
concentrations (l pg .-3) werc extrapolat€d to othcr arpas of thc southern hemisphere.

DAT^ SOURCNS - ATMOSPHERIC CONCtr'NTRATIONS

Table 25 summarizes sounccs of data used for this report. Average concentrations arc
report€d in thc Table. However, whcn samplcs were collected along a cruise track, individual
measurenrcnts wenc assigned to thc appropriate data grid locations. Table 26 prescnts basin wide
averages of organochlorine concentrations calcularcd from the measured and exmpolated data.
Thc data used here are assumed to represcnt gas-phasc conccntrations of organochlorincs, since
most rEptrts indicatc that >95% of thcsc compounds are measued as a gas in typical rcgions of the
marine atmosphcre.

Table 26. Mean Concentrations (pg .-31 of Organic Compounds Calculated from
Mcasured and Extrapolated Data Assigncd to l0'x l0'Grids

Indian
Comnound

c - HCII
r-HCH
HCB
Total PCB
Chlordane
DieLdrin
p, p'DDE
P, P'DDT
p, p'DDT (rev)

L77
7l
ffi

r17
3
3

25
52
20

33
l8
60
33

I
3
7

20
2

420
126
LOz
96

9
5
ll
29
25

26
3

60
33
I
I
4
4
4

zffi
53

126
290
l4
13
6
6
6

MT'THONS OF' CALCUI ATION

Deposition process€s for atmosphcric organic compounds and their flux to the ocean havc
been discussed by Atlas et al. (1986b), Ailas and Giam (19E6, 1989), Bidleman (1988), Bidleman
et al. (1989), and Tatcya et al. (19E9). Ttrcse $udics cmphasize the complexities and uncertainties
involved in modelling the air-sea flux of synthetic 

-organic spcciei. Becausc thc organic
compounds discussed here have aparticle and gas phasc component in the arnosphcrc, an estimatc
of the air-sea flux necessarily incorporatcs all the unccrtainties of dry and wct deposition of
panicles and gases. Still, it is useful to examine the specific deposition processes involved to
detcrmine thc primary mcchanisms of dcposition and to estimatc thc magnitude of the air-sca flux.
In a prcvious scqtion, the theoretical background and equations necessary for computing air-sea
exchange wcrc discussed. Thc discussion that follows prcsents details of how the cquations arc
applied to thc specific compounds addresscd hcrc.

PARTICLE DEPOSITION PROCESSES

Thc first problem in asscssing particlc deposition of organic compounds is to
estimue the fraction of each organic compound associatcd nith particlcs and that fraction prcscnt as
a gas in the ambient atmosphere. Evcn though thc bulk of organochlorines arc presenf as a gas,
partitioning bcnreen gas and panicle phascs is critical in determining the mechanism and ratc of
deposition of an organic compound from thc atmosphcrc. Reccnt reviews havc discusscd
theoretical aspccts of equilibrium partitioning of organic compounds onto arnospheric particles
(Bidlcman, l9tt; Pankow, 1987). Thc theoretical partitioning has been describcd in rcrrrs of
Langmuir adsorption isotherms or othcr parametcrizations bascd on temperature, surface arca,
and/or total suspended matter. For prescnt purposcs, wc have chosen tb use the relationship
proposed by Yamasaki et al. (1982) and Bidleman et al. (1986) which describe the rclationship of
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adsorbed and gas-phase organic compounds based on field and laboratory obscrvation. The
equation is of thc form:

log [(CglCpXTSP)] = m/T + b (16)

where Cg = concentration of compound in the gas phase; Cp = concentration of compound in the
particle phase; TSP = total suspended panicle conccntration; m and b = coostlnts specific for each
compound; and T = temp€rature (oK). The measured and extrapolated constants for each
compound are given in Table 27. Even though thc relationship has been developed during field
experimenu hom different geographical locations, Bidleman (1988) cautions that (16) should only
be considered valid for urban areas, until tests can demonstrate the applicabitity to clean continental
or marine atmospheres. Pankow (1987), howcvcr, reformulates equadon (16) in terrns of vapour
pressure, sorption sites on the aerosol, and the specific surface area of the aerosol particles. Thus,
it appears that the relationship described by equation (16) may be useful for our calculation if
differences in particle size (surface area) of an urban aerosol and the marine aerosol can be
accommodated. In extending this rclationship to other arcas, we also rccognize that we assunrc no
specific or non-equilibrium partitioning benvecn thc chlorinated hydrocarbons and particular solid
phases in the urban or marinc aerosol.

Table 27. Slope and Intercept Values for Calculation of Gas/?article Partitioning of
Atmospheric Organic Compounds According to Equation 16 (from Bidleman
et al., 1986)

Comoound Slooe (m) Interceot (b)

a-HCH
r - HCH (Lindane)*
Chlordane
P, P' DDE
P, P' DDT
PCB (Aroclor 1254)
Deldrin*
PCB (Aroclor 1242)*

-2755
-2755
-4995
-51l4
-5870
-4686
-5114

t4.2E6
14.286
21.0r0
21.04E
22.828
19.428
2r.048

assumc = 0.2 x OO calculated for PCB 1254

* Values with asterisk are estimated based on comparison to suitablc referencc
compound. Other values are reported based on obscrvations in ficld and laboratory
studies.

** The fraction of compound, Op, associated with particulate matter is calculated from
the equation:

Op = l/(l + 1rg(nVT +b)yTspl

where: T = tempemture in'K ; TSP = total suspended matter (orequivalent) in mg m-3.

To do this calculation, we assume that the marine aerosol consists of three basic
comPonents: sca-salt aerosol, mineral aerosol, and "background" acrosol consisting mainly of
small-particle sulphatc aerosol from gas-paniclc conversion processcs. Global distributions of sca-
salt aerosol have becn computed by Erickson ct d. (1986), and mineral aerosol estimarcs havc bccn
generated in an earlier section of this paper. The background aerosol is assumed constant at
0.5 pg t1-3 (Savoie, personal communication; Ayers et al., 1986). The estimated size and area
distributions for these three particlc groups are given in Table 28. Based on the particle
characteristics given in this table, one can "norrralize" the marine aerosol to obtain a total
suspended particulate (TSP) concentration which can be applied to equation (16). The
normalization is performed with thc following equation:

Corrected TSPGg m-3) = [SOa].1.35 + [r4A1.0.27 + [SS].0.08 (17)
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whcre SO4 = background sulphate aerosol (non-sea salt), MA = mineral aerosol concentration, and
SS = sca salt corrcentration. When this equation is applied to the model data grids, a distribution of
aerosol concentrations is calculated which corrcsponds to aerosols with a uniform surface area of
ll.2m2 g-1, equivalent to an average urban aerosol (Bidleman, 1988). The total concentrations of
"corr@ted" TSP are in the range of I - 3 pg m-3, compared to > l0 pg m-3 for uncorrected TSP.

Table 28. Parameters Used to Normalize Marine Aerosol Distribution
Based on Surface fuea Characteristics*

Aerosol Tvoe Sulohate Mineral Seasalt

Median Diameter fum)

Mass
Surface
Number

Geomeric Std. Dev.

Surface Area (m2 gl)

C-orrection Factor**

0.4
).2
0.05

2.3

15.2

1.35

2.O
1.0
0.25

2.3

3.0

0.27

7.0
3.5
0.87

2.3

0.9

0.08

**

Corrected total suspended maner (TSF) = 1.35 x [SOa] + O.27 x [MA] + 0.08[SSJ;
lSO4l = 0.5 pB m-3. mineral aerosol (MA) based on data gdd in this report, sea salt
(SS) concentration based on data calculated by Erickson et al. (1986).

Correction factor based on average urban acrosol surfacc area of 11.2 m2 g-1.

This calculation is strictly a practical method for obtaining a reasonable estimate of gas-
particle panitioning over different conditions of tempcraturc and particle loading over the marine
atrnosphere. More ideally, one would havc dircctly measrued particle-size information specifically
related to organic pollutants. Given current technology and the trace concentrations of most
species ovcr thc oceans, this type of daa is not practically obtainable. However, some prcliminary
results from the Florida Keys (Atlas and Gianr, unpublished) and data on particle size distribution
of hydrocarbons (Ohta and Handa, 1985; Schneider et al., 1983; Sicre et al., 1987) suggest that
most of the mass of the compounds will bc associated with sub-micrometre particles.

The calculations of particle/gas partitioning were combined with the array of atmospheric
concentration for each compound to obtain a concentration field of particle-bound organic spccies.
These particles were then assumed to be scavenged by precipitation and deposited as dry
deposition at rates equivalent to other compounds prcsent on sub-micrometre particles (e.g., Pb).
Actual data to evaluate panicle scavenging and dry deposition are rarc. Particle scavenging rates
can vary depending on a number of meteorological and particle dependent processes. Data
summarized by Bidleman (1988) for wet deposition of particle-bound organic compounds are
given in Table 29.

In the Table the very low scavenging ratios of organic compounds in Portland (and
probably Kiel) are likely rclated to a strong gndient in concentration bctween polluted surface-level
air and air at rain-forming aldnrdes (Ligocki et al., 1985a and b). Other available data from rural or
more remote areas suggest a reasonablc rangc for particle scavenging of organic species may fall
between 200 - 500. Once again, though, it needs to be emphasized that this scavenging ratio is a
practical device to relate mean concentnations in rainfall to msan concentrations in surfacc levcl air.
Any individual cvents or locations may show scavinglng ratios far different from thosc described
here. However, it is at least satisfying that thc few measurcrnents of particle scavenging of organic
compounds are at least consistent with scavenging ratios of inorganic particulate spccies.
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(Certainly, any large differcnces beween organic and inuganic particlcs would necd considerable
explanation.)

Table 29. Mcasured Scavenging Ratios fq Particlc-Assrciated Organic Compounds

Compound Class l-ocation Scavenging Ratio References

n-Alkanes
n-Alkanes
n-Alkanes
n-Alkanes

PAH
PAH

Phthalate Esters

PCB

PCB, CHC

College Station, TX
Ponland OR
Enewetak Atoll
Norfolk, VA

Portlan4 OR
Isle Royale, MI

Portland, OR

Kiel, FRG

College Sration, TX

330 - 580
t3 -22

>1000
400 - 1600

2-Ll
140 - 250

13-36

30,37

500 (est'd)

I
2
3
4

2
5

2

6

I

Ref: l) Atlas et al., 1988; 2) Ligocki et al., 1985b; 3) Zafiriou et al., 1985; 4) Farmer and
Wadc, 1986; 5) McVeety, 1988 ; 6) Duinkcr and Boucheirall, 1989.

There are fewer data available to evaluate dry deposition velocities of organochlorine
compounds. Field measurements are oftcn confounded by thc potential for adsorption of gas-
phase material, and there is the general difficulty of executing and interpreting measurements
obtained in the field. Typical deposition velocities for a variety of semi-volatile organic
compounds in continental areas range from 0.05 - I cm s-l (Bidleman and Christcnscn, 1979;
Bidleman, 1988), with a central tendency in the range of 0.1 - 0.2 cm s-1. Data of Murphy et al.
(1981) from Lakes Michigan and Huron suggest, though, that measurements of deposition
velocities on the lake margin may bc dominated by large-panicle fluxes. Acnral deposition ratcs in
the center of the lake are smaller. Unccrtainties in the actual size distribution of organic
compounds adsorbed to the marine aerosol .4. extrapolation of.particle- dry.deposition rates. to
open ocean areas just as problematical. Given the present state of knowledge, it seems rcasonable
to assume that thc dry deposition rate of panicle-associated organic matter in the marine atmosphere
follows that of other "pollutant" aerosol (Pb). Since there may bc some influence of larger mineral
and sea-salt particles on the deposition of organic matter, and these larger particlcs havc higher
deposirion rates, it is also reasonable to extend the possible range of deposition rates for organic
particles up to 0.5 cm s-I.

GAS.PHASE EXCHANGE PROCESSES

The basic equations which are applicablc o modelling gas exchange processcs werc
discussed earlier. It was shown that the flux of any gas is the product of the overall transfer
velocity, K, and the disequilibrium between air and surface water concentrations. If a compound
in the ocean is undersaturated with respcct to the atmosphere, a net transfer of thc gas-phase
compound into the ocean will occur at a rate proportional to the degrec of undersaturation. This
simplc relationship masks a highly complcx phenomenon. For example, the transfer vclocity for
any particular compound is a function of its temperature-dependent Henry's Law Constant,
Schmidt number, and water temperaturc. Wind-speed, wave formation, and bubblc pen€ration arc
other factors affccting gas transfer in a complex way. To simplify thc calculations here, thc non-
linear effects of wind speed on the exchangc process have been eliminated. For all calculations in
this section we assume a uniform wind specd over the ocean of 8 m s-1. This assumption dso
allows one to usc a uniform square rmt Schmidt number dependencc for the liquid phasc transfer
velocity. Still, even with these simplifications, therc are a number of uncertaintics in thc basic
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physical prop€rtics of thc individual organic compounds and on their temperaturc dependent
behaviour (sec Table 30).

First we will examine the equations used to calculate the gas exchange flux and identify the
assumptions and uncertainties in the different terms. Equation 2 is the one used to calculate the
overall transfer velocity, that is,

lfrt" = l/kw + RTAI kx e)

The overall transfer velocity (K) is calculated from thc individual water and air transfer velocities
(k* and k"), the Henry's Law Constant (H), the Gas Constant (R=8.2 x 105 m3 atm deg-l 6s1-t1,
and the water temperature (T) in degrees K. The fust term, kw, is based on the exchange of C02
and needs to bc corrected for tempcmture and diffusivity of the organic compound. This is done
with the following rclationship:

k.tn (organic) = kw(C0/ . tSc(C0/Sc(organic)105 (18)

We havc information on the temp€rature dependence of the Schmidt number for CO2 (Liss and
Merlivat, 1986) but not for the organic compounds of interest. Thus to make the calculation of k*"
at any temperature, we assume that the ratio of the Schmidt numbers of CO2 and the organic
compound can be approximated as a constant which is equal to the ratio of their respective
diffusivities in water. For the organic compounds herc, the ratios of their diffusivity to that of CO2
is approximately 0.2 (Atlas et al., 1982). To correct for temperature, we multiply k* for CO2 at

20'C and 8 m s'l wind' 'locity (= L3.2 cm hrl, Sc=600) as follows:

kw(T'c) = kw(20"c).(600/sc(t'Q;o's (19)

Thus, the overall equation for calculating kw of an organic compound at any temperature T is:

k* (organic, T'C) = k1,y(CO2,20'C). fD(organic)/D(COz)p's . [600/SC(T'C)]0'5 (20a)

= 13.2. (0.2;o.s . (60910.s . (Sc(T"6;;-o.s (20b)

(20c)= 144.6. (Sc(T'Q;;-os

The temperarure dependence of the Schmidt number of CO2 was estimated from a polynomial fit of
the data given in Liss and Merlivat (1986, from the original data of Jahne, 1980). The Schmidt
number of CO2 from 0 - 40'C is given by:

Sc(T) = 1858 - 108.7 . T ('C)+ 2.77 . T('g;z - 0.026' T("C)3 (2r)

The second terrn on the right-hand side of (2) represents the gas phase transfer resistance.
The value for kx was calculated according to equation (9). It should be noted that this equation
produces less of a dependence on molecular weight than models of gas exchange reponed
elsewhere (Atlas et al., 1982; Smith et al., l98l). In effect, the equation used here shows that
most of the resistance to gas transport is associated with turbulent exchange away from the air-
water boundary layer rather than with diffusive exchange across the interfacial zone. In numerical
terms, the typical k" of an organic compound is only lO - 207o less than that of water vapour. At
8 m s-1, k" of water molecules is 3200 cm hrl while that of an organic compound of molecular
weight 300 is 2690 cm hrl. Earlier equations had suggested that ka for high molecular weight
organic compounds might be only 20 - n% of the transfer velocity of water vapour.

More unccrtainty is introduced into the calculation of transfer velocity through uncertainties
in the Henry's Law Constant and its temperature dependence. Table 30 gives values of H adopted
herc, compared to reports in the literature relating to direct measurement of Henry's kw Consunts
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and estimation of thc constants based on vapour prcssure and solubility determinations. In fact,
this table represents only a fraction of the literature data judged to bc the most represenutive.
Reponed or calculated values of Henry's Law Constants can range over orders of magnitude (e.g.,
see Callahan €t al., L979; or Suntio et d., 1987). In choosing values for H, we have preferred
actual measuements over calculated constants. Otherwise, recommended constants or averages of
Henry's Law Constants were used.

Table 30. Summary of Physical Properties of Organic Compounds at 20-25'C*:
Vapour Pressure (Solid, (p'S); Sub-Cmled Liquid, (p'L)), Solubility (S),
and Henry's Law Constants (H) both repofted in the literature and adopted
here

Compound p'S p'L S (ug l-t; H (x l0s atrn m3 mol-l)
rcported** adopted(1G3 pascals)

a- HCH
r-HCH
HCB
trans-chlordane
cis-chlordane
P,P' DDE
P,P' DDT
Aroclor 1254
Aroclor 1242
Dieldrin

3.3 84
3.7 32
1.5 186
0.52 3.9
0.40 2.9
0.35 r.7
0.021 0.l7
r0.2 1.9
54
0.40

-2,000
^.6,500

5
56

t.2-120
<l-25
45-70

340-730
195

0.85 0.46
0.r2 - 0.23 0.23
7-81 81
5.9-8.9 7.5

7.8 7.8r.3-2.3 1.8
28-70 28
16-70 34
L.t-3.2 2.0

* Literature rcferences are from Fendinger and Glotfelty (1988), Suntio et al. (1987),
Foreman and Bidleman (1987), Atlas et al. (1982, 1983), Callahan et al. (1979),
Slater and Spedding, (1981), Murphy et al. (1987), and Bidleman (personal
communication).** Values listed as reported are based on actual measurements or those recommended by
Suntio et al. (1987).

Given the relatively uncertain state of knowledge of Henry's Law Constants it is not
surprising that even less information is available on the magnitude of the temperature dependence.
Some measurements and theoretical calculations arc available for PCB mixnues (Burkhard et al.,
1985; Murphy et al., 1986; Tateya et al., 1988), but not for other organics considered herc. Often,
the temperanrrc dependence of the Henry's l-aw Constant is given in the form:

lnH=A+B/T (22\

The slope of this equation, B, defines the temperature dependence. Table 31 lists data on the
temperature dependence of selected organic compounds. Based on these data, we have chosen to
apply an average of B = -7750 (based on PCB) to other high molecular weight organic
compounds. After these calculations were complete, new measurements and calculations becamc
available on the temperarurc dependence of HCHs and several other high molecular weight organic
compounds (Hincklcy and Bidleman, personal communication). These data are shown in Table
31. From these data it appears that the temperature depcndence of the Henry's [-aw Consunt may
be similar (within 25Vo) for several different classes of high molecular weight organic compounds,
and the initial valuc chosen for thesc calculations may be appropriate for the compounds being
considered here. However, more direct measurements of Henry's Law Constants for specific
compounds over the temperature range from -2 ' to 40'C are still necded.

To calculate HCI) u any temperaturc, we applied the following equation:

H (T) = H(Trcf). 
"B(lrr 

- l/Trer) (23)
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where T is thc temperature of intercst, Tral is the temperaturE at which the Henry's law Constant,
H, is determined (usually 293 or 298 'K), and B is the slope from Equaion 22 (= -7750).
Approximately a factor of 2 change in Henry's Law Constant occurs for a temperature change of
8'C.

Table 31, Temperature Depcndences of Henry's kw Constants of Selected
Organic Compounds Based on Equation (22)

COMPOUND sLoPE (B) REFERENCE

PCB
PCB
PCB

1242
rzy'

Biphenyl
4-Chlorobiphenyl
2,2"4,5,5',rcB
2,2'. ,3,3' ,5,5"6,6' PCB
Decrhlaobiphenyl

c-HCH*
Y-HCH*

Naphthalere
Flucene
fuittrrcerrc
Phenanthrcne
Fluoranthene
Pyrerr

CzCta
CHCI3
CHCI3
CC14

Dimethyl Sulphide

-786E
-7W
-8060

- 6166
-75t7
-738
-6122
-6f,?9

-7329
-7329

-5947
-ffi
-5770
-7242
-5378
-5701

- 5tt9,4622
4180,4322
-w9
-3230

-3547

Tateya et al. (1988)
Burkhard et al. (1985)
Burkhard et d. (1985)

Hinckley and Bidleman (pers. comm.)
Hinckley and Bidlcman (pers. comm.)
Hinckley and Bidleman (pen. comm.)
Hinckley and Bidlernan (pen. comm.)
Hinckley ard Bidleman (pers. comm.)

Hinckley and Bidleman (pers. comm.)
Hinckley and Bidleman (pers. comm.)

Hinckley and Bidleman (pen. comm.)
Hinckley ard Bidlernan (pers. comm.)
Hinckley and Bidleman (pen. comm.)
Hinckley and Bidleman (pers. comm.)
Hinckley and Bidleman (pers. comm.)
Hinckley and Bidleman (pers. comm.)

Lincoff and Co*sen( I 98a)
Lincoff and Gosset( l9&4)
Hunter-Smith et al. (1983)
Hunter-Smith et al. (1983)

Dacey et al. (19&a)

Hirckley and Bidleman (pers. comm.) is a compilation by H. and B. of existing data and also includes their
own experimental results.

* Measurements in s€awater.

Henry's Law Constants also enter into the calculation of gas exchange processes in the
determination of the saturation state of seawater. Thus the concentration in surface seawater in
equilibrium with the atmosphere, Ceq, is calculated from:

C"O(seawater) = Cg(air) . [RT/H(T'C)] (24)

where Cs(air) is the concentration of gas phase organic in the arnosphere and the Henry's Law
terrns arJdefined as before. The same equation applies to calculating the equilibrium concentration
of an o:ganic compound in rainwater at temperaturc G'C). To correct for the salting out effect of
organic compounds in seawater, we decrease H determined in distilled water by 20%. This
reduction in H is driven by a decreased solubility of organic compounds in seawater versus
distilled water.

The factors which result from equations relating to gas exchange are summarized in Table
32. This tablc shows typical gas exchange constants for different compounds in the ocean basins
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and the estimatcd concentration of organic compounds in seawatcr at cquilibrium with the
atmosphere. In terms of gas or liquid phasc contrbl of exchange (equation 2), our calculations
show that HCB is mostly liquid-phasc controlled, HCHS arc mostly gas-phasc controlled, and all
other compounds have signficant resistances to exchange in both gas and liquid phascs, as shown
in Table 32. lt should be realized in evaluating the data in Tables 32 and 33 that the gas transfer
velocities and thc rclative importances of gas and liquid phase resistances will bc a function of
rcmperaturc and wind sp€ed

Table 32. Contribution of Gas and Liquid Phasc Rcsistances to Overall Transfer
Velocity of Selected Organochlcine Compounds (at T = 20'C, wind
sP€cd=8ms-l)

TRANSFER VEIJOCITY
COMPOUND (cm hrt;

RESISTANCE
% GAS % LTQUTD

a-HCH

T"HCH
HCB

PCB 1254

PCB t242
rrans-Chlo'rdanc

Dicldrin

P,P..DDE

P,P'-DDT

0.47

0.25

5.54*

4.97*

5.ll*
3.47

t.62

3.52

1.50

92

96

6

l6
13

4l
73

40

75

E

4

94

85

E7

59

27

60

25

* at 25'C

The final calculation of flux multiplies the overall transfervelocity (K*) with thc differencc
in concentration beween actual seawatcr concentruion and thu in equilibrium with thc aunosphere.
This seemingly simplc calculation brings another lcvcl of uncertainty to the estimarc of gas flux.
There are extraordinarily few data on the concentration of high molecular weight organochlorines
in open ocean seawater which can be used to assess thc saturation state of surface scawater. Sonp
of the few data available are listcd in Tablc 33. These data suggcst that, on average, surface
seawater may bc nearequilibrium with the aunosphere. However, there are really too few data on
which to makc this judgement. Also, interactions occurring berween organic compounds and
particulate o,r colloidal mattcr in scawater make the saturation state of scawatcr even morc unccrtain
(Atlas and Giam, 1986; Caron et al., 1985; Whitehousc, 1985).

In spitc of thesc difficulties, we will make several assumptions rcgarding gas exchange to
allow a reasonable estimarc of the magnitudc of the dcposition pnoccss. Given thc fact that thc
organochlorines discusscd in this r€pct have bccn cycling in the cnvironnrent f6 scveral dccadcs
(at least), it sccrns reasonable to assume that arrnspherc-occan intcracdons havc reached sorDc sort
of quasi-steady state situation. lf organochlorines behavc as inert gascs, such as
chlorofluorocarbons, then certainly one would expcct cquilibrium with surfacc waters to bc
reached in a relatively short time. At a uansfer velocity of 4 cm hrl (scc Tablc 32),
organochlorines dissolved in thc upper l00m of the ocean equilibrate with the atmosphere
approximately 3 times per year. Thus, the surface ocean is in a vcry dynamic equilibrium with thc
atmosphere. Transient conditions of atmospheric concentrations, temperanrres, and ocean
dynamics may result in local regions of gas phase disequilibrium. Under these transient
conditions, the ocean may be a sink or a source of organochlorine compounds. However, whcn
averaged over suitably long intervals (rnonths to years), net gas deposition of orgurochlorincs into
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the ocean is probably controlled by prroccsscs in thc watcr column which rernove the compounds o
the dccp ocian. Tlicsc processes includc scdimentation and mixing with undenaturated water
deepcr in the water column. To what cxtent thesc processes influencc the magnitudc.o!.Sa5
exchange can only be guessed now. Atlas ct at (1986) suggested that thesc pnocesses might limit
gas cxc-hangc to only 5% of the maximum rate. Studies based on transient traqcJ spccic^s, such as

frtium, indicate miiing prccesses which might double this rate @qoeckgl and Pc4B, l9-8J). lor
the purposcs of this rcpdt, we will usc a "beit" estitrlatc of net gas deposition equal to l0% 9f +-e
maximum rate. In otlier words, wc are assuming that "average" seawater is 90% saturated with
respect to organochlorines in the atnnsphcre. Wc acknowledge that there is little evidence on
which to basc this estimate, and we suggest that furttrer mcasurement and modelling studies are
required to elucidate thc proccss.

Table 33. Calculatcd Gas Deposition Factus: Kw = Overall Gas Transfcr Velocity
(cm t6tl and SeawatcrC-onenuation in Equilibnium with the Aunosphcre (pg f t)

C;ompound Adantic Pacific

k* (cm hrl)
a-HCH
y- HCH
HCB
PCB(1254)
FCB(1242)
Chlordanc
Dieldrin
D
DDT

Sat'd Seawater (pg
c- HCH
1- HCH
HCB
PCB(1254)
PCB(1242)
Toal PCB
Chlordanc
Diellrin
DDE
DDT

o.32
0.17
4.1
3.3
3.s
2.4
l.l
2.5
1.0

t-l)
IEEO
1020

9
48
40
88

7
23

2
l0

0.3r
0.16
4.0
3.2
3.4
2.3
l.l
2.4
0.98

0.47
0.25
4.8
4.0
4.2
3.1
1.5
3.1
1.4

zffi
1400

6
t2
l0
22

4
5
2

19

0.35
0.18
4.3
3.5
3.6
2.5
t.2
2.6
1.1

0.46
o.24
4.8
4.0
4.2
3.0
1.5
3.1
t.4

520
561

4
t6
l3
29

I
5
5

32

310
430

6
E

7
l5
I
7
5
6

300
70
6
9
7

l6
1

4
2
ll

(measured)'
300->2000

20 - 600
6-- lm

<3 ->200
t-7

<2-11

r-30
* Data from Delappc et al., 1983; Burns et al., 1985; Tanabe ct aI., 1982a and b; Kuru and Atlas,

unpublished data; and Hargrave et al., 19E7.

FI UI' F'STIMATES

Calculations of deposition of organochlorinc compounds were performed covering a range
of conditions. Dry deposition of particles was assumed to range from 0.05 - 0.5 cm s-1. A "bcst"
estimate was 0.1 cm s-1. Because of major uncertainties regarding panicle size distribution and
extent of gas-particle partitioning, no additional rcfinements to deposition velocity, e.g., in
pericontinental areas, werc added to the calculation. Dry deposition of gas was calculated using the
Henry's Law Constans in Table 30 and the same tempcratur€ dependence for each compound was
assumed. Annual average sca surface temperatur€s werc used for the calculation in each grid box.
Since wet deposition may be depcndent on equilibration at rain-forming altitudes (Bidlcman, 1988;
Ligocki et al., 1985a), two different sets of assumptions were used. One assumed that rain
equilibrated with particlcs and gases at an altitude that was l5'C cooler than sea surface
tempcrature. Assuming a standard lapsc rate, this corrcsponds to about 2 km altitude. At this
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altitude, the compound has a geater solubility in rain and also a greater fraction of thc compound is
adsorbed to particles. The second assumption was that rain equilibrated with organic compounds
at the temperrature of the sea surface. Scavenging ratios ranged from 200 to 1000. A "best"
estimate of wct deposition used the cmler temperature with a scavenging ratio of 200.

RESUI TS

In spite of all the caveats, assumptions, and uncertainties in our estimates, we think that the
calculations performed here are a reasonable representation of the total deposition of
organochlorines to the world ocean. Different observed features of the deposition of
organochlorine compounds are reasonably simulated in our calculations. The calculations provided
a "best" estimate of the deposition of each organochlorine compound in each ocean basin. Table
34 summarizes tfrese calculations as total deposition (x t00 g yrl) and flux (pg .-2 yrl). Thc
geographical mean flux distribution of the calculated fluxes of IHCH and EPCB are shown in
Figures ll and 12.

Table 34. Summary of Total Deposition (x 106 g yrl) and Mean Flux (pg 6'2 ypl) of
Organochlorine Compounds to the Oceans

Compound Atlantic
North South

Pacific
Nonh South

Toul Deposition
Mean Flux

Indian

EHCH

HCB

Dieldrin

DDrT

Chlordanc

EPCB

E5r

15.5
16.8

0.31
16.6

0.30
15.6

0.2E
8.7

0.16
99.7

1.tl

471

4.3
18.9

0. l7
9.5

0.09
25.7

0.23
1.9

0.02
29.t

0.25

698

10.3
I 1.4

0. t7
6.0

0.09
43.3

0.64
2.4

0.04
52.t,

0.7 7

4754

L2.7
77.1

0.23
42.9

0.1I
165

0.44
22.r

0.05
239

0.64

97 2640

1.9 29.5
10 19.9

0.2 0 0.22
2.0 8.9

0.04 0.10
14.0 66.4

0.27 0.7 4

r.0 8.3

0.02 0.09
l3.E 35.5

0.27 0.40

Since major sourccs of organochlorinc compounds are in thc Northern Hemispherc, it is
not surprising that our calculations show that a majority of the deposition of these compunds is o
thc Nonh Atlantic and Nonh Pacific Oceans. Becausc of thc diTferent sources and ransport of
compounds over the ocean basins, different compounds prcdominatc in differsnt occan basins.
For example, HCH and DDT compounds have thc greatest deposition rates in thc North Pacific.
!!1s deposition is largely influcnced by sources of thcse compounds on the Asian contincnt.
PCBs and dicldrin havc higher dcposition rarcs in the North Atlantic than in the North Pacific.
This difference appears to bc related to proximity of sources of these compounds in Europe and
Nonh America. Chlordane and HCB have somewhat highcr deposition rates over the Norttr
Atlantic,but total deposition of thesc two compounds is approximately the same in the North
Atlantic and the North Pacific.
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In this section, the Indian Ocean is treated as a single basin, and no distinction is made

between the Nqthern Indian and Southern Indian Ocean. However, we note that high atnrcspheric
concentrations and fluxes of HCIIs, DDTs, and PCBs have been reported in the coastal region off
India (Bidlennn and Leonard, 1982; Tanabc and Tatsukawa, 1980; Tanabe et al., 1982a-and b).
Our calculations also indicate over an order of magnitudc higher fluxes of organochlorine
compounds in some areas adjacent to Irdia compared to the interior of the Southern Indian Ocean.
Funtrer, there have bcen rcports of higtr concentrations of organochlorine pesticides in the rivers of
Southern lndia (Tanabe, pers. comrril. Thus, in addition ti atmospheri'c deposition, runoff and
river drainage also may be an imponant routc for pesticide inputs io the Noithern Indian Ocean
iuea.

Table 35. Estimates of Deposition Mechanisms of Organochlorines to the
World Oceans @xprcsscd as % of Total Deposirion)

Particle Gas
ComDound Dry Wet Dry Wet

a - HCFI
r - HCI{
HCB
Diellrin
p, p'DDT(rev)
P, P'DDE
Chlondanc
EPCB

<{.1
<0.1
0.1
0.3
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.6

0.1
<0.1

2.2
12.6
34.r
20.8

9.5
22.8

38.4 61.5
22.8 77.r
85.1 t2.6
54.1 33.1
44.9 20.4
63.6 rs.2
72.2 l8.l
65.3 I 1.3

Calculations also show that the mechanisms of exchange differ between individual
organochlorine compounds, although there arc some broad similarities (Table 35). In all cases, the
magnitude of-direct gas exchange across the sea surface is uncertain. However, given the
as:sumption-s described above, even a limited rate of gas exchange can provide an average of
25 - 85% of the total exchange for organochlorine compounds. Diiect dry-deposition of puiicle-
bound organic mat€rial is a minor component of the deposition of all comlourids consideied here.

Ih"* may bc situations of high particld loading and lori rainfall wherc panicle dry deposition may
bc. morc important, but on average dry deposition is <5% of the total panicle deposition. The
Priqary differences in deposition mechanlsms betwecn compounds occurs in w-et deposition.
Particle- scavcnging by precipitation is most significant for-PCB and DDT compounds; gas
scavengin-g is thc predominant mechanism renroving HCII compounds in rain. Panicli scavenglng
accounts for 15 - 30% of the wet dcposition of the other organochlorines.

While thcsc estimates providc a guideline for comparing compounds and obtaining total
deposition rates, it should be remcmbered that thc relative imponancd of mechanisms desdbed
here is dependent on the various assumptions used in the calculation. A factor of two error in the
gas-particlc partition coefficient or the Henry's Law Constant can change the relative importancc of
panicle vs gas scavenging. Still, there are various checks we can mate on our calculations to
evaluate how appropriare they are for estimating deposition to the oceans.

To check the calculations of deposition rates, we can make several comparisons with
existing data. The first check compares estimates of the predicted wet depositioh wittr actual
Fgasqenrcqs of organochlorine compounds in rain water at spccific sites in the model gid Clable
36). For this comparison we use only measurcments of rain at remore marine locations. Thus,
therc arc only a few sites available for comparison. Thesc include the four SEAREX sites in the
Pacific Occan, one site at Bermuda, and an average of scveral samples taken during a research
cruisc in the Indian Ocean. With thc exception of HCH, most organochlorine compounds are
below detection in marine rain. The low lcvels of most organochlorines is consistent ivittr nroOet
calculations. For the more abundant HCH, there is generally excellent agreement between
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observed and predicted concentrations in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. Our model calculation
(based on a scavenging rario of 20 and assuming equilibration at surface temperature minus ls'C)
tends to overcstimate HCH concenmdon in rainfall at Bermuda, but to undsreitimate the chlordane
and dieldrin concenration there. Better agrecment for HCH at Bermuda is obtained when we
assume equilibration at sea surface temperature.

Table 36. Comparison of Measured Rainfall Concennation (pg l-l) at Specific l-ocations
(bold type) with Model Predictions (based on surface temperature minus
l5"C and scavenging ratio = 2ffi)

NORTH PACIFIC SOUTH PACIFIC INDIAN ' ATLANTIC
Comoound N. Pacific Enewetak Samoa New Zlnd. Indian Oc. Bermuda

a- HCH

y- HCH

HCB

Total PCB

Dieldrin

Chlordane

DE

DDT (rcv)

6400
6300

t240
r900

2435
3 r00

292
sl0

239
<30

47ffi
<600

ll 20
<20

ll 9
<20

22
<20

13 t2
<20

375 765
320 450

47 6l
30

4439
t54

1030
t26

304/J.
<3 l0

3800
5000

1300
I 100

719624
<30

713&468
<200

ll 46
r5t

13317
<30 77

l 6 4 ll

t7

52r
<20

The second check we can make is to compare our estimates of deposition rates with other
direct or indirect measurements of deposition to water bodies or other surfaces (Iable 37). For
most of the cases available for comparison, the measurement describes only net deposition rates.
W!"1 pplied to sedimentation, deposition rates describe only that fraction of the tdtal deposition
which becomes attached to sinking particles. Accumularion inpeat bogs is probably best c6mpared
to wet deposition Jlles; gas exchange at pcat forming layers in the bog may not be significant
(RlnaRon e1al., 1988). Overall, the comparison betwCen estimated Oeposition rates for the North
Atlanric and deposition rates measured at other Northern Hemisphercsites is surprisingly good.
There is a suggestion in the data that maximum flux rates, i.e., those assuming-maximirm gas
exchange, will overestimate the net flux of organochlorines to the oceans. A more rcasonable
comparison is obtained using a limited rate of gas dry deposition.

fi-natly, a comparison is made between the magnitude of thc atmosphcric input of
organochlorines to the oceans to the global amount from riverine input (Tablc 38). Thbrc is,
howcver, a lack of data on organochlorine inputs to thc world ocean from large river systems. The
data situation for organochlorines in major rivers is much worse than for thi marine atmosphere.
A recent report (GESAMP, 1987) also notcd the lack of data on anthropogenic organic compounds
in rivers. River data in Table 38 were taken from Atlas and Giam (1916). Thcy assum-ed that
upper limits for "global average" riverine conccntrations were I ng l-t for PCB and HCH and
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0.1 ng l-l for other organochlorines. For these cases, atmospheric input is the dominant
mechanism of deposition of organochlorine compounds to the world ocean. However, for the
reasons already discussed, it is important to rccognize that such a comparison is very crude.

Table 37. Comparison of Estimated and Measured Deposition of Chlorinated Hydrocarbons

Gg m-2 yrl). Calculated Fluxes (bold type) in this Tablc Include the Maximum
Range and "Best" Estimate (in brackets) of the Flux

Compound Flux l-ocation Reference

EPCB 0.1 - 4.0 N.E. US PEAT CORES

0.8 - 3.1

1.6

RURAL WISCONSIN I..AKES 2

N. ATI..ANTIC SED. TRAP 3

N.E. US PEAT CORES
MEDTT. SEA RAIN
N. ATLANTIC, CALCULATED

N.E. US PEAT CORES
CENTRAL MINNESOTA SNOW
MEDTT. SEA SED. TRAP
MEDIT. SEA - RAIN
N. ATLANTIC, CALCULATED

N. ATI-ANTIC SED. TRAP
N. ATLANTIC, CALCULATED

N. ATI-ANTIC SED. TRAP
N. ATLANTIC, CALCULATED

MEDIT.SEA SED. TRAP
MEDIT. SEA- DRY DEPOSMON
G. BRITAIN-N. SEA RAIN
N. ATLANTIC, CALCULATED

0.57.13.5 (r.t) N. ALANTIC, CALCULATED this work

3
this

3
this

work

HCB

IDDTS

Chlordane

Dieldrin

Lindane

0.03- 0.4
0.24
0.04-2.r (0.31)

0.4 - 1.5
0.33
o.97
1.6
0.15-l.s (0.2r)

0.02
0.044-1.25 (0.r6)

0.04
0.14-r..9 (0.32)

0.97
2.4
7.5
3.2-t3.2 (4.2',)

I
4
this

I
5
6
4
this

6
4
7
this

Ret 1) Rapaport and Eisenreich, 1988;
1986; 4) Villeneuve and Cattini, 1986; 5)
Wells and Johnstone, 1978.

2) Swackhamer and Armstrong, 1986; 3) Knap et al.,
Rapaport, 1985 (cited in [1]); 6) Burns et a1.,1985; 7)

Table 3E. Comparison of Atrnospheric and Riverine lnput Rates of
Organochlorine Compounds to the World Oceans (x td g yrl)

Estimated
Compound Atmospheric Riverine 7o Atmospheric

EHCH
HCB
Dieldrin
IDDI
Chlordane
EPCB

4754
77.r
42.9

165
22.r

239

40-80
4
4
4
4

,10 - 80

99
95
91
98
85
80
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RF GIONAL SEAS

In this section, we attempt to estimate the atmospheric input of high-molecular weight
organic compounds into regional scas adjacent to the European continent, i.e., the North, Bdiic,
and Mediterranean Seas. As one might exp€ct, there are numerous difficulties and uncertainties
involved in such an estimation. Thc first problem is to estimate a reasonablc concentration of
pollutans in thc atnnsphere over each basin. This estimate is complicated by the scarcity of actual
concentration measurements of organic pollutants and by the large variation of conccntrations of
individual chemical compounds near sourcc areas (e.g., Duinkcr and Bouchertall, 19E9; Guicherit
and Schulting, 1985). Furthermore, the potcntial sourcc areas of organic pollutants which can be
dcposircd from the aunosphere include aradius of sevcral 100s to 1000s of fm around each basin
(Van Aalst et al., 1982). The physical propcrties of organic pollutants may also be variable near
source areas sutrounding the basins. For examplc, the partitioning of compounds between gas
phase and particle phase may be influenccd by-soot or bther acroiol components, and the size
Blge_of particle-associated organic pollutants will change depending on iource characteristics
(Van Vaeck et al., !97?). These differenccs may causc largc changes in deposition ratcs of
organic -pollu-tants. Unfortunately, there are fcw data available in appropriate giographical areas
sunounding the regional seas to sufficiently csirnatc the ternpcal *l g*St phical tarihbility in all
parameters nccessary to calculate deposition (Van Aalst et al., 1982). Thus, there is a large
unccrtainty in the fluxes and depositions calculated here. Because the regional seas considcred
may receive inputs of organic pollutants ftom the sarE sources and bccause of the scarciry of data
we will use a comtnon basc of atmospheric concentrations to calculate fluxes to the different
basins.

Data available on concenrations of organic pollutants in the Ewopean atnosphere are given
in Table 39 (sce Table 25 t9 compiuc with remoic data). These datacmphasizi thc degrEe of
variation observed in organic pollutants throughout Europe. In panicular, there appears Io bc a
grcat deal of variation in the conccntration of IHCII (lirdane). Some sites irdicate tf,at lindanc is
the single most ahundant organochlorine, while other regions, such as Sweden, show that a-HCII
is the main HCH isomcr in the atmosphcre. Thc d-ifferenccs in HCH conccntrations and
composition Presumably reflect proximity to regions wherc lindane is currently in usc. The
concentrations of organic compounds sclected for purposes of calculation here arc atso givcn in
Table 39. Comparing thc rangc of concentrations mca3ured on thc coasts of thc North an-d gAtic
Scas with valucs for the open ocean and for an inland sitc (Ulm) shows that conccntrations of
pesticides measured at coastal stations at tirnes approach levels mcasured on the open ocean, but
are othcrwisc lnore indicativc of air masscs frqn liand



Table 39.

t4
Conccntration of Organic Pollutants in Air Ncar Regional Seas -
Meditcrranean, Baltic, and Nonh Seas. Concenmtions grven in pg rn-3

ComDound a-HCH y-HCH XHCH X,DDT PCBs Dieldrin Chlordane HCB Ref.
LOCATICI{

North Sea: (min.)
(max.)

Delft (avg.)
(max.)

OffNoordwifi (min.)
(avg.)
(max.)

Bdth Sea:

Kiel (min)
(avg-)
(max.)

Off Kiel (min.)
(avg)
(max.)

Sc,E&r (min.)
(egneten) (avg)

(max.)

Open Baltic Sea

Mean,Nath and
Baltic Seas (min).

(avg)
(max.)

For comDarisolu

Ulm, FRG (arg.)
(rux.)

Mean North Ailantic
(hom Table 25)

l0
n
l4t 960

1060 3050
250 360
1200 3400

20 20
10 60

2s0 7000

610
4600

,m
130

7zfi

100
480

20
2m
450

50
290
lm

l8
67

r65

29
rg
524

13
370

73
3E0

3m
1940
33r0

lm
236
900

189
690

3250

103
312

l4tx)

570
1300

r20
553

29ffi

20
3r7

2000

2l
207
ffi

2r0 0.6 23
897 15 341

3910 lm ll90

2@ zfi

r62
1080
2520

2.4
ll
15.2

2.4
ll
15.2

20 r23
236 478

3270 4670

2ffi 2910
ll0m r23m

53
138
395

ll

40'

362

2s 830
59 ?ffi

ll574

l075Estimatedfc 350 350 7m
fa this report

tp,p'-DDE + pp-DDT only.
Ref: l) Dawson and Rilcy, 1977,2\ Guichcrit ard Schulting, 1985; 3) Reinhardt and Wodarg, 1988a, 4) Duinker
and Bonchertall, l9tg; 5) Reinhardt end Wodarg, 1988b, 6) Bidlemar ct al., 1987, 7) Korolev, l9&4, 8) Wittlinger
ard Baltschmitcr, 19t7.

To cstimarc thc flrrx of organic compounds to thc rcgional scas wc usc th€ sanrc calculatiqr
procedures dcscribed earlicr for the global occan. Thc appropriatc parametcrs arc grvcn in Tablc
40.
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Table 4O. Pramctcn uscd to Calculate Flux of Organic Compounds to Regional Seas

North Sea Baltic Sca Mediterranean Sea*

Sea surface temp. ('C)
"Correct€d" TSP (ltg m-3)
Rainfall (mm pt)
Area (x lS km2)
Scavenging Ratio
Panicle Vd (crn s-t)

10
3.2

6E5
5.25

2N
0.1

l0
3.2

620
4. l5

2ffi
0.1

20
3.2

335
5.0

2N
0.1

*Northwest 
Mediterranean onlv.

In Tablc 41 the total deposition fluxes wc calculate arc comparcd to actual measur€m€nts of
aunospheric fluxes and to sedimentation rates of organic pollutana. The nange of calculated fluxes
is caused-by the temperaturc dep€ndenge of precipi-tation scavenging proces&s and by differences
in rainfall amounts between thsseas. The higher calculated flux-is qiicat of rhe Norih and Baltic
Seas, whilc the lower flux is calculated foithe Mediterranean. Iiven though rhe atmospheric
concentrations are selected to be the sarne over all basins, the flux calculated for the northwestern
Mediterranean is lower because of higher tempcratures and lower total rainfall. Similar rainfall
rates.and loy tefnperatures in the Baltic and thb North Sea produce nearly identical fluxes which
are higher than for the Mediteranean Sea. However, given irormal variability and uncertainties in
our calculations, we. expect that the range of fluxes caltulated herc may appli to any of the basins
rather than to a specific sea-

Orn calculations indicate that direct gas exchange rnay contribute from l2 to ?J3 of the total
deposition of organic polluunts to the regional scas. This calculation is based on an exchange rate
which assumes that seawater is on average 9O% saturated with respect to organoch'iorine
compounds in the atmosphere. The few mcasurcmcnts of organochlorihes in the fogional seas
suggest this assumption may be reasonable (Table 42). In faci, concentrarions of PCE and DDT
|Ppg.ar supersaturated in most waters measurcd. This apparent supersaturation may be caused by
binding of PCB and DDT in an adsorbed or colloidal for;n in seawatcr which doesiot panicipat'e
in gas exchangc reactions (Atlas and Giam, 1986).

The estimates of gas exchangg grven hcrc may overestimarc the actual input of organic
pollutants to the regionai se_as via this process, and one must consider the possibility thit the
regronal seas may.serve only as a temporary sink for organic pollutant coinpounds-from the
atmosphere. For bodies of water which arl near equiliErium'with the atmisphere, organic
pollutant input may be regulated by qc ability to remove pollurants from surface waten'eithir by
sedimentation orvia mixing ulth 

-u$grsaturCted 
wateni. ih shallow areas the capacity to removl

pollutan-ts is limited. In a study of l-ake Siwiskit, Swackhamer et al. (1988) used a niass balurce
PpJoafh. to sqggcsr that sedimenution removed only 4O% of the wet and diy deposition of PCBs
to thc lake. The "exccss" depositio-n was revolatilized to the atmosphcri. Thcy suggestcd a
scenario in which episodic pulses of dcposition of PCB o the lakc occrir in rain and snoi"I Thcse
episodes.arc followed 

-by 
lohgel petiodi during which the PCBJ rte sto*iircmoved from surface

waters via mixing, sedimgntation, and volatilization. A similar siruation may be applicablc to
coastal areas of thc Mediterranean Sea, and to the North and Baltic Seas. Ind;;d,'from a
coaryarison of coastal and nrral DDE/DDT ratios, Rodhc et al. (1980) corrcltdcd that tlp gattic Sca
can act as a source of airborne-grgaqic compounds. hesumably, thesc areas arc subject to intense
pulscs of deposition from pgltqiea sourcd rcgions. lhc abiiity of thc wat€r bodics to toraUy
accommodate thescinputs will depcn! on a number of factors iricluding mixing rat€s, biological
productivity, and scdimentation rates (Bums and villeneuvc, r9E7).



Table 41.

t6
Comparison of Total Atmospheric Deposition Flux of Organic Pollutants
to Measured Deposition using Rain Collectqs and to Sedimcntation Rates
Measured in Regional Seas, all in units of pg m-2 y.l

Comnonnd o-tlCH v-IICH IHCH IDDT IPCB f)ieldrin Chlordane HeB R.ef-

MEAST.'RED PRECIPITATION AND DRY DEPOSMON

Medil Sea(wa) 1.9 10.5
(dry) 2.4 2.4

(total) 4.3 12.8

Nath Sea (wet)

Brest (FRXwet) 12.6 16.6

Sweden (wet+dry)

MEASURED SEDIMENTATION RATE

Mediterranean Sea 48

Hano Bight

CALCULATED CrurS REPORT)

(wet only) 2.4-L4 4.8-27

(gas exchg. l0%) 6.1-6.3 5-27

TOTAL 8.5-20 10-54

OTHER ESTIMATES

3.6 2.49

29.2 r.7

ll.5 - 25

0.g*

7.24r 0.12-l.l

ll-33 0.54.6

18-74 0.&1.7

0.47

l3-28

58

0.3-2.2 0.15{.95

3.04.6 1.0-l.l

3.3-6.8 r.2-2.0

0-0.04 0.02-0.09

0.08-0.1l 0.3-0.8

0.08-0.15 0.3-0.9

0.22
0.08
0.30

t2.4 1.9
4.8 7.3
16.2 9.2

8.4
14.6
23.0

3.32

8.3

0.r7-2r

North Sea (total) 7.6
(minimum)

Baltic Sea 12 I

19 4.95 l9

2if 441

tt.4

l0i

3.82.3

* p,p'-DDE only

Ref: l) Villeneuve and C-attini, t986; 2) Wells and Johnstone, 1978; 3) Marchand et al., 1983; 4) Sodergren,1972;
5) Bums and Villeneuve, 1987; Burns et al., 1985; 6) Larsson, 1984; 7) Van Aalst et al., 1982; 8) Korolev, l9&4.

The total atmospheric inputs to each rcgional sea iue given in Table 43. Where possible,
these inputs are compared to pnevious estirnatcs and to estimated riverine inputs. Again, it needs to
be emphasized that the riverine fluxes of organic pollutants are poorly defined. Thus a direct
compiuison of atrnospheric and riverine inputs into the rcgional seas is still highly uncsrtain. Also,
the riverine flux may influence only the nearshore areas since much of the river load of
organochlorines will be deposited near the mouth of the river. The atmospheric input, however,
has a wider scope for impact over the regional seas. With these caveats in mind, we estimate that
HCH is deposited into the regional seas mainly via atmospheric inputs. For other organochlorine
compounds, the riverine input may approach or even exceed the atmospheric flux. Additional
measurements of both riverine and atmospheric fluxes and concentrations over extended time
periods arc necessary to rcsolve this question.



Tablc 42.

t7
Concentrations of Organochlorinc Compounds in Seawater (ng rt) in
Regional Seas

Cornnolnd o-HCII v-HCII EI{CH IDDT IPCB Dieldrin Cihlordarc HCB R.ef.

OBSERVED

Medierrarcan Sca

Br€st (FR)

MedigralrcanSea

Baltic Sea

Nqthsea 0.4-2.3

CALCI,JI-ATED

@ to'c 3.6
(a 20'c 1.5

0.13-t.t 0.4-15.9

1.5 4.3

2.O

0.4-2.6 r.t-?.2

0.07{.8 0.01{.33

I

2

2

2

30.12-2.77

7.2
2.9

0.01{.30

r0.t
1^4

0.o7 0.4
o-03 0.14

o.2 0.01
0-l <0.01

o.v2
o-01

Rcf: l) Burns and Villcneurre, 1987;2) Mrchand ct d., l9t3; 3) Vm Adst ct el., 19t2.

Tablc 43. Calculated Total Atmosphcric Inputs (in lff I yrl) of Organic
Polluunts to thc Ncth Sca thc Baltic Sca, and thc Moditcrrarpan Sca

Cnrnnorrnd rr-lICIf I-IICH ttI(-H IPCB Di.-klrin Chlrrdern HCB Raf.

Nqth SGa 10.4

Baltto 7.1

MV}ledterrarm 4.3

OTHERESTIMATES

Nath Scr 4-40
Bettic Sca 5
lrlc&rrsr

r7.6

l2.t

5.6

a
n.5

9,9

0.9

0.7

0.3

3.7

2.t

1.7

l.r 0.r 0.5

0.9 0.1 0.4

0.6 0.05 02

tGlm

:
t2-t2
t:

lG160

XT

t.2-r2 : !"
WctDcpcition:

f.kth S€.
}ltr|lt rrm

Rishclrye

}iedlanm
l.frth Scr

u27

Rd: f) Voo Aalsr q d.,l9g4 2) Kor,olcv. l98A; 3) Buns and Villacuvc, l9frl;4) Vel|s md Johnsm, lglS; 5)
Villcmlc rd Cr[inl 1966.

In gcncral the compuison bctwccn thc fcw nrorsurrnrcnts of dcpoeition ratcs of cganic
pollutants and thc modcl calculations rcpctcd hcre is surprisingly good, though wc may bc
undcrcstimating thc flux of DDTs and PCBs. Howcycr, it shonld bc kcpt in mind that the
dcposition mcasuremen$ shown herc arc dcrived from a timc span of over a docdc. Witlt
cnvironmcntal conccntrations of a numbcr of organochlorinc compounds sbwing a docline ovsr
thc last ten years, it is not surprising that the mcasurcmcnts and calculations arc in modcst

6{0

:
I
2
3

2.t l.f 1.9
1.5 t.'l 9.9 1.3 6.t

3.ti.s is -;

0:0

1

4
5

3
t



tt
disagrspmcnt. Morc importantly, thcsc calculuions show that ilrcrc may bc largo scasonal
differcnccs in dcposition fluxos of pollutmts to thc regional scas considsrd hcrc. Thcsc
difrcrcnm may bd causd ry a cornbiriadon d rcmpcratrrc-dests on dcpocition pnosesscs, srlrrcc Idrff€lcnG may Dc caus06 qr 8cofirDlnauolror rsmFl
sucnglh variaEim, and.diftrcnt usnsport trajccoriies.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

In carrying out the calculations reported here, several important gaps in knowledge have
becomc appar€nt. From thesc it is clear that much further work remains to be done. Rather than
give a detailed list of recommendations for r'rture r€search, we list below five areas which appear
to be of special importance:

l. The best way to quantify atmospheric inputs to the oceans is by direct flux
measurements. However, methods for measuring fluxes directly are lacking at the present, except
for precipitation. The development of techniques to enable direct dry flux measurements to be
made should be a top priority. In addition, the geographical coverage of rain sampling
programrnes should be expanded considerably.

2. In default of direct flux methods, we must resort to indirect approaches rhat use
measured air concentrations. The prcsently available concentration data fields need to be improved
both temporally and spatially. Areas for which concentration data are particularly lacking are rhe
South Atlantic, South Pacific, lndian, and Arctic Oceans.

3. To convert concentrations to fluxes requires knowledge of the kinetic parameter
(depositiory' transfer velocity) controlling the deposition rate. Better parameterisation of this term,
which can come from better understanding of thc controlling processes, is required for both
particles and gases.

4. Scavenging ratios for particular substances vary substantially both temporally at a
fixed site and between different locations. There are many reasons for the existence of these
ranges. Pan of the problem may bc that scavenging rarios often have to be compured from rain and
air concentrations measurcd on samples that werc not collected contemporaneously. There is an
urgent need for simultaneous collections and rncasurements, including vertical profiles, so that
scavenging ratios can be obtained from truly paired rain and air samples.

5. An important uncertainty in flux calculations for synthetic organic compounds is the
concentration of the 'free' (i.e., able to exchange across the air-sea interface) compounds in the
surface oceans. Although technically difficult io address, such mcasurements should have a high
priority in funre srudies.
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